
 

 

Description of Programs Providing Most 

Significant Treatment of Community Issues 
 

Program    Day   Time 

 

Eyewitness News This Morning  M-F & Sunday  7:00-9:00am 

This is a locally produced live news program that presents a mix on news, weather, sports, and issue related 

stories. The issue responsive program segments are usually two minutes in duration, unless otherwise 

noted. 

 

Eyewitness News @ 4pm   M-F   4:00-4:30pm 

This is a locally produced live news program that presents a mix on news, weather, sports, and issue related 

stories. The issue responsive program segments are usually two minutes in duration, unless otherwise 

noted. 

 

Eyewitness News @ 9pm   M-F   9:00-9:30pm 

This is a locally produced live news program that presents a mix on news, weather, sports, and issue related 

stories. The issue responsive program segments are usually two minutes in duration, unless otherwise 

noted. 

 

The Catch it Kansas Show  Fridays thru May  11:00pm 

This is a locally produced live sports program that recaps the local sporting events at the High School level. 

 

Eyewitness News at 10:00  Mon-Sun  1:30am – 2:00am 

Rebroadcast 

KSCW rebroadcasts the M-F 10:00pm News Program produced by KWCH-TV. This is a locally produced 

live news programs that presents a mix on news, weather, sports, and issue related stories. The issue 

responsive program segments are usually two minutes in duration, unless otherwise noted. 

 

First Business   Monday – Friday  4:30am-5:00am 

First Business is a nationally syndicated program that previews the day’s news and trading day, digging 

deeper for the real ideas to make their money work. 

 

AG am in Kansas   Monday-Friday   6:00-6:30pm 

AG am in Kansas is the only locally produced half-hour agriculture show on television in the state of 

Kansas.  At AG am in Kansas, the on-going mission is to tell Good News stories about the people, places 

and things relating to Agriculture in Kansas.  Kansas farmers and ranchers provide food to people 

worldwide while taking great care of the animals and land entrusted to them. The show is produced in 

coordination with Kansas State University's Research and the Extension Department. 

 

AgDay    Monday-Friday  6:30-7:00pm 

AgDay is a syndicated daily half-hour television program presented in magazine format focusing on 

agriculture news, agribusiness, and country living. It is hosted by Clinton Griffiths. 

 

Public Service    All Days   Any times 

KSCW broadcasts local and national public service announcements of varying lengths throughout its 

broadcast schedule. Some of the announcements are part of campaigns on one subject.  



 

 

Features in Newscasts M-F 7am – 9am 
 

The Doctor Is In – Monday 

A doctor from Wesley Medical or Via Christi answer viewer’s medical questions.  They 

also has advice for keeping healthy between doctors’ visits. 

  

Kids Corner – Every Other Monday 

Topical issues affecting kids today.  We talk about everything from violent video games 

to autism. 

  

New You – Every Other Monday 

Finding ways for self improvement.  This includes eating healthier, working out and 

emotional health issues. 

  

Tips and Tulips - Once a month Monday gardening segment with Marty Johnson. 

  

Ask Dentist -  Once a month Monday dental segment. 

Tasty Tuesday – Tuesday  

A variety of chefs come in with easy recipes and/or decorating ideas. 

  

Legal Counsel – Wednesday 

Lawyer Charlie O’Hara is here to answer legal questions.   

  

Listen Up – Thursday 

Local musicians and bands show off their skills.  They play and talk about the importance 

of supporting local music. 

  

All About Animals - Thursday  

Veterinarian Dr. Dan Thompson answers all pet questions and offers tips on how to keep 

your pets safe and healthy. 

 

Pet of the Week - Friday 

Caring Hands Humane Society brings their pet of the week that is up for adoption. 



 

 

NON-BROADCASTING ENHANCEMENT 
 

Joan Barrett, President & General Manager 

Elliott School of Communications Advisory Board  

Kansas State University Miller School Journalism Advisory Board  

Carole Kneeland Project for Responsible Journalism Board of Directors 

Carole Kneeland Project - Trainer 

Kansas Food Bank Board of Directors 

Goodwill Industries, Board of Directors 

Boy Scouts of America Volunteer 

Wichita Collegiate Booster Club Volunteer 

Tallgrass Swim Team Parent Council 

Wichita Chamber of Commerce - Board of Directors 

 

Laverne E. Goering, Director of Programming & Operations 

Newton Rotary Club Member 

Newton Chamber of Commerce Member 

Harvey County Farm Bureau Member 

American Quarter Horse Association Member 

 

Mark Larson, Meteorologist 

Risen Savior Lutheran Church Praise Team member 

Risen Savior Lutheran Church Confirmation Guide 

Risen Savior Lutheran Church Council Member-Board of Youth 

Volunteer food server Falcon Fellowship, Christ Lutheran Church 

Volunteer carpool driver for the blind/visually impaired 

Booster club Concession Stand Volunteer server Wichita Heights High School 

 

Merril Teller, Chief Meteorologist 

Kansas Children’s Miracle Network, Advisory Committee 

AYSO Volunteer Referee 

Member AMS/NWA local chapter 

President, Monday Keglers bowling league 

 

Jeff Gibson, Engineer 

C.E.R.T. 

R.A.C.E.S. Emergency Operations Management volunteer 

Brooks Leadership program  

Northeast Magnet High School JROTC program.  
 

Melissa Lock, Human Resource Manager 

Bridgeport Missionary Baptist Church, Sunday School Teacher 

SHRM National and Local 

 

Felicia Rolfe, Reporter 

Jack and Jill of America, Inc. President of local chapter  

Links Inc. member  

Church volunteer-Saint Mark United Methodist Church  

Wichita Collegiate Association of Parents- volunteer 

 

Amy J. Wintz, Account Executive 

HCC communications strategic planning board member 

Morgan PTO 

Morgan Head room mother 

Big Brothers and Sisters Reno county volunteer 



 

 

HCC Leadership Program Mentor Board Member 

Delta Zeta Alumni Chapter President 

 
Jason Massingil, Photographer 
Young Life Youth Ministry 

 

Casey Lowmiller, Photographer 
American Red Cross Member 

 
Kerri Baker, KBSD Local Sales Manager 

Dodge City Ford County Economic Development Corporation, Management Board, Secretary 

Boot Hill Board of Directors, Vice President 

Boot Hill Redevelopment Committee, Marketing Chair 

Boot Hill Museum Association Member 

Minneola United Methodist Church, Administrative Council, Chairperson 

Minneola United Methodist Church, Worship Committee 

Ford County 4-H Foundation Member 

Ford County 4-H Lucky Clover Parent Volunteer 

 

Joseph E. Miller, Controller 

Botanica, The Wichita Gardens, Trustee Emeriti & Development Committee Member 

Wichita Arts Council, Ex-Officio Trustee 

Wichita Kennel Club, Member 

Orpheum Performing Arts Center, Member 

St. Elizabeth Ann Seton church, Finance Committee Member & Usher 

Wichita Art Museum, Member 

City of Wichita Cultural Funding Committee, Member 

 

James M. Luce, Research Director 

Mental Health Association Compeer Advisory Board 

Outreach and Missions Ministry Team Leader, River Valley Community Church 

Operation Noah Rescue, Team Leader 

 

Chris Durden, Producer & Internship Coordinator 

K-State Career Fair – Manhattan, KS 

KU Career Fair – Lawrence, KS 

 

Dominic Gauna, Production Manger 

USD 259’s Digital Production Advisory Committee-Vice Chair 

Kansas Hispanic Education and Development Foundation, Board of Directors 

Community Leadership and Development Project, member 

 

John Salem, Account Executive 

Board Member – Ballet Wichita (formerly Wichita Metropolitan Ballet) 

Board Chair – Higher Ground Substance Abuse Counseling Center 

Program Screening Committee- Tallgrass Film Festival 

Board Member – SER Jobs for Progress 

Volunteer – Habitat for Humanity 

Volunteer – Catholic Charities (Cruise Night) 

Volunteer – YMCA (Denim and Diamonds fund raiser) 

 

Marcus Wilkerson, Local Sales Manager 

Wichita Wind Ensemble, Board Member 

Positive Directions, Volunteer 

Bank of  America River Run, Volunteer 



 

 

Woodlawn Village Homeowners Association 

 

Kim Hynes 

Big Brothers Big Sisters Volunteer 

 

Eddie Gilmer 

Big Brothers Big Sisters - Bowl for Kids Sake Participant 

 

Eron Rawson 

Lead Sound Tech & Worship Musician, Volunteer, Gracepoint Community Church 

 

Shelby Rawlings 

Executive Leadership Committee Member – American Heart Association’s Go Red for Women 

KWCH 2011 Bowl for Kid’s Sake Coordinator & Team Leader – Big Brothers Big Sisters 

 

Emily Deaver, KSCW Crew/Special Projects 

Miss Kansas Organization – volunteer  

Kansas Advisory Group on Juvenile Justice & Delinquency Prevention – member & sit on Grants 

Committee 

Dress for Success – Model for Annual Spring Fling 

Spring Escape Fashion Show Fundraiser for Goodwill Industries-model 

Festival of Trees committee member  

MS Society – emcee Walk MS 2012 

 

Stephanie Huff, Promotion Manager 

Friends of the Wichita Public Library, Board Member 

 

Shawn Hilferty, Director of Marketing and Digital Media 

Wichita State University Marketing Advisory Board 

 

Ross Janssen, Meteorologist 

National AMS Broadcast Board Member 

AMS/NWA Wichita Chapter Treasurer 

HOA Vice President 

High Plains Conference Planning Committee 

Spring Escape Fashion Show Fundraiser for Goodwill Industries-model 



 

 

Public Engagements 

Sunflower Broadcasting, Inc. serves the community by attending various special events where our 

employees emcee, educate, entertain and motivate throughout the year.  Our employees have made special 

appearances to the following organizations. 

 

DATE ORGANIZATION   EVENT    ATTENDANCE  EMPLOYEE  

April 2012 

28 Girl Scouts of Heartland 

Kansas 

Girl Scouts Go Greensburg 100 Emily Deaver 

 If you need more lines, place the curser in the last line last column and hit tab.  

  

 

DATE ORGANIZATION   EVENT    ATTENDANCE  EMPLOYEE  

May 2012 

5 High School Seniors across 

Kansas 

Top of the Class 150 Cindy Klose & Roger Cornish 

12 Clients Emcee Hutch Concert 400 Roger Cornish 

17 Mel Hambelton Ford Mel Hambelton Idol 100 Emily Deaver & Shane Konicki 

18 Health & Wellness Coalition 

of Wichita  

Commuter Challenge 20 Emily Deaver 

 If you need more lines, place the curser in the last line last column and hit tab.  

 

 

DATE ORGANIZATION   EVENT    ATTENDANCE  EMPLOYEE  

June 2012 

6 Riverfest  Riverfest 50 Emily Deaver & Shane Konicki 

21 MS Society Freeze Mob 30 Emily Deaver 

26 Georgetown Village 

Retirement Home 

Speech to residents 50 Cindy Klose Hull 

30 Jr. Miss Wheat Queen 

Pageant 

Emcee event 200 Emily Deaver 

    
If you need more lines, place the curser in the last line last column and hit tab. 
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Community Calendar: 

Sunflower Broadcasting provides a beneficial service for our community by 

providing an online Community Calendar to our viewing public. The 

Community Calendar is available for local groups and individuals to 

promote their events free of charge. It can be accessed through three of our 

websites: kwch.com, fetchtoto.com and kansascw.com. We’ve designed our 

calendar to be used by the public and monitored by our staff. Each month we 

list hundreds of events that happen throughout our viewing area that services 

nearly the entire state of Kansas. Some of these events include, but are not 

limited to, non-profit events, fine arts events, civic club meetings, city hall 

meetings, family celebrations, church functions, movie screenings and local 

music performances.  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SUNFLOWER BROADCASTING, INC. 

KSCW-TV, WICHITA, KS 

 

SECOND QUARTER 2012 

 

QUARTERLY SIGNIFICANT PROGRAMS REPORT 

 

 

 

Covered the period beginning April 1, 2012 

Ending June 30, 2012 

 

 

Station KSCW is a CW Network affiliate in its service area.  In carrying out its 

responsibilities as a public trustee, the station deals with and is responsive to the principal 

issues arising in its community on a continuing basis.  A variety of specials, public 

service announcements, public affairs programs and broadcasts on matter of concern to 

our community are supplemented, in some cases, with in-community projects.  Our most 

significant programming, which has dealt with current community issues during the 

preceding three-month period, is set forth below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Specific Treatment of Community Issues  

 

News stories carried in the 7am Morning Newscasts and the rebroadcast of the daily 

KWCH 10:00pm newscasts, Monday through Friday, ranging in length of 45 

seconds or more, address community issues.   

 

 

News stories carried in the M-F 4pm and M-Sunday 9pm Newscasts ranging in 

length of 45 seconds or more, address community issues.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
COMMUNITY ISSUES 

 

 

Crime – Reports on criminal activity throughout the entire viewing area as well as the 

rest of the country and the world.  Here we are listing just a few of the stories that were 

included in our newscast this quarter. 

 

Community - Connecting with the all members of the community and serving their 

specific and special needs is important in a diverse culture. In Wichita, as in most 

communities, there is a need for the public and private organizations to contribute money, 

time, and services to important issues, organizations, and causes within their community.  

As a public medium, we carry a responsibility to let the community know about 

important causes that are worthy of public support.  

 

Economy - The economy is of major importance to Kansas residents.  Continuing growth 

keeps our employment rate high; new contract acquisitions by the local aircraft 

manufacturers, old businesses leaving town, new businesses coming in, proposed tax 

increases/decreases, and major weather concerns for residences and businesses. All of 

these factors impact the community, and are of ongoing interest and concern for our 

viewing audience.  

 

Education – Coverage of educational issues in the viewing area including the various 

school districts, higher education facilities, and communities. 

 

Environment - Environment issues and concerns are of interest are aired regularly in  

newscasts to keep viewers informed of the latest in  Environmental technology, 

treatments, advisories, etc.   

 

Health & Safety - In Wichita, as in most communities, there is a need for public 

awareness of certain public and personal safety issues, and as a public medium, it is our 

responsibility to help ensure that a message is disseminated.  

 

Politics – Coverage of the issues and decisions by city, county and state government can 

affect them.     
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

KSCW 

SECOND QUARTER REPORTS 

2012 



 

 

 
CRIME 
 

4/1/12  9pm 

Dana Gaston Jr. 14:24 I was thinking, Lord, why is there a gunfight going on behind my house?  
Lots of prayers said in this neighborhood....as one person is shot dead in a confrontation with a 
cop.  It all started just before midnight.   Police got a report of gunfire here on south charles...and 
the description of a car that might be involved.   Officers intercepted that car two miles away near 
this intersection.   But the four suspects inside didn't surrender.   They ditched the car over there 
and then the suspects all got out and started running.  At least one of them headed south into 
those woods back there which are connected to the backyards of several houses. Dana Gaston 
Jr.  My window is right over here on this side so I only heard them.  But they sounded really close.   
Dana gaston junior is describing the four gunshots that woke him up.  I thought i heard four, 
maybe five.  Police say those shots were fired by an officer who was confronted by one of the 
suspects.    That suspect was taken to the hospital and pronounced dead.  Meanwhile officers 
combed the area for the other three...and warned mary gaston when she stepped out her back 
door.  Mary gaston get in your house!  Get in your house! So then i went right back in   police 
captured one of the other suspects and took him jail.   The gastons say they're sorry to hear 
someone was killed but...but are thankful nobody else was injured.  I think the police do need a 
lot of recognition for everything they do try to do to keep everybody safe.  Because they do try 
really hard even though sometimes people end up getting shot and killed by the police.   
 

4/2/12  4pm 

Fans got out of control Saturday after Kentucky’s win over Louisville.    The celebrations turned 
chaotic when fans in Lexington overturned cars and set fires throughout the night.   Police in riot 
gear tried to subdue the crowd.   Nearly 40 fires were reported...most of them flaming couches or 
garbage. 
 

4/3/12  8am 

We now know the name of a man shot and killed by wichita police over the weekend.   Police 
believe troy lanning was a suspect in a drive-by shooting... And ran from officers.  When they 
confronted him, investigators say he was carrying a bag, which officers told him to drop.   At that 
point they say he raised the bag to chest level...    That's when an officer fired his gun.   
Investigators say it appears the officer's actions followed procedure.   The district attorney's office 
will make the final determination. 
 

4/4/12  9pm 

An el dorado mother is charged in connection with the death of her 18-month-old child.   Alyssa 
Haag... Made her first appearance in A Butler County courtroom today.   She is charged with first 
degree murder.   Her daughter died last week.  Officers say... The child showed signs of abuse.  
Haag remains in jail on a 500-thousand dollar bond.  She is due back in court for a preliminary 
hearing next month. 
 

4/5/12  8am 

An el dorado mom is charged in the death of her 18-month-old daughter.   Alyssa haag was 
arrested on monday just three days after her daughter jayla died.   The child's injuries caused 
enough concern that police were called to investigate.    Haag is due back in court next month. 
 

4/6/12  4pm 

A jury finds adam longoria guilty of capital murder in the death of alicia de-bolt.  Longoria was 
also found guilty of lesser charges...including aggravated criminal sodomy.. Attempted rape...and 
theft.   Jurors started deliberating at around 11 this morning...after hearing closing arguments 



 

 

from both sides of the case.   For more we go to eyewitness news reporter brian heap-- reporting 
live from the barton county courthouse in great bend.      
 

4/8/12  9pm 

Two people are killed, including a fort hays state university professor, and two others injured in a 
car accident in rural ford county.  It happened sunday morning 7 miles west of dodge city.   The 
kansas highway patrol reports a vehicle traveling east on u.s. Highway 56 when it crossed the 
center line, hitting a car driven by fred ruda (roo-da) head on.   Ruda and his mother-in-law were 
killed.   His wife was rushed to the hospital for treatment.   The 19-year-old driver of the other 
vehicle only received minor injuries.   Fred ruda was the chair of the technology studies 
department at fort hays state university 
 

4/9/12  4pm 

Saint johns military boarding school asks a federal judge to dismiss a lawsuit against it.   The suit 
claims the school allowed higher ranking cadets to beat and mistreat younger students.   The 
school is asking the judge to dismiss... Or order arbitration of the dispute.   Saint john's officials 
also filed documents to have x-rays and photographs removed from the public record.   You can 
see our past stories on the allegations at st.johns on our web site..k-w-c-h dot com. 
 

4/10/12  9pm 

A woman is shot... Now police are trying to figure out how.  Police were called to the home in the 
99 block of briarwood in derby this morning.   The 50-year old woman was taken to the hospital in 
critical condition.   Police are not sure if the shooting was accidental... Intentional... Or self 
inflicted.  Our objective is to be extremely objective and figure out what exactly occurred here. 
 

4/11/12  9pm 

Salina police investigate the death of an 18 month old girl.   Bre-elle jefferson was found 
unresponsive at her home monday night.   She was taken to wesley medical center in wichita 
where she died tuesday night.   Police say the toddler had several injuries to her body.   It is 
unknown if those injuries had anything to do with her death.   An autopsy is scheduled for 
tomorrow. 
 

4/12/12  7am 

A man is shot and killed after a police chase in los angeles late last night.  Police say the man 
was driving erratically before he stopped his car and got out.  The video shows the man pointing 
something at police and police fired back.  The man ran onto the freeway, but police say an 
officer shot and killed him.   The freeway closed overnight and is expected to reopen this 
morning. 
 

4/13/12  4pm 

An officer-involved shooting leaves a teen dead-- and two other men hospitalized.  And police 
released new information on how it happened.  It was before five this morning when police were 
called to a home on the 12 hundred block of west crawford.   They say...police got to a house to 
find armed suspects ...running out the back door.  Police say officers gave the command to 
stop...and saw two of the suspects had weapons in their hands -  one suspect then turned in 
direction of the officers...and police say that's when the officer fired multiple rounds...hitting one 
suspect.  Police say...the other suspects ran and other officers fired shooting two more of the 
suspects.   A 17 year old suspect was killed..  Two other men-- ages 19 and 20-- were also 
shot...they are now in fair condition.   Police say...the suspects intended to rob the house.  Police 
say they're looking for a person of interest tonight -  they want to interview bradlee ohle 
The kbi and the district attorney's office are now investigating -  the officers involved are on leave. 
 

4/18/12  8am 

We're following a situation out of Ottawa county this morning. Kansas highway patrol authorities 
tell us 4 inmates escaped the county jail in Minneapolis just before 5 o clock. KHP says there are 
possibly three inmates driving in a 2002 Nissan Altima... Golden brown in color... The license 



 

 

plate reads 6-4-9-C-i-i. Another is a silver 2005 Chevy venture with a license plate reading 854-
DZQ.They're also looking for a silver Chevy Impala. Troopers aren't sure what direction the 
inmates are traveling. We've also got descriptions of the three inmates. Santos Carrera is 22 
years old... 5 foot 9.eric James is 22 years old...a light skinned black male...with cornrows. And 
21 year old drew wade - he has glasses...a shaved head...and a 785 tattooed across his neck. 
Authorities say they may be armed with shivs. If you see the vehicles or suspects, you're asked to 
call local police. One other inmate was apprehended. Ottawa’s school district office says usd 239 
is operating on a 2-hour delay. It’s not known if the delay is due to the jail break. We’ll let you 
know more information as soon as we get it. 
 
     
4/19/12  4pm 

We start this afternoon with some breaking news out of west Wichita. That's where police say.... 
Someone tried to rob the "bank of America" near 21st and Ridge. Here’s a look at the scene. We 
will bring you more information as it becomes available...on-air and online at K-W-C-H dot com. 
 

4/20/12  9pm 

Wichita police are turning to people living near churches for help...asking them to keep an eye out 
for suspicious activity. Investigators say someone has burglarized, or tried to burglarize three 
churches in Wichita. Someone rammed a door at the St. Andrews church on Hyacinth with a pick-
up...Along with the Jehovah's Witness Center on North Maize. Police say someone backed into a 
shed at Country Acres Baptist on West 10th, but did not take anything. 
 

4/21/12  9pm 

The Ottawa county jail is looking to tighten its operation after 4 inmates escaped last week. It’s 
looking at policies for funding and public safety. The 4 escapees were among 22-inmates from 
Ellsworth correctional facility... Who were being housed in the county jail because of 
overcrowding. One representative says the state prison population is increasing as funding for 
crime prevention decreases. Governor Sam Brownback says he has proposed more money for 
prisons in the next state budget. 
 

4/22/12  7am 

Police in Kent, Ohio were called to disperse unruly crowds at college fest late last night. Police in 
riot gear used pepper balls and flash-bang devices to clear more than three thousand students 
from the festival. College street and neighboring streets were shut down after police received 
reports of the widespread fighting and rioting police say rioting began after some students began 
hitting one another with alcohol bottles and throwing beer at police. Firefighters also responded to 
what witnesses say was a couch lit on fire on university drive. Injured students and college fest 
attendees were transported to the nearest hospital. The number of those injured is unknown.  
 

4/23/12  8am 

Opening statements are set to begin today in john Edwards trial.it continues our coverage across 
the nation this morning...the former democratic presidential candidate is charged with violating 
campaign finance laws. Edwards is accused of improperly using money to hide his pregnant 
mistress during his bid for the white house in 2008. He was once adored as the "son of the 
south." he faces 30 years in prison if convicted. 
 

4/24/12  4pm 

Two would-be robbers target the wrong woman in Georgia. The suspect pointed a gun at the 
woman while she was sitting in her car...and she shot back. Luisa Campbell says she was looking 
through her purse when someone started yelling from the passenger's side. The suspect fired off 
a round. That's when Campbell instinctively pulled out her gun-- like her husband and son taught 
her... And fired back. Sot verbatim: I think about it - it's something protecting me.  I didn't know if 
it's god or my son.  All i know is it’s a little voice telling me what to do, and I listen to that little 
voice. Campbell says she wasn't sure if she shot the suspect until police found him. The suspect 
is still in the hospital...and authorities are looking for another suspect in the case. 



 

 

 

4/25/12  9pm 

The Hays Police Department is looking for two men... Who tried to entice students into a van. 
Police say... Shortly after school dismissed at O-Loughlin Elementary... A group of students was 
approached by two men in a white van. They refused to get into the van... And ran to a nearby 
home. They told their parents... Who called police. If you have any information, call hays police 
at... 785-625-1011. 
 

4/26/12  7am 

Two current and former t-s-a employees at Los Angeles international airport have been indicted 
on federal drug trafficking charges. They're accused of taking bribes from a drug courier who 
wanted to smuggle cocaine and other substances through security checkpoints. Federal agents 
caught the employees through an undercover sting. If convicted, all four employees could face a 
minimum of ten years in federal prison. 
 

4/27/12  8am 

Wichita police need your help looking for a man accused in a shooting Thursday morning. Police 
say the man is black and about 29 years old. He is about 6 feet tall, weighs 215 pounds, and is 
bald with a teardrop tattoo under one eye. He was last seen wearing jean shorts and a t-shirt. 
They say he may have shot a 19 year old near Kellogg and eye 1-35 late Thursday morning... 
And drove off in a white truck the victim was taken to the hospital in critical condition. If you know 
anything, .. Call 9-1-1. 
 

4/28/12  9pm 

Crews are called to a house fire just after noon today. It happened in the 16-thousand block of 
west 53rd street north. That’s in the Colwich area. When they arrived they found flames coming 
from the attic of the home. No one was inside. Firefighters say the fire spread from the porch up 
into the attic. They were able to put it out fairly quickly. No cause has been determined yet. 
 

4/29/12  7am 

Covering the nation...a manhunt for a fugitive is over in Washington State.   Police say they 
located a body that appears to be a survivalist wanted for killing his wife and daughter. 
Eyewitness news reporter Duarte Geraldino has the latest. Police commandos used explosives to 
blow open this bunker in the foothills east of Seattle.   Inside they found a body with a self-
inflicted gunshot wound...who they believe is murder suspect, Peter Keller. They believe the 
person has been dead for some time.  There is a great deal of blood and pistol nearby and they 
do believe that this is peter Keller. The manhunt began last Sunday....when Keller’s wife and 
teenage daughter were found dead from gunshot wounds inside the burning remains of their 
home. The 41 year old disappeared but police found pictures on his computer that gave them a 
general idea where the bunker was located.  They believe he first started building it 8 years 
ago....and that was loaded with supplies, including food, a gas mask and a generator. Family 
members describe Keller as having a survivalist mentality...and say he was probably heavily 
armed. 
What we are going to do now is take a step back and allow our bomb disposal unit to make sure 
the scene is safe, no booby traps or explosives. (natz chopper) The search for a killer in a popular 
hiking and biking area had many on edge for a week. Slightly scary, my wife is pretty 
apprehensive. "police say photos of Keller’s elaborate bunker don't do it justice...that it has 
multiple levels and numerous entrances. Duarte Geraldino, cbs news.  
 

5/2/12  9pm 

Covering the nation tonight, five people are dead following a shooting in Arizona. Police say a 
man in a phoenix suburb shot and killed 4 people including a toddler, before turning the gun on 
himself. Police say the man was armed with several firearms including 2 handguns and a 
shotgun. Police say the toddler was a girl between 1 and 2 years old. Genders and ages of the 
other victims have not been released. Police are still searching for a motive in the shooting.  
 



 

 

5/3/12  7am 

New this morning... Sedgwick county sheriff deputies arrest a driver after a long chase. It started 
just before 1-30 this morning... When deputies pulled a driver over for a routine traffic stop at 
Kellogg and Dugan road. The driver sped off and led deputies and Wichita police officers on a 
chase all over south Wichita. Sedgwick county dispatchers tell us at several points in the chase... 
The driver tried to ram into officers and deputies. The chase ended twenty minutes later at the 
sedgwick county sheriff's office on south Seneca. No one was hurt.  
 

5/4/12  8am 

Police deal with a standoff in southeast Wichita. Wichita police responded to calls of shots being 
fired in the 11-thousand block of e. Longlake around 8-40 last night. Police say when they 
arrived... A man started arguing with officers. After attempts to restrain him... The man went back 
inside his home. Police say the man surrendered peacefully. Police are also investigating a house 
shot at several blocks away...and whether the incidents are related. 
 

5/6/12  7am 

The five men who allegedly planned the September 11-th terrorist attacks made several attempts 
to delay their arraignment Saturday. They faced a military judge at Guantanamo bay for their 
second arraignment- they're charged with the murder of each person who died in the 9-11 
attacks. 
 

5/7/12  8am 

The final woman accused in the hazing death of a Florida a-and-m university band member is out 
on bail this morning. 20-year-old Lasherry Codner was released on 15-thousand-dollars bail 
shortly after she was booked. Codner turned herself into police Sunday. She is one of 11 accused 
in the November death of 26-year-old Robert champion. Authorities say champion died after he 
was beat up on a bus following a football game performance. Ten others also face charges in 
champion's death.  
 

5/8/12  4pm 

Now… the f-b-i is taking apart the bomb... Trying to determine what would have happened if it 
had made it onto a plane. Intelligence officials say the device is a more sophisticated version of 
the so-called "underwear bomb" that malfunctioned on a plane in 2009. They even think the same 
bomb-maker is responsible for both devices. What the FBI is doing is taking a look at the ied 
construction to see what type of refinements and modifications have been made. The bomb does 
not appear to contain any metal... But officials say it would have likely shown up on the new full 
body scanners that are now in use at about 170 airports nationwide. 
 

5/9/12  9pm 

The Wichita fire department asks for your help solving an arson from last year… the focus on cold 
cases is part of arson awareness week... Back in July we showed you how several buses were 
burned at first Pentecostal church at macarthur and hydraulic. There are still no suspects in the 
case... Anyone with information should call crime stoppers at 267-21-11. 
 

5/10/12  7am 

The Wichita fire department asks for your help solving an arson from last year... The focus on 
cold cases is part of arson awareness week... Back in July we showed you how several buses 
were burned at first Pentecostal church at macarthur and hydraulic. There are still no suspects in 
the case... Anyone with information should call crime stoppers at 267-21-11. You can find these 
stories and more online at kwch.com. Stay tuned...mark is next with your forecast. 
 

5/11/12  8am 

Fire investigators say... A fire at a Wichita mosque.... Was intentionally set. The fire broke out last 
Halloween... And caused about 120-thousand dollars in damage. No one was hurt. Investigators 
say... Test results from federal officials ruled out the last possible "accidental source" of the fire. 



 

 

The mosque had received anti-Islamic letters before the fire. But investigators weren't able to 
prove a connection between the letters and the fire. 
 

5/12/12  9pm 

In the crime watch... Police catch a group of teens stealing from a Wichita high school. A district 
security officer called 9-1-1, reporting loud noises and alarms going off at east high. Police 
responded, and found 4 teens in the building... Carrying thousands of dollar’s worth of items in 
several bags. They add the teens also caused 25-hundred dollars in damage. Police arrested 3 
boys and 1 girl, ranging in age from 14 to 17. 
 

5/13/12  7am 

In the crime watch... Police catch a group of teens stealing from a Wichita high school. A district 
security officer called 9-1-1, reporting loud noises and alarms going off at east high. Police 
responded, and found 4 teens in the building... Carrying thousands of dollar’s worth of items in 
several bags. They add the teens also caused 25-hundred dollars in damage. Police arrested 3 
boys and 1 girl, ranging in age from 14 to 17. 
 

5/14/12  8am 

The defense for john Edwards is scheduled to start this morning in the former presidential 
candidate's corruption trial. That's new covering the nation... Edwards faces six felony charges. 
He is accused of conspiracy, making false statements and violating campaign contribution laws. 
He has pleaded not guilty. His defense team has not yet said who it might call to testify...though 
Edwards is not expected to take the stand. Last week, the federal judge presiding over the trial 
turned down a motion to dismiss the charges. 
 

5/15/12  4pm 

Police say three teens could be charged for an attempted robbery that turned out to be a prank. 
Police say three heights high school students walked into the subway on north rock road after 11 
Monday morning. They told everyone on the restaurant to get on the floor...and indicated they 
had a weapon. The students counted the people...then left without taking anything. Police say 
they will present the information to the district attorney's office to decide if the students will be 
charged for the incident. 
 

5/16/12  9pm 

A Salina field party.... Ends with two teens arrested.... And thousands of dollars in damages. The 
saline county sheriff says... Last Thursday... A group of teens drove onto the field for a water 
balloon party.  The party is a tradition in the area and is usually harmless. But this year... Alcohol 
and marijuana were involved. And some of the water balloons were filled with bleach and ice. The 
sheriff says... The teens drove over a corn crop and caused about six-thousand dollars in 
damage. Two 17-year-olds were arrested. 
 

5/17/12  7am 

The john Edwards criminal trial is nearing its end...and the courtroom and the public will *not* 
hear from the former presidential candidate who could face jail time. John Edward’s defense team 
rested yesterday... This after just two and a half days of testimony. Edwards defense team did 
*not* call his mistress Rielle hunter, Edward’s' daughter cate, or the accused himself. Prosecutors 
say it was a calculated move. Sot kieran shanahan/fmr federal prosecutor. "the advantage of not 
putting john Edwards on the stand: it takes away the govt ability to say john Edwards lied art 
everything before and then he got on the stand and lied to you." while the prosecution focused its 
case on the sometimes sordid details of john Edwards affair with hunter, the defense tried to stick 
to campaign finance law. Edwards faces campaign finance law violations... And if convicted could 
spend 30 years in federal prison. Closing arguments begin today... The case could go to the jury 
by the end of the week. 
 

5/18/12  4pm 



 

 

A student at a Wichita school says she was raped by a classmate. Police have not said where the 
students went to school… To keep from identifying the victim. The girl told police another student 
from her school forced her to have sex with him. Police say the suspect was identified... But could 
not be interviewed because a parent could not be located. Police would not give additional details 
while the investigation is ongoing....but a police report indicates the girl is 13 or younger. A 
spokesperson for Wichita schools confirms the girl is a student... But gave no other information. 
 

5/19/12  9pm 

I hear the gunshots my daughter is running out the door hollering for him. A Wichita man 
confronts two suspects who pull a gun on his son. And ends up shot to death. It happened shortly 
after midnight on Saturday... Now his wife says it was a needless crime. That's in tonight's crime 
watch... I lost my best friend and a good husband. Police say Roberta gammon's husband...49 
year old Robert gammon...was gunned down outside of his own house. Roberta says they were 
woken up in the middle of the night by a commotion. My son and friend headed out first husband 
under mattress to get a weapon...like anybody that wants to protect home...no trespass signs up. 
According to Roberta when her husband went outside...two suspects were holding a gun to 
Roberts 23 year old son and his friend. He jumps in front of son tells the guys to throw down 
weapons...they tell him no...he looked at him and said i don't think so...they shoot him. Roberta 
says her husband was shot four times...including twice in the head and once in the chest. I'm very 
mad, I’m very angry. Mad and angry because instead of going to the hospital with her 
husband...Roberta and her 23-year old son were detained by police. I was not there with him (in 
surgery) I got 15 to 20 minutes with him 51:58 my son never got to say goodbye to his dad 
Roberta just celebrated her 24th anniversary with Robert...a life she says was taken too soon. 
What really upsets me is how long i was detained...took precious time from me...and that hurts.  
 

5/20/12  7am 

A man remains in critical condition after a Friday night stabbing. It happened near pine and 
Broadway. Police say it was drug related. The incident is still under investigation and police are 
still looking for the suspects. 
 

5/21/12  8am 

And we're expected to learn more today about a deadly shooting that happened early Saturday 
morning in south Wichita. Police say 49-year-old Robert gammon was shot multiple times 
following an argument. Gammon's wife told eyewitness news that two suspects were holding a 
gun to his son when he jumped in front and told them to throw down their weapons. Several 
witnesses were taken in for questioning. You can find these stories and more online at kwch.com. 
Now...here's mark with your forecast. 
 

5/22/12  4pm 

A Massachusetts man says he will have to file bankruptcy... After he is fined nearly 700 thousand 
dollars for stealing music. Joel Tenenbaum is on the hook for the six-figure fine for pirating music 
online. He says he shared 31 songs... That comes to more than 22 thousand dollars per song. 
Tenenbaum says the fine is extreme. They are trying to create an urban legend out of me. That 
it's not about extracting any kind of money from me.  It's about the rhetorical power of that 
example. Today the Supreme Court announced it will not hear an appeal from Tenenbaum. That 
means the case will return to federal court in Boston...where a judge will decide if the fine can be 
reduced. 
 

5/23/12  9pm 

Charges are filed in connection with a weekend shooting. Dustin Cheever (chee-vur) is charged 
with second degree murder. He's accused of killing 49-year-old Robert gammon... Following an 
argument early Saturday morning... Near south Broadway and 44-th street. Police believe they 
were arguing over stolen property. 
 

5/24/12  7am 



 

 

A new york artist says he spreading a message of "love and joy." but Brooklyn police got a 
different message. The piece of art in question was a plasitc bag with "I love new york" printed on 
it. The artist hung it on a light pole outside of his brooklyn aparment. He had rigged the piece to 
light up and glow in the night sky. I thought it was quite beautiful and then very popular. I didn't 
think about it all, no. I didn't think that this was dangerous…i didn't think it appeared to be 
dangerous.   But police disagreed. The bag had wires coming out of it and they thought it was a 
bomb. An entire block was shut down and the man was arrested. 
 

5/25/12  8am 

Rose hill parents could see a letter from the sheriff in the mail.  This after a father and his 17-
year-old son are busted for growing and selling marijuana... Deputies say they have a list of 
names of students they believe purchased marijuana from the family operation and they plan on 
sending letters to those student's parents. 
 

5/26/12  9pm 

Turning to the crime watch tonight... An early morning stabbing sends one man to the hospital. It 
happened outside hoot's nightclub on the 38-hundred block of west douglas. Police say a man in 
his 40's was stabbed in the leg just after midnight this morning. Police found a man that matched 
witness description and arrested him on suspicion of aggravated battery. 
 

5/27/12  7am 

A Wichita property management business is broken into and several keys are taken. It happened 
at dupont property management in the 300 block of south laura. Police say two men broke into 
the business by breaking a second story window. The keys they took were each tagged with the 
property they belong too. Some are residential and others are commercial. Police are asking that 
you keep an extra eye on you property if it is managed by dupont through the weekend. 
Authorities are still working on a list of all the properties affected. 
 

5/28/12  8am 

Strong winds made it hard for fire crews battling a house fire. It happened sunday evening in the 
500-block of north broad-view. Everyone was able to get out of the house safely. The fire is still 
under investigation. It appears the fire started on the outside of the house... And spread into the 
attic area. 
 

5/29/12  4pm 

But first... The man believed to be the leader of a valley center commune is in court today. Daniel 
Perez is charged with first degree murder... Sodomy, rape and insurance fraud prosecutors say 
perez and several others lived together on a compound in valley center- living off of life insurance 
payouts from deceased members of their group. Today..the court heard testimony from a retired 
insurance salesman who says he sold the policy for the woman perez is accused of killing. The 
witness did not want to be identified... But he says he helped write the 2 million dollar policy for 
patricia hughes- and perez was there when the policy was signed. Patricia hughes drowned in 
2003. Her husband-- brian hughes-- died in 2006 and had a half million dollar life insurance 
policy. Eyewitness news is in the courtroom covering the hearing today. You can follow reporter 
anne meyer's live blog of the proceedings and see our previous stories on this case at kwch dot 
com. 
 

5/30/12  9pm 

He faces a number of charges... Including murder. And we should know next week.... If there's 
enough evidence to send his case to trial. The pre-liminary hearing for daniel perez wrapped-up 
today. He faces murder, sexual assault, and insurance fraud charges prosecutors say... He killed 
patricia hughes in 2003. Today... The court heard from a witness who was 12 at the time. She 
testified... Perez was with hughes the day she died. Perez even told her... To tell police hughes 
had fallen and hit her head.. While trying to rescue her baby daughter from the pool. 
 

5/31/12  7am 



 

 

He faces a number of charges... Including murder. And we should learn next week.... If there's 
enough evidence to send his case to trial. The pre-liminary hearing for daniel perez wrapped-up 
wednesday. He faces murder, sexual assault, and insurance fraud charges. Prosecutors say... 
He killed patricia hughes of valley center in 2003 and made it look like a suicide to collect life 
insurance money. 
 

6/1/12  8am 

There's still no sign of a missing girl from el dorado this morning. Police believe the girl may be 
heading to Canada with a man she met online. 12-year-old brandy gray's parents last saw her 
wednesday night. They believe she may be with a 20-year-old kenneth stewart mcgill from 
canada. Mcgill is driving a white chevrolet impala with canadian licence plates. Head to kwch-dot-
com to get a full description of the vehicle. 
 

6/2/12  9pm 

Authorities find the body of a missing K-U student in rural Douglas County... Police say the 29 
year old was reported missing last month after he missed a family gathering. Investigators say 
there is no indication of foul play. The 23 year old had enrolled at the University of Kansas last 
fall, and worked as a restaurant cook. 
  

6/3/12  7am 

Authorities find the body of a missing K-U student in rural Douglas County... Police say the 29 
year old was reported missing last month after he missed a family gathering. Investigators say 
there is no indication of foul play. The 23 year old had enrolled at the University of Kansas last 
fall, and worked as a restaurant cook. 
 

6/4/12  8am 

No arrests have been made in a weekend stabbing. Police say a Wichita woman is seriously hurt 
after her boyfriend stabbed her. It opens the crime watch this morning. The stabbing happened 
early Sunday morning in the 15-hundred block of north pershing  police say the 25-year-old man 
stabbed her three times then left the scene. The 24-year-old woman drove herself to the hospital. 
Police are still looking for the accused stabber. 
 

6/5/12  4pm 

A former para-educator is sentenced to 12 months probation for having sex with a 17 year old 
boy. Amber dull was working as a para-educator at clearwater high school when the incident took 
place. Dull pleaded guilty in May to unlawful sexual relations. The plea agreement included a 
sentencing recommendation...which the judge accepted. Dull must now register as a sex offender 
and complete a mental health treatment program as part of her sentence. 
 

6/6/12  9pm 

We begin tonight with some breaking news out of Wichita. The kansas highway patrol are 
currently in a high speed pursuit. Few details are available at this time. However, the high way 
patrol tells us, the chase started out as a traffic stop at k-96 and woodlawn for speeding. Stay 
with k-w-c-h on air and on line as we continue to follow this breaking news. 
 

6/7/12  7am 

A third armed robber remains on the loose this morning. Police already have two in custody. The 
robbery happened at a fast food restaurant near harry and Woodlawn about 7-30 last night. 
Police say an officer stopped the robbers' car... And was fired upon during the stop. The robbers 
then drove off... But were found again later. Police arrested two of them and say the third got 
away.  No one was hurt in the robbery or shooting. If you have any information call 911. 
 

6/9/12  8am 

A Portland couple goes to the extreme to spend some quality time together. Kola Mcgrath was 
banned from her boyfriend's apartment complex by managers... So the couple hatched a 
plan...hiding kola in a large pink rolling suitcase.  But neighbors got wise to the plan, and called 



 

 

police. Mcgrath says she wants to visit her boyfriend... But getting into his fifth story apartment 
won't be easy now that everyone knows about the suitcase."i can't think of any other way to do it, 
now. Bungee jump?"  "i'll do it all over again -- or would, but they are already on to me now."  
police arrested the woman for trespassing, because she'd been warned to stay away from the 
building.  
 

6/10/12  9pm 

Social media is being used in another way... Wichita police say... Gangs have been using social 
media to organize and recruit members.  Detectives with the gang and felony assault unit say... 
Gangs... Like the crips... Have their own facebook pages.  Investigators have started monitoring 
sites of suspected gang members.  
 

6/11/12  4pm 

Two men accused of robbing a "k-f-c".... Then shooting at wichita police... Are facing federal 
charges. The suspects... James Adamson and Paul Sifuentez (sah-fuen-tez).... Are charged with 
robbery and committing a violent crime with a weapon. They could each face 30 years or more... 
In federal prison. Two wichita police officers are on administrative leave following the shooting. 
That is standard following a shooting incident. 
 

 

6/12/12  7am 

The second officer-involved shooting happened around the same time.. In far west wichita. It 
happened in the 18-hundred block of Denise Marie...That's near 21st and 119th Street. We fon't 
know much abaout this shooting...only that there was some type of disturbance at the home...a 
someone came out of the home and police felt there was no choice but to shoot the person. No 
officers were hurt in either incident. 
 

6/13/12  8am 

A Hutchinson man is sentenced to two years in federal prison for death threats to the president. 
27-year-old michael scott ramsey was sentenced yesterday in a Wichita court. He pleaded guilty 
in March. Ramsey sent two letters to a kansas mental hospital threatening to kill president Barack 
Obama. 
 

6/14/12  4pm 

But first… police are looking for the suspect in a Sumner county bank robbery. It happened in the 
town of oxford at "emerald bank"... Around 9-30 this morning police searched nearby "cave park" 
for the suspect. But officers have not found him. The suspect is described as a white man, 
wearing a dark-hooded sweatshirt... Camo pants, and a ski mask. He was carrying a dark-colored 
pistol when he entered the bank. You know, lock your doors, lock up your houses, lock up your 
businesses 58:50 so pretty much it's mass hysteria around here. 58:52 everybody's locking down. 
58:54>> the police chief says... He warned the two banks in town that robberies might be a 
danger due to the economy.. The oxford police and f-b-i are investigating the robbery.  Anyone 
with information... Is asked to call oxford police at 816-512-8200 
  
6/16/12  9pm 

In the crime watch... Two inmates escape from the Winfield correctional facility. The men are 
frank crutchfield and Robert cook. Authorities say the men escaped from the minimum security 
facility this afternoon. Cook is believed to be driving a white truck with the Kansas plate 3-5-5-8. 
He is white, 52 years old with gray hair, hazel eyes. He's 5-foot-10 and weighs 2-hundred-25 
pounds. Crutchfield is also white. He's 48, 5-foot-11... With red hair and blue eyes. Both men 
were serving time for burglary and have escaped before. Anyone with information about these 
men should call 9-1-1 immediately. 
 

6/17/12  7am 

In the crime watch... Two inmates escape from the winfield correctional facility. The men are frank 
crutchfield and robert cook. Authorities say the men escaped from the minimum security facility 



 

 

this afternoon. Cook is believed to be driving a white truck with the kansas plate 3-5-5-8. He is 
white, 52 years old with gray hair, hazel eyes. He's 5-foot-10 and weighs 2-hundred-25 pounds. 
Crutchfield is also white. He's 48, 5-foot-11... With red hair and blue eyes. Both men were serving 
time for burglary and have escaped before. Anyone with information about these men should call 
9-1-1 immediately. 
 

6/18/12  8am 

A Wichita woman is stabbed while sleeping in her home... Police are looking for her attacker. 
That's new in the crimewatch this morning... It happened around 12-30 in the 16-hundred block of 
north waco. Police say the 56-year-old victim was stabbed once in the chest while inside her 
home.      She was taken to via christi at st. Francis in critical condition... No description of the 
suspect has been given. Police say the woman's 32-year-old daughter was home at the time of 
the stabbing...but was asleep when it happened. 
 

6/19/12  4pm 

But first,   a sedgwick county deputy is arrested after rape accusations at the county jail. 
Detectives took the deputy into custody today...he was arrested for aggravated criminal sodomy... 
Unlawful sexual relations...sexual battery and mistreatment of inmates. The sheriff's office says 
the deputy is  21 david kendall... He was arrested today.. Two former inmates have come 
forward-- claiming the deputy sexually assaulted them. The case will be presented to the district 
attorney.. Who will decide what charges will be filed. A media briefing is happening right now... 
We're streaming it on our web site…you can watch at kwch dot com right now...and we'll bring 
you the latest tonight at 5. 
 

6/20/12  9pm 

After a two-week long investigation, a detention deputy is now behind bars... Facing several 
counts of sex crimes against inmates. 21-year-old david kendall faces seven possible charges. 
Here's the list... --two counts of aggravated criminal sodomy --two counts of unlawful sexual 
relations--two counts of mistreatment of a confined person--and, one count of sexual battery. 
Sheriff's detectives learned about the first accusation against detention deputy kendall june 3

rd
. 

An inmate claims kendall came into his cell around three a.m. The inmate says, that's when 
kendall handcuffed him and raped him. A similar allegation was made by another inmate 
monday."we developed sufficient probable cause to believe the crimes did occur and that mr. 
Kendall was the one who committed those crimes." mark schoenhofer (shawn-ah-fur) represents 
both of the inmates... Who plan sue the sheriff's office.  He's waiting to see if the district attorney 
will charge kendall. Investigators should present their case to the d-a in the next few days. 
 

6/21/12  7am 

1 of 2 escaped inmates for the Winfield correctional facility is back in custody. Officials with the 
kansas department of corrections say 48-year old frank crutchfield was arrested wednesday 
morning. He was found at a home in wichita. A crimestoppers tips led them to his location.  Still 
on the loose is 52-year old robert cook. 
 

6/22/12  8am 

Hey may be out of jail this morning... But the f-b-i now says they are on the case of corrections 
deputy accused of raping 2 inmates while on duty. The sedgwick county corrections deputy could 
be charged with the crimes today. 21 year old david kendall bonded out of jail yesterday morning. 
In order to be freed...he has to wear an electronic monitoring device. 
 

6/23/12  9pm 

Meanwhile, a police chase ends with a bystander sent to the hospital in critical condition. It 
started shortly after midnight, when 9-1-1 got a call of two suspicious people in a car. Turns out 
that car was stolen,  The suspects took off when officers arrived on scene. They ran a red light 
near Harry and Eye-135, and hit another vehicle. the driver of that car was critically injured. Both 
suspects suffered minor injuries, and were arrested. the crash remains under investigation. 
 



 

 

6/24/12  7am 

We're learning more about a motorcycle accident that left two people in serious condition. Police 
say the motorcycle involved in the crash, was stolen. A car driving on lewis near topeka street 
turned in front of the motorcycle, causing both people on board to be thrown to the ground. It 
happened about 10-20 Friday night. Police are also looking into whether the motorcycle was 
speeding at the time of the crash.  
 

6/25/12  8am 

She's accused of abandoning her newborn baby in a trash can. The trial begins today for an 
emporia mother.  Christina devine faces attempted first degree murder charges. Her newborn 
baby was found alive in a trash bin at an emporia apartment complex last october. An attorney for 
devine says she suffers from a genetic disorder that causes tumors in the nervous system. 
 

6/26/12  4pm 

An emporia woman accused of leaving her newborn in a dumpster in 2010 is in court today. 
Opening statements started in the attempted first degree murder case against christina devine. 
Prosecutors say devine gave birth in her home... Wrapped the boy in a trash bag and left him in a 
dumpster when she went to work. A maintenance worker found the newborn in the trash and 
called police. 
 

6/29/12  4pm 

Looters are a concern for evacuees... Police say they arrested a couple attempting to steal from 
some of the evacuated homes. The two were caught in the evacuation zone and arrested. They 
also had meth at the time of the arrest... And police say they were being investigated in an 
unrelated identity theft case as well. 
 

6/30/12  9pm 

In the crime watch tonight... Wichita police are looking for a suspect in a southeast wichita 
robbery. They say a man walked into a store in the 48-hundred block of east harry friday morning. 
He pulled out a knife..swung it at a woman working at the store and cut her on the forearm and 
chin. He then forced her to lay on the floor and bound her hands with duct tape. If you have any 
information you are asked to call 9-1-1. 
 

 



 

 

 

COMMUNITY 
 

4/1/12  9pm 

The reaction from the fans in lawrence was deafening...   City officials estimate.. More than 40-
thousand people flooded downtown to celebrate k-u's win against ohio state.   And more than 10-
thousand fans filled allen field-house last night to watch the game.  Apparently the energy was 
contagious...i'm a k-state fan and i got talked into this to be honest. And i bought a new shirt 
today... Supporting  big words coming from a wildcat...   Celebrations carried on well into the early 
morning hours..   And now... K-u fans are preparing for the next and last big game... Tomorrow 
night's championship in new orleans. 
 

4/2/12  4pm 

K-u plays kentucky in the n-c-a-a championship game tonight...   Kentucky and k-u are two of the 
winningest programs in college basketball history...   The jayhawks defeated ohio state saturday 
night to make it into the championship game.  But odds on tonight's game have kentucky favored 
to win.   The game starts at 8:30 local time on kwch 12...national coverage starting at 8...   And 
don't miss our rock chalk championship preview show   ...with live pre-game coverage from new 
orleans.   That starts tonight at 7:30 on kwch 12. 
 

4/3/12  8am 

KU fell to kentucky 59 to 67 in last night's men's basketball ncaa championship game.  And 
now...forbes field in topeka is preparing for ku's homecoming.  The team is scheduled to land 
about 7-15 tonight.  Eyewitness news will be there. Expect reports from karl man on our later 
newscasts.  When k-u last won the title in 2-thousand-8...  Several thousand people greeted the 
team at the airport.   It was followed by a rally at memorial stadium on campus. 
 

4/4/12  9pm 

Kansas d-m-v's are expected to be back up and running tomorrow.  For the past two days 
computer problems have crippled all 111 licensing branches in kansas.  A spokesperson for the 
d-m-v says a hard-drive in one of the servers crashed, knocking out the entire network.  While 
offices were open today, no one could get or renew licenses. 
 

4/5/12  8am 

The guy we all knew as greg brady on "the brady bunch" is the proud father of a baby girl.  That's 
from rumorfix-dot-com.     The website reports 57-year-old barry williams and his girlfriend 
elizabeth kennedy named the newborn samantha rose.     Williams already has a nine-year-old 
son from a previous relationship.   
 

4/6/12  4pm 

A developing story from virginia…  a navy f-18 crashes into a virginia appartment building...  Now 
emergency crews are searching for victims and evacuating people in the area.  Both pilots are 
transported to the hospital...they ejected from the aircraft before the crash.   One is in fair 
condition...the other is in good condition at a virginia beach hospital.    It happened after the jet 
took off from a nearby naval base shortly after noon.  I seen him on the other side of the trees 
over this way and it just looked basically like he fell out of the sky.   Fire crews are on the scene 
trying to control the flames...and keep jet fuel from the aircraft from leaking. 
 

4/7/12  9pm 

Florida's-- stand your ground law ---is under harsh scrutiny following the death of a 17 year old 
unarmed florida boy.   Last month we told you about how wichita residents protested *kansases* 
protection laws that are similar to florida's...   We bring you continuing coverage tonight... As law 
makers now...try to answer some questions.   A panel of state representatives, local attorney's 
and professors took part in an open forum discussing those protection laws today.  New day 



 

 

christian church in wichita held the brainstorming event.   The forum was a chance for community 
members to asks questions about protection laws.   The panel said informing people is just the 
first step in making sure another case like the trayvon martin incident does not happen on the 
home front.  I think this is a great opportunity for the community here in wichita to get together 
and dialog about a very important issue and hopefully move forward    the panel focused on  the 
"stand your ground law", which allows a person to use deadly force if they feel threatened.    
Similar public forums are planned for local venues in the near future. 
 

4/8/12  9pm 

He lost his wife and two kids in a january car accident.  This easter a salina pastor gives thanks to 
god for the strength to move on. Pastor jeffery geske and his three year old son jacob are the 
only two survivors of their family. 37-year old laura, 3-year old joy and 8-year old joshua were 
killed in a car accident. 
In january this red car crossed the median on eye-7o near topeka...and smashed into their family 
van... Laura was driving. Despite the accident, pastor geske says his faith in god and heaven are 
stronger than ever...And wanted to return as soon as possible to preach the word of god to his 
congregation.  I think that since this accident it has even hit more at home that god, that we 
believe by faith, we believe it's the work of the holy spirit that gives us the gift of faith. The crash 
is still under investigation...Pastor geske doesn't know why the 61-year old driver from topeka 
crossed the median and crashed. 
 

4/9/12  4pm 

K-u forward Thomas Robinson will enter the n-b-a draft...  He made the announcement in 
lawrence today with his sister and coach bill self by his side.   Robinson says it was a difficult 
decision...but it will put him in a better position to care for his sister.  It's going to be hard leaving. 
I'm going to miss my team mates. Coaching staff..the fans, just the town period. But, um. Of 
course the reason is for me to be in a position to take care of my family....  Since the death of 
their mother...Robinson has taken care of his younger sister jayla. 
 

4/10/12  7am 

In south wichita ...developers hope the second time will be the charm for a project near 47th 
south and i-135.  Today... The developers will once again ask city council members for tax 
incentives to turn this land into in shops, offices and hotel space.    It's known as the southfork 
redevelopment district.  Council member james clendenin says developers need the tax 
incentives to help with constructions costs.   Residents like connie klassen like the idea of having 
new shopping options... Because she often drives to derby to buy certain items.  We've been 
ignored for a long time down here 41 (butt sots together) if you improve a neighborhood, the 
property values goes up and everything gets better for everybody.   Council members already 
approved the incentives last December, but the county did not.    Developers say they won't move 
forward without support from both the city and county. 
 

4/11/12  4pm 

U-c-l-a says it sent nearly 900 acceptance letters to applicants by mistake.  Now...high school 
students are being informed of the error.   Last weekend...the letters went out to 8 hundred 94 
students...saying they had been accepted to u-c-l-a.   But those student were supposed to get 
letters saying they were on the waiting list.   The school has apologized to students and parents.  
But this isn't the first mix-up in admission letters for the u-c system...   In 2009 and 2010...u-c 
berkley and u-c santa barbara mistakenly sent admissions letters to prospective students. 
 

4/12/12  9pm 

The promise of lorenzo cain in centerfield this season will have to wait for now... The royals 
placed cain on the 15 day diabled list after he strained a groin during the oakland series... He will 
miss the home opener... Recalling jarrod dyson frm triple a omaha in his stead...    Hopefully he 
won't have to see too many more of these... It's too early in the season for the royals to be 
collapsing like they did yesterday to the a's...    They take a dramatic lead in the 12th after a billy 
butler double scores eric hosmer...    And Jonathon broxton comes on in relief to give it all back... 



 

 

Loading the bases for the tying run... Before hitting the next two batters to give them the winning 
run...  
 

4/16/12  7am 

During the storms ...many of you turned to our apps...to find out what's going on -   they're 
intended to keep you informed...not only when you're on the go...but also while you're taking 
shelter...  Download our kwch app for weather alerts are they're happening - and to send us your 
storm shots...   There you can also watch live continuous coverage of the weather situation...  
And then there's our storm team 12 app -- download it to see our interactive radar and to get 
current conditions and the forecast by zipcode...   Both apps are free...and available for android 
phones, iphones and ipads. 
 

4/17/12  7am 

Continuing coverage this morning of the tornado outbreak in Kansas.. Folks in a Wichita mobile 
home park will get another warm, clear day to sift through their belongings. An e-f-3 tornado 
ripped through the pinkie mobile home park Saturday. Since then victims are leaning on others 
for help... Troy Tayrin's family and friends spent Monday helping him salvage what they could. 
Troy says he can't imagine doing this without family by his side. Thank you everybody by the way 
(yea) they have worked their fingers to the bone some are ready to pass out. They depended on 
this from the moment it hit and they will for a long time to come. Most victims say they don't know 
what the next step is. Some are waiting for insurance adjusters...but right now the focus is on 
saving whatever valuables they can.  The initial damage estimate for Sedgwick County was 280 
million dollars. But officials said Monday they expected that figure to be scaled back significantly 
in the coming days. 
 

 

4/18/12  8am 

Clean up continues in southeast Wichita to help Sedgwick County is placing 15 large dumpsters 
around Oak Lawn and the Pinaire mobile home park. These are for household debris only -- not 
tree limbs. It begins our continuing coverage of the tornado outbreak across the Kansas. The city 
of Wichita will pick-up tree limbs and brush Thursday from the highlighted areas on this map. The 
area stretches from 71st street south to central. Leave limbs and brush at the curb. Four sites 
have also been designated for debris disposal. They are brooks landfill at 41-hundred North West 
Street. Cdr Landfill at 42-50 west 37th street north. And two waste transfer stations...one next to 
cdr and the other at 55-50 west 55th street south. Regular disposal fees will apply. 
 

4/19/12  4pm 

Sedgwick county plans to update oaklawn residents and clear-up rumors... At tomorrow's town 
hall meeting. Community leaders will give details on clean-up operations... And answer  any 
questions.The meeting starts at six... At the "oaklawn activity center. The county canceled a 
"severe weather class" to concentrate on the town hall. Still... The county wants residents to 
know... They can take steps now to prepare for any type of emergency.Like... Gathering 
necessary items and information for your family's emergency preparedness kit.Creating a 
thorough and practiced plan... That can help keep track of family members in any 
emergency.Staying tuned to sources of information before, during, and after an emergency. And, 
Contacting local volunteer organizations to find out how you can help. 
 

4/20/12  9pm 

Wichita state facing Missouri State this weekend...the bears leading the valley right now...and 
sending out their stud pitcher Nick Petree tonight. Petree coming into the game with a zero point 
8-4 e-r-a...so yeah, he's not bad at all... Petree absolutely nails tonight...he lasts 6 shutout 
innings, strikes out 9 shockers and gives up just 4 hits. Josh smith not faring nearly as well...only 
lasting four and a third...and he gets lit up in the third inning...smith gives up 5 earned runs on 9 
hits...all 5 of those runs scored in a very dismal top half of the third inning...shockers only muster 
5 hits tonight against the bears, and they fall in game one, 6-0 to Missouri state...game 2 is 
tomorrow at 2 p-m.  



 

 

 

4/21/12  9pm 

For just the 21st time in major league baseball history, we have a perfect game...the white sox 
Phillip Humber needed just 96 pitches to do it today against the Seattle mariners, the third perfect 
game for the white sox Franchise...it's the first perfect game since 2010....coincidentally, in 
2010...Humber was on the royals pitching staff.  
 

4/22/12  7am 

It's a flash mob at Wichita’s Great Plains renaissance festival...it's part of an attempt to be the 
world’s largest simultaneous flash mob. Hundreds of cities across the U.S. and Canada took 
part...to dance 'the Carlton' from the fresh prince of Bel Air.. At the same time around the world.it 
was put together by the body by vi challenge to encourage fitness. Working out and getting in 
shape and getting in better health can be fun. It's not all about getting up and doing pushups and 
sit-ups just find a couple of friends and start eating better and you never know what can happen. 
No word yet on if they broke any records. 
 

4/23/12  8am 

The united way will determine today...how many volunteers it will need for the rest of the week. It 
continues our coverage of the tornado outbreak across Kansas. The united way says volunteers 
worked through the weekend cleaning up tornado damage... But fewer hands will be needed this 
week. The group wants to make sure waste-disposal trucks have easy access to the storm struck 
areas. Volunteers who need more information... Should head to our website for more details. 
 

4/24/12  4pm 

The city of Wichita is reviewing proposed transit changes at a public hearing Monday. The city 
says service reductions are needed because of low revenues...and to make up for a budget 
shortfall of more than a half million dollars. Some of the proposed changes include: hourly stops 
instead of stops every half hour during peak service times. Eliminating a route to goodwill 
industries at 37th and Oliver eliminate a route providing service to northwest Wichita and mid-
continent airport. The changes will have to be approved by the city council...and if passed...will 
take effect June ninth.  
 

4/25/12  9pm 

Turns out the number 13 would not be unlucky for the royals in Cleveland tonight...the royals 
trying to snap a 12 game losing streak against the tribe tonight...Ublado Jimnez with the start... 
And Billy Butler getting the best of him in the first... One on for butler... And he jackes this one to 
right field... Royals up 2-0... Fifth inning now... Eric Hosmer... Slumping right now... But he rips 
this one opposite field... Two out with one on... And a two run homer for Hosmer... 4-nothing 
royals...Luke Hochevar getting the nod to start and tommy Hottovy getting some relief work... 
Called up from Omaha today... In uniform tonight and the former shocker giving up a run in his 
first outing in a royal uniform... 4-2 Indians and Ned Yost gives him some time to rest... His line 1-
third inning pitched... One hit, one strikeout on 7 pitches...move to the ninth inning... Two on for 
Alex Gordon... Ripped to deep centerfield... A three run home run... 7-2 royals. Big insurance for 
the win... And then Billy butler comes in a big clutch... A solo shot... His fourth of the year and 
now up 8-2 on the Indians... Royals snapping their 12 game losing streak... 8-2 winners over the 
Indians... 
 

4/26/12  7am 

Tom petty will be at the Intrust bank arena tonight. The performance is part of tom petty the 
heartbreaker's 2012 North American tour. Tickets are still available... Prices range from 40-dollars 
to one-hundred. The concert starts at 7-30. Tom petty and the heartbreakers have sold more than 
sixty-million records. 
 

4/27/12  8am 

Download our kwch app for weather alerts are they're happening - and to send us your storm 
shots... There you can also watch live continuous coverage of the weather situation... And then 



 

 

there's our storm team 12 app -- download it to see our interactive radar and to get current 
conditions and the forecast by zip code... Both apps are free...and available for android phones, 
iphones and ipads.  
 

4/28/12  9pm 

It's been more than two months since this 12 year old girl was killed after she ran into the path of 
a Wichita police officer as he was headed to a burglary call. Today family and friends of Suhanni 
Bhakta (Soo-hawn-ee ---- Bawk-tah) gathered along with others for the color splash five "k" run 
and walk. Organizers say this event is their way to remember and celebrate Suhani's life. Along 
the trail volunteers that included the Wichita fire department splashed everyone with color. All 
proceeds will go to help people living in poverty in India. 
 

4/29/12  7am 

It's been more than two months since this 12 year old girl was killed after she ran into the path of 
a Wichita police officer as he was headed to a burglary call. Saturday family and friends of 
Suhanni Bhakta gathered along with others for the color splash five "k" run and walk. Organizers 
say this event is their way to remember and celebrate Suhani’s life. Along the trail volunteers that 
included the Wichita fire department splashed everyone with color. Suhani's cousin "felt like this 
would really be a way to express her personality and what she would want and she was a really 
colorful and vibrant and it was a great way to bring the community together." the money raised at 
the event went to help poor people in India. 
 

4/30/12  8am 

Lines will be long today at tag offices and d-m-v's across the state. Starting Tuesday, those 
businesses will close for one week for an upgrade. The upgrade is supposed to cut-down on 
paperwork and postage... Because it allows documents to be scanned on- site and sent 
electronically to Topeka. That should make your waiting time *shorter.* The tag office did extend 
its hours today (Monday). The office opened at eight this morning and will close tonight at seven 
o'clock. 
 

5/1/12  4pm 

Coffee shop owners in the Netherlands lose a legal fight against "cannabis cards" under new 
rules taking affect today....the shops can no longer sell the drug to foreigners. Now-- only card-
carrying locals can buy cannabis in the cafes. The shop owners are afraid cutting out tourists will 
reduce their customer base and affect their bottom line. They were unable to convince a district 
court to block the law. 
 

5/2/12  9pm 

One could make the argument, with five wins in their last six games, that the shockers are playing 
their best baseball of the season ...they ripped K-state pitching for 17 hits… Johhny coy had five 
of them...and feels like his club is starting to turn a corner. Coy has a tender hamstring he 
strained on a triple last night...but does expect to play in Friday’s opener with Indiana state in 
Terre Huate... 
 

5/3/12  7am 

New this morning... The big 12 is expected to make a big announcement tomorrow. CBS sports 
confirms Stanford’s athletic director bob Bowlsby accepted the job to be the new commissioner 
late last night… a formal announcement naming Bowlsby to the top spot could come as early as 
tomorrow. Bowlsby would replace Dan Beebe who was fired in September last year. Bowlsby has 
transformed Stanford’s football program back into national highlights. Before Stanford… He was 
at Iowa where he ran the Hawkeyes athletic department for fifteen years.  
 

5/4/12  8am 

Eyewitness News is getting ready to hit the road again, visiting One-of-a-kind towns in Kansas. 
Tell us what's unique about your town -- Go to our Facebook page and like us. There you can 
nominate your town...tell us about any quirky characters, unique businesses, standout students, 



 

 

fun foods and locally made products. The eyewitness news team will travel to a different location 
each day next week… and we may visit you!  
 

5/5/12  9pm 

From tragedy to triumph---Greensburg celebrates its recovery half a decade later. Last night...the 
community gathered for a memorial service to remember the ten who died when the tornado hit 
the town. The rest of the weekend is a celebration of the recovery....and emergence of 
Greensburg as town leading the way in renewable energy. New at nine tonight - eyewitness news 
reporter Jim Grawe has the story. The darkest of nights five years ago....changed Greensburg 
forever. But as painful as it was....the town has snatched victory from defeat. Greensburg is 
celebrating its victory over the tornado. The half decade anniversary is marked by townsfolk 
welcoming visitors to show off the new green Greensburg that has emerged from the wreckage. 
 

5/6/12  7am 

At the Wichita art museum... Cinco de Mayo was celebrated with a new opening. The visions of 
Mexico art debuted Saturday. The Kansas City consulate of Mexico was on hand to give a short 
presentation of the event. 
 

5/7/12  8am 

You may have seen him on  or "hee haw". George Lindsey died Sunday after a brief illness. 
Lindsey joined "the Andy Griffith show" in 1964 as Goober Pyle, and carried his character over to 
a spinoff series, "Mayberry, r.f.d." Andy Griffith said he had great respect for Lindsey’s talent and 
spirit. George Lindsey was 83. 
 

5/8/12  4pm 

Bar and restaurant patios in old town may soon have a new look. The Wichita city council voted 
this morning to approve changes to restrictions on old town businesses. The "old town 
businesses association" pushed for more flexibility in the current requirements. Before the vote - 
restaurants could only use black metal furniture... And solid-colored umbrellas. Under new rules... 
Businesses can provide outdoor furniture that they say will be more comfortable to customers... 
And they can use sponsored umbrellas… Which will allow business owners to cut maintenance 
costs. 
 

5/9/12  9pm 

Cessna stadium will host the Missouri valley conference track and field championships this 
weekend....the Wichita state men and women are the pre meet favorites. The event starts Friday 
morning with the decathalon and heptahalon...then assorted field events in the afternoon...its runs 
through Sunday afternoon 
 

5/10/12  7am 

Sedgwick county commissioners approve incentives for a new development in south Wichita... 
Developers behind the south fork project near 47th street south and i-135 want a tax increment 
financing, or tif, district... It allows property taxes generated from the project to help pay for land 
improvements... It also allows the project get nearly 10 million dollars in public financing. 
 

5/11/12  8am 

And our crews are on the road once again for our "one of a kind" tour. Here's the latest from Jenn 
Bates... 
 

5/12/12  9pm 

Intrust bank arena is hosting rib fest next week...but local rib cookers say they're being left out... 
Dustin Blackman of Wichita says he perfected his recipe for ribs over the last ten years... He 
wanted to enter his recipe in this year's rib fest but was told he wasn't allowed... According to 
Intrust bank arena, rib fest is for national rib vendors who tour the country regularly... But for a 
cook like blankman, he says his ribs are good enough for the national stage… when you're 
bringing in the national rib venders it's a great opportunity for the small people like me to get out 



 

 

there and maybe win a people's choice award with local people involved. Ribfest will be held next 
Friday, Saturday and Sunday.  
 

5/13/12  7am 

It's a big business this time of the year. Many moms will be getting flowers today for mother's day. 
The holiday actually boasts more flower sales than Valentine’s Day. American's will spend about 
two-point two million dollars on mother's day flowers. Because of this many shops like beards 
floral in west Wichita will be open today. "we have a lot ready and available for tomorrow, we're 
going to be open for the last minute shoppers...me being a guy i know how it happens. (Laugh)" 
employees say a lot of preparation for mother’s day begins weeks before the actual holiday. 
 

5/14/12  8am 

When Prince William celebrates his 30th birthday next month, he'll be receiving quite a gift. One 
June 21st, William will receive his half of his mother Diana’s estate. Lady di left behind vast 
wealth when she died in 19-97...including millions of pounds in cash from her divorce settlement, 
along with stocks and jewelry. Her will said princes William and harry would each get half of her 
estate upon turning 30 years old. The daily mail reports prince William will inherit more than ten-
million British pounds. That's about 16-million dollars. 
 

5/15/12  4pm 

Plans for a memorial to honor former president Dwight Eisenhower are being revised. At a 
meeting in Washington today....the architect and his team proposed changes in response to 
complaints from Eisenhower’s family. The original design focused on the late president's 
childhood in Kansas. The new design features a statue inspired by a famous photo of General 
Eisenhower with the 101st airborne division before the d-day landings. The memorial will be built 
on a site near the national mall. 
 

5/16/12  9pm 

It's a disease that affects an estimated one million people in the United States. Here in Wichita, 
it's a local trainer's exercise program, that's helping ease the suffering of Parkinson’s. Eyewitness 
sports reporter Jenn Bates, has the story.   
 

5/17/12  7am 

Barbeque fans have been waiting all year... Today that wait is over. The first annual rib fest starts 
today at Wichita’s Intrust bank arena. Six rib vendors will sell their barbeque at the three-day 
event. They are competing against each other for awards in several categories. Today's festivities 
start in lot d at eleven o'clock with barbeque and music. Go Wichita is offering half price 
admission today and tomorrow. But if you have a Riverfest button... You can get in for free. 
 

5/18/12  4pm 

The city of Wichita held its annual "commuter challenge" to mark "bike to work day" three 
participants... Including eyewitness news anchor Kara Sewell and Emily from the ks-cw crew-- 
raced to city hall. All three left from the same starting point... Kara by car... Emily by bike and 
another local media personality took the bus. Emily came in first... Kara says driving was quick 
but finding parking and walking from her parking spot slowed her down. 
 

5/19/12  9pm 

Wichita State wrapped up the baseball regular season on the road at Creighton... The Shockers 
looking for a little momentum... Heading into next week's Missouri Valley Conference 
tournament… WSU gave up 11 hits but only one run...thanks in part to good defense...Nick 
Judkins drops a single into left...Chance Ross tries to score...but he is gunned down at the plate... 
And the Shock got plenty of offense... Banging out 14 hits and 5 runs...one of which came on this 
single by Mike Mucha... Wichita state rolls into the tournament winners of two straight after 
today's 5-1 victory... 
 

5/20/12  7am 



 

 

It's a walk to celebrate the lives of those living with cancer. People representing both the east and 
west side of Wichita participated in the victory in the valley walk Saturday morning. This is the 
21st year of the event. Victory in the valley is a non-profit cancer support organization. They take 
care of cancer patients all throughout the year. "we do it to celebrate life, people get a cancer 
diagnosis many times and they say oh that's the end of the line it's all over when in fact a lot of 
people live with cancer. All the money raised is used to directly benefit cancer patients and 
families in Wichita and throughout Kansas. 
 

5/21/12  8am 

The Kansas highway patrol reports...state Representative Robert Bethell died in wabunsee 
county Sunday night. Bethell was driving west on eye-70 when he left the roadway just after 7-30. 
He then hit several trees, and rolled before landing on its top. The republican from Alden died at 
the scene. Representative Bob Bethell was 69-years-old. 
 

5/22/12  4pm 

The Kansas tag office is extending deadlines for some people renewing their vehicle registration. 
A new computer system and a week-long closure caused delays in renewing tags and getting 
license plates. People who are unable to meet registration deadlines because of the delays are 
getting some extra time. The new deadlines are May 31 for tags expired on April 30. Those are 
last names beginning with c or d. June 29 for tags expiring May 31. Those are last names e, f and 
g. June 29 will also be the new deadline for 30 day permits set to expire in May. 
 

5/23/12  9pm 

The state says... It's sorry... For the long lines and frustration at county tag and d-m-v offices. The 
state says engineers have finally de-bugged the system.  It says employees and customers 
should start seeing some relief in the program. Still... It says to expect some minor glitches. The 
problem started earlier this month when the state contractor, 3-m, installed a 40-million-dollar new 
vehicle title and registration system. "we think we got what we needed fixed, at least at this point.  
It seems like the processing is going good.  The number of transactions are going up statewide 
as we monitor them." officials are still urging residents to register their vehicles online to avoid 
delays. And keep in mind... They've also extended expiration dates for registrations with April and 
may deadlines. You can find the extension information  on our website, kwch dot com. 
 

5/24/12  7am 

Drivers across Kansas are receiving an apology... From the state. This after long lines and 
frustrations at county tag and d-m-v offices.  The state says engineers have finally de-bugged the 
system. It says employees and customers should start seeing some relief in the program. Still... It 
says to expect some minor glitches. The problem started earlier this month when the state 
contractor, 3-m, installed a 40-million-dollar new vehicle title and registration system. "we think 
we got what we needed fixed, at least at this point.  It seems like the processing is going good.  
The number of transactions are going up statewide as we monitor them." officials are still urging 
residents to register their vehicles online to avoid delays. And keep in mind... They've also 
extended expiration dates for registrations with april and may deadlines. 
 

5/25/12  8am 

Have you heard of the candle club? What about lakeside? Both offer dining, drinks and 
entertainment - but only to members.. Private clubs have been in Wichita for decades, but lately 
are becoming more popular thanks to a younger clientele. Eyewitness news reporter anne meyer 
has more on this throw-back trend. 
 

5/26/12  9pm 

For high school athletes... Today is the culmination of a season's hard work.14 different sites are 
handing out championship hardware this weekend, and our team will have coverage from every 
single location.  From track to baseball to softball and soccer… don't miss a special catch it 
kansas state championship edition, this weekend at a special time. The championship show will 
air saturday night at 11:05 on kwch. That will replace the catch it kansas show which normally 



 

 

airs on Friday’s. And if you'd like to take part in the conversation, be sure to use hash tag c-i-k-
state on twitter. 
 

5/27/12  7am 

Fewer than an estimated three percent of Kansans have what it takes to donate blood to infants... 
And the american red cross is now making an effort to reach out to those select donors. To be 
eligible... Donors need to have oh-negative blood, and have to test negative for the sigh-tow-
mega-low- virus... Or cmv. The virus is present in most adults' blood... And completely harmless 
to them. To an infant it can be definitely life threatening 19:54// 19:56 their immune systems just 
aren't robust enough to handle that virus. 20:00 the need is especially urgent for donors who 
qualify, because even those who test negative once... May not do so the next time, shrinking the 
pool of available donors even more. You can sign up to donate blood by going to k-w-c-h dot com 
and looking for the weblink. 
 

5/28/12  8am 

Fewer than around three percent of Kansans have what it takes to donate blood to infants... And 
the American red cross is now making an effort to reach out to those select donors. To be 
eligible... Donors need to have oh-negative blood, and have to test negative for the sigh-tow-
mega-low- virus... Or cmv. The virus is present in most adults' blood... And completely harmless 
to them.  To an infant it can be definitely life threatening 19:54// 19:56 their immune systems just 
aren't robust enough to handle that virus. The need is especially urgent for donors who qualify, 
because even those who test negative once... May not do so the next time, shrinking the pool of 
available donors even more. You can sign up to donate blood by going to k-w-c-h dot com and 
looking for the weblink. 
 

5/29/12  4pm 

Wichita schools begin an annual food program-- aimed at keeping children fed during the summer 
break. The program provides free breakfast and lunch for kids 18 and younger. Breakfasts 
include milk and cereal or bread. Lunches include an entre, fruit, vegetable and milk. The 
program starts tomorrow... And runs through july 27th... You can find a list of where meals are 
served and more information about the program at kwch dot com. 
 

5/31/12  7am 

Westar crews have restored power back to thousands of customers in Hutchinson. At one point 
last night more than 39-hundred people were in the dark. Now, nearly five-hundred customers 
have no power/ police monitored 17th and lorraine overnight because of dangling power lines. 
Westar says a transmission line in hutch was down but restored earlier this morning. 
 

6/1/12  8am 

Storm damage clean up continues in a town northwest of topeka. A church under construction 
was damaged in silver lake. The church was nearly two months into construction when strong 
winds knocked it over. The entire frame and roof were torn down.  It's not known how much the 
damage will cost the church until insurance adjusters assess the property. 
 

6/2/12  9pm 

A Wichita dentist office provides free care for girls in need Wichita family dental provided a range 
of services including fillings, x-rays, and cleanings to the girls from the carpenter's place. It's a 
girls home that helps girls in need with a place to live, food, and help with education. The dentists 
and hygienists donated their time and effort to help about 50 girls. The dental clinic calls it "smiles 
from the heart" and hope to make it an annual event. 
  

6/4/12  8am 

It's the latest Kansas town to *allow* Sunday liquor sales. Stores in el dorado began a seven-day-
a-week schedule yesterday  the el dorado city commission approved the change earlier this 
spring, citing that most other communities in south central Kansas have already done it. Wichita 
made the change five years ago. 



 

 

 

6/6/12  9pm 

A lot of it has to do with the fact that they have so many younger players....but this is the first time 
i can remember wichita state producing only a single a player for the draft..pitcher josh smith 
going to the puirates today in the 25th round...wichita states top recruit...juco pitcher blake logan 
was tabbed in the 13th round by the marlins..the draft ended after 40 rounds.... 
 

6/7/12  7am 

Parking outside Intrust bank arena will be tricky again today. Because of the Riverfest, concert 
goers couldn't park at Lawrence-Dumont stadium Thursday. They also won't be able to park there 
tonight when Nickelback performs. For a complete list of upcoming events at the Intrust bank 
arena head to kwch dot com. 
 

6/8/12  9pm 

It's been closed since 2006...but Wichita’s Joyland amusement park...was the talk of Riverfest 
today. An organization hoping to buy and reopen the park was selling t-shirts to raise money. 18-
year-old Alex East has been heading up the effort for more than a year. Restore hope 
incorporated was just granted tax-exempt status.  East says that's a big step forward in the effort 
to raise the ten million dollars it'll take to get Joyland back in business. It's an idea that has a lot of 
people excited. “if you grew up in wichita you grew up with Joyland.” “Part of my childhood.  I'd 
love to see it a part of my children's childhood and part of my grandchildren's childhood.  It would 
be amazing.” East says a lot of large donors have expressed interest. Restore hope now has ten 
thousand likes on its facebook page. Find a link to that...and the organization's website on 
kwch.com 
 

 

6/9/12  8am 

It's been closed since 2006...but Wichita’s Joyland amusement park...was the talk of Riverfest 
Saturday. An organization hoping to buy and reopen the park was selling t-shirts to raise money. 
18-year-old Alex East has been heading up the effort for more than a year. Restore hope 
incorporated was just granted tax-exempt status.  East says that's a big step forward in the effort 
to raise the ten million dollars it'll take to get joyland back in business. It's an idea that has a lot of 
people excited. “if you grew up in wichita you grew up with joyland.” “part of my childhood.  I'd 
love to see it a part of my children's childhood and part of my grandchildren's childhood.  It would 
be amazing.” East says a lot of large donors have expressed interest. Restore hope now has ten 
thousand likes on its facebook page. Find a link to that...and the organization's website on 
kwch.com 
 

6/10/12  9pm 

Thanks Merril.  Here's a look at what the storms are dropping over the state.  This one and a half 
inch hail stone hit in Hutchinson. And this picture was submitted through our mobile app.  Check 
out the clouds as they moved in on Wichita.  If you want to send us a storm shot, download our 
kwch news app.  It lets you upload your pictures straight from your mobile device.. And see 
streaming weather coverage.  And the "storm team 12 app"... Gives you inter-active radar and the 
forecast for your zip code. Both are available free for... Android, i-phone and i-pad. 
 

6/11/12  4pm 

Ten years and counting,  that's how long airbus has been doing business in Wichita - and today 
the company took time to celebrate.  When airbus opened its engineering and design center in 
old town, it was the company's first outside Europe. Now it is the largest, with more than 350 
engineers working on every plane airbus makes. You know when we started it was just 30 
employees and its never going to be more than one building and we were never going to grow, 
and here we are now 51. I look forward further expansion by airbus, and to me this solidifies 
Wichita’s position as the air capital of the world. When airbus opened in 2002, it had 30 
employees. 17 of those original workers are still there ten years later 
 



 

 

 

6/12/12  7am 

Kansas lawmakers are looking to the future for mcconnell air force base senators jerry moran, pat 
roberts and congressman mike pompeo sent a letter to the secretary of the air force. They want 
mcconnell to be the main operating base for the next generation of tankers. The k-46 will begin to 
replace the outdated kc-135's. The military is currently deciding where to station the first 3-dozen 
tankers when they go into service in twenty-16. 
 

6/13/12  8am 

Mike Tyson is going from the boxing ring to broadway. Tyson announced he's teaming up with 
director spike lee to bring his one-man show to the new york stage. This is entertainment, but I'm 
telling you from a human perspective, this is just Mike's life from the begining till now." Tyson 
debuted his raw confessional in las vegas back in april. This will be lee's first broadway show.  
 

6/14/12  4pm 

An over-turned trailer stalls traffic in northwest Wichita... Around 10:30 this morning. Police say... 
The driver exited onto the ramp too fast... And the trailer disconnected from his truck. The trailer 
rolled onto a sidewalk-- damaging a fence on zoo boulevard near eye-two-35. No one was hurt. 
But it caused traffic delays in the area while the trailer was cleared. 
 

6/15/12  9pm 

Now to continuing coverage... Of the judge riddel (ruh-dell) boys ranch. Many people spoke-out in 
*support* of the facility... At a community meeting this afternoon. State funding for the ranch -- 
which helps young offenders -- hasn't gone up in six years. Sedgwick county commissioners are 
considering closing the ranch to save money. Dick kelsey 1:16:07-21 "it helps young people who 
frankly made some bad decision, get their life turned around and get on the right track and not 
end up in a pattern of criminal activity." commissioners will have two public hearings on proposed 
cuts... Starting next month the commission will vote on a final budget in august. The county is 
facing a 9-point-three million dollar shortfall. 
 

6/16/12  9pm 

And people in the Wichita neighborhood near 8th and cleveland may have been confused this 
afternoon when they heard sirens and looked up to clear skies. Sedgwick county emergency 
management says there was a siren malfunction around 2-30 this afternoon causing  the sirens to 
go off. Crews are looking into what caused the false alarm. Emergency management also wants 
people to be aware of "siren calibrations" that will be going on. If you hear a siren run for a 3o 
second interval it is just a part of testing phase and you should not be concerened. 
 

6/17/12  7am 

And people in the Wichita neighborhood near 8th and cleveland may have been confused 
saturday afternoon when they heard sirens and looked up to clear skies. Sedgwick county 
emergency management says there was a siren malfunction around 2-30 this afternoon causing  
the sirens to go off. Crews are looking into what caused the false alarm. Emergency management 
also wants people to be aware of "siren calibrations" that will be going on. If you hear a siren run 
for a 3o second interval it is just a part of testing phase and you should not be concerened. 
 

6/18/12  8am 

Emporia announced it will host a national junior championship of disc golf in 2013. It's expected 
to be held july 7th through the 13th next year. The emporia gazette reports the championship will 
bring up to 500-thousand dollars into the city. 
 

6/19/12  4pm 

Wichita's city council approves an extra security line at mid-continent airport. The airport currently 
has three lines for security screening. The city says--that's not enough in the mornings when long 
lines can cause passengers to miss flights. Adding the fourth line will cost 110 thousand dollars. 
That money will come from airport fees. Wichita is also building a new terminal at mid continent 



 

 

which will alleviate backup at the security screening point... But it won't be done until 20-14 or 
later. 
 

6/20/12  9pm 

The field is wandering in at the Wichita open...where the pro am is tomorrow...before they tee off 
in earnest on thursday amongst those in what’s being called the strongest field in the 23 years of 
the wichita open...is two time us open winner lee janzen...whos trying to work himself back 
fulltime on the pga tour.... This tourney features 67 of the top 70 money winners on the 
nationawide… 
 

6/21/12  7am 

Wichita police tell us that according to the city ordinance...residents can have two dogs without a 
permit. With a permit you can have no more than four dogs. The same goes for cats . Here are 
the numbers for other pets such as birds and rabbits. If you fail to comply with these requirements 
you could be charged with a misdemeanor. 
 

6/22/12  8am 

Revelers don't want rain on july fourth but plenty leading up to the holiday allows one patriotic 
tradition to return to one kansas community. This week dodge city commissioners voted to allow 
fireworks on the fourth and fifth of july... And they say the annual community fireworks display is 
still a go... Last summer's extreme heat and dry weather led the city to leave is fireworks ban in 
place over the holiday... But this year fire officials don't see it as a problem... Sot verbatim: it is 
better this year, but i always like to stress that even in ideal weather conditions, which we are not 
in, fireworks are still dangerous so people still need to use common sense.  Garden city also lifted 
its fireworks ban... Allowing residents to shoot aerial fireworks for the first time in decades. 
 

6/23/12  9pm 

The Wichita open attracts a crowd of several thousand people each day they get to watch up and 
coming players of the pga tour. New at 9... Eyewitness news karl man goes behind the scenes...  
To tell us about a special tradition on the tour. "there are still a lot of drives to hit, putts to miss 
and scorecards to check before a winner can be named in this year's wichita open on sunday. 
But when somebody does claim the title…then what? I went behind the scenes to get that answer 
and what i found out was that winner gets to become a part of a special tour tradition".((end stand 
up)) "well winner the player wins the event they do the ceremony on 18, they go do their media 
obligations". After the pictures, handshakes and smiles the tournament winner goes inside the 
nationwide tour semi-truck. "they come right over here and sign the cooler". That's right since 
2009 some of the best players have been signing "big white" after they win an event. "so you can 
see all of the winners we have had this year. They will write the tournament name and the year." 
at the end of the season the cooler top is auctioned off for charity and a new unsigned cooler is 
brought in. Winners also get to leave a more permanent victory mark. "things that will stay with 
the truck forever are the signatures on the inside of the door, if you are a winner you also get to 
sign the inside if the door." on the course it might be a serious game for some players, but off 
it…well its all about showing creativity and having fun. "its to the truck and thanks for all the good 
times"((nats of golf ball beating hit))"its what makes the truck…the truck!" in Wichita karl man 
kwch 12 eyewitness news. 
 

6/24/12  7am 

It's amazing how the internet can change a life. 4 days ago.. No one ever heard of karen klein. 
But the video of the grandmother being tormented on a bus has garnered international attention... 
And now the boys that bullied her are apologizing. Sot verbatim: "from wesley. I really feel bad 
about what i did. I wish i would had never done those things."  the 68-year-old widower and 
grandmother of 8 was bullied by four 7th grade boys who taunted and torment her on the bus. On 
friday, police hand-delivered letters of apology from each of the boys, and their parents... They 
say they were shocked and out-raged by their children's behavior - but klein hoped to hear 
more.."okay. They apologized fine, but are they really, really serious? Do they really know how 
bad they were? It's hard to say. I don't know if they are or not."  > a website raising money to pay 



 

 

for klein to go on vacation has already gotten more than a half million dollars from people around 
the world... Klein says she appreciates the generosity,  but says she doesn't need the money. 
She's also received hundreds of supportive emails. 
 

6/25/12  8am 

If action and comedy is more your thing, "21 jump street" is also coming out on dvd jonah hill and 
channing tatum play police academy buddies assigned to go undercover at a high school.  It's 
based on the tv show of the same name that launched johnny depp's career. 
 

6/26/12  4pm 

A Tennessee man says he was asked to leave a country concert... For being an unintentional 
look-alike.sot verbatim:"here or there somebody asked to take a picture to make their friends or 
family think they were with kenny or whatever, that's fine.  I don't mind. I can't help with the way i 
look." fans at the nashville show apparently thought he was kenny chesney  nathan blankenship 
was at the singer's concert saturday night... He says... He was escorted out for creating a 
disturbance. Sot verbatim:  "is it because i wear the hat?  I see a million of these hats here.  I've 
worn baseball caps before and people still want to have pictures made but it's never caused any 
problems.  I can't believe they think i'm actually him.  Why would mr. Chesney be in the crowd 
when tim mcgraw is singing?"  blankenship is a teacher... And says he has been to several 
chesney concerts.. But never signs autographs or tries to profit from the resembelence. The 
concert ticket cost 200 dollars-- but he will be getting a refund. 
 

6/27/12  9pm 

A trio of brothers from central Kansas is getting some attention on the internet. That's because of 
a video they made and posted on you-tube. They are known as the Peterson farm boys. It took 
them 3 months to make the video and it's a comical spin on the pop hit, "sexy and i know it" by l-
m-f-a-o. Proud of their hard work on the family farm, the boys call the parody, "i'm farming and i 
grow it." so far the video has gotten more than 250-thousand views on you-tube. You can watch 
the video in its entirety on our website k-w-c-h dot com. 
 

6/28/12  7am 

The city of Chicago is re-thinking it drug enforcement policy... Beginning in august, Chicago 
police will no longer automatically arrest people caught with small amounts of marijuana.  The city 
council approved that new law wednesday.  Proponents say the old law was a waste of time and 
money. Sot verbatim:"everybody knew the jig was up.  The only people that were paying for it 
were the taxpayers."  here is how it will work. Police will issue tickets - not arrest - for those 
caught with 15 grams or less of marijuana. Fines would range from $250-$500.  People would still 
be arrested if they're under the age of 17, if they smoke pot in public, carry it in a park or on 
school grounds. One official estimates the new law could save the city seven-million dollars a 
year in revenue.   
 

6/29/12  4pm 

Kansas is with-holding payment for its vehicle registration system until problems are fixed.... And people 

affected by the delays.. Will have more time to register their vehicles. State officials say kansas will not pay 

the final ten percent of its contract on the 40 million dollar system until it is working properly. The 

department of revenue notified three-m...the company providing the software-- that improvements will 

need to be made. Tag offices have had long waits because of system delays since it was installed statewide 

seven weeks ago.the state is asking three-m to improve system response times...bugs and maintenance. 

Drivers with tags expiring june 30th will have extra time to register their vehicles. Anyone with tags 

expiring june 30th will have until july 13th for renewal. The state says the extension is due to delays with 

the system.. Putting several counties behind on processing renewals. 

 

6/30/12  9pm 

Wichita's red cross tells us four more volunteers are headed to Colorado... They will be joining 
the eight already in the state.  The volunteers left just before noon today.    



 

 

 

ECONOMY 
 

4/2/12  4pm 

The results of the annual wichita sate university study on airline performance are revealed ...  And 
airlines are performing at their highest level in 22 years.  Airtran was the number one rated carrier 
this year as it was last year.  In second position was hawaii airlines as it was last year and in third 
position was jetblue as it was last year.  Not much change at the top it seems.   The yearly study 
bases its rankings on on-time performance...baggage handling and the number of customer 
complaints and over-booked flights.  Researchers found all 15 of the nation's top airlines 
improved in all of those areas.  This year's results were the most positive for the airline industry in 
the 20 years the study has been conducted.   The annual study is a joint project of researchers at 
purdue university and wichita state. 
 

4/3/12  4pm 

This year's college graduates can expect bigger paychecks and more job opportunities.  The 
national association of colleges and employers says 20-12 grads will likely have more 
opportunities for higher paying jobs.  Students majoring in engineering...business.. 
Accounting...computer science and economics will have the most opportunities...with all of those 
fields adding jobs.   The average salary in those fields is 40 thousand dollars per year...   
Engineers can start out making more than 58 thousand.   But competition is still tough.   
Employers say on average...they get 33 applications for each vacancy. 
 

4/4/12  9pm 

Sedgwick county commissioners debated hours before voting to take part in a "one-and-a-half 
million dollar" federal sustainable planning grant.  The grant is part of the regional economic area 
partnership... Or reap.  Opponents say... They're concerned about federal government control 
over what happens locally.  Participation in the grant passed on a 3 to 2 vote. 
 

4/5/12  8am 

Furloughs for judicial branch employees in kansas will begin a week from friday.   The furloughs 
are being done in order to close a shortfall in court operating funds.   Lawmakers failed to 
appropriate additional money last week after an agreement between the house and senate 
chamber on a proposed budget plan.   The furloughs will take place every other friday.   You can 
find these stories and more online at kwch.com. 
 

4/6/12  4pm 

The national unemployment rate fell to 8 point 2 percent...   But hiring showed in march compared 
to february's numbers.   The latest labor department data show employers adding 120 thousand 
jobs last month.   That fell short of expectations...after 240-thousand jobs were created in 
february.   But some congressional leaders say it's still good news...because areas like retail cut 
jobs...  But higher paying industries had the biggest gains.  There's been a pretty significant 
increase in health care related jobs which are also high paying.  We need to make sure that we 
continue building the dept and breadth of the recovery.   The drop in the unemployment rate may 
not paint an accurate picture...because more than 150 thousand people left the work force. 
 

4/9/12  4pm 

A multi-million dollar development project for south wichita will try to get support for a second time 
tuesday.   The plan would turn these 72 acres of land near 47th street south and eye-135 into one 
million square feet of new new retail... Office and hotel space.  But developers are hoping tax 
incentives will offset construction costs.   Wichita city council members approved those incentives 
in december-- but county commissioners voted them down.  City council members will consider 
the revised plan tomorrow. 
 



 

 

4/10/12  9pm 

It could save time and money.   But for now... Wichita police officers will have to wait for an 
"electronic ticket system."  council members delayed the vote today.   They want more details.   If 
it is approved, city leaders say.... Drivers could access their ticket information more quickly.  The 
plan would put an electronic citation system in every squad car in wichita.   It would cost more 
than half a million dollars.  Council members will vote on this issue may first. 
 

4/11/12  4pm 

President obama calls on congress to pass the so-called "buffett rule"...raising the effective tax 
rate for millionaires.  The proposal is named for billionaire investor warren buffett...who says his 
tax rate is lower than his own secretary's.   Many millionaires pay a lower tax rate than middle 
class americans...because most of their income comes from investments.  Obama says the 
"buffett rule" would close that loop-hole. 
"now, it's not that these folks are excited about the idea of paying more taxes. This is something 
i've always made clear.  (laughter) i have yet to meet people who just love taxes.   Under the 
proposal... Americans making more than one million dollars per year would see their taxes 
increase.  Republican opposing the bill say it's an attempt to redistribute wealth...but the 
president argues it is a more fair policy requiring the wealthiest people to pay their fair share. 
 

4/12/12  7am 

New in the consumerwatch this morning...  If you own a verizon cell phone and want an upgrade 
it's going to cost you a little more.  Starting April 22nd...the company will charge a 30 dollar fee 
when customers want a new phone.   Many other cell phone carriers already have similar fees.   
Phone company profits have dropped due to the cost of subsidizing smartphones. 
 

4/13/12  4pm 

Last-minute  tax filers get some extra time this year...  Federal income taxes are due april 
17..later than the usual april 15th deadline.   That's because the 15th falls on sunday...and 
monday is emancipation day-- a washington d-c holiday.   Tax code prohibits filing deadlines from 
falling on weekends and holidays.  The i-r-s has already received 91 million returns this year...of 
the expected 144 million. 
 

4/16/12  7am 

Some of wichita's aviation industry took a direct hit in this weekend's tornado outbreak... Leaving 
many wondering if they need to report to work.  Here's the latest information we have...  Spirit 
aerosystems has suspended operations for today and tomorrow.  Employees should not come to 
work unless they are contacted directly.   Boeing is also suspending operations at least through 
today due to an area wide power outage.   The company will announce when work will resume.  
Hawkeer-beechcraft did report minor damage to some of their facilities...  And say all scheduled 
employees are to report to work on monday. 
 

4/17/12  7am 

You still have time, but not much, to file your 2011 tax return. The i-r-s extended the deadline to 
midnight, tonight. If you can't complete your return today, you can apply for an extension.  But 
don't wait until the last minute to get that postmark...because many post offices will not be open 
late. The u.s. Postal service is having major financial problems and is counting on congress for 
survival. 
 

4/18/12  8am 

Furniture giant IKEA is venturing into the electronics business. According to 'Extreme Tech' the 
company is planning a new line of entertainment centers with H-D TV's and Blue-ray players built 
into them. The website reports the T-Vs will come as small as 24 inches, with prices starting 
around 950 bucks. The new line is expected to debut in some European cities this fall...and head 
to the U-S early next year. 
 

4/20/12  9pm 



 

 

County officials say those numbers could be high enough for a small business administration 
declaration...governor Sam Brownback has requested an s-b-a disaster declaration...if approved 
it would make low-interest long term loans available to homeowners, renters, and businesses.to 
qualify, the state of Kansas must show at least 25 homes or businesses suffered major damage 
with 40-percent uninsured loses...while Sedgwick county officials say that may be 
obtainable...federal help from fema may be harder to get.   There's a good chance we may not 
reach that level for folks who have the expectation, it may not be met to qualify for help from 
fema...the threshold is at least *250* homes or businesses with major damage.   
 

4/23/12  8am 

After a four-month surge, gas prices are starting to head back down. That's new in the consumer 
watch this morning...according to the Lundeberg survey, prices at the pump have fallen five cents 
a gallon over the last two weeks. The nationwide average is now 3-dollars and 91 cents. In 
Wichita, most stations are selling regular unleaded for around 3-59 this morning. 
 

4/26/12  7am 

Airline prices continue to rise. An online watch site says ticket prices are up ten-percent from last 
summer. The increase can be attributed to high oil prices. Plus, airlines are now smarter about 
managing their inventory and cutting prices on empty seats. If you're traveling over the three 
major holiday weekends...  You will pay a premium. Experts say the best way to score a bargain 
is to book early, sign up for alerts from travel sites, and be flexible with your dates. If you see a 
good deal, snatch it up quickly because it won't be around for long. 
 

4/30/12  8am 

There's no shake up at the box office this weekend. For the second week in a row... "Think like a 
man" stays in the number one spot. The movie grossed 18-million dollars in ticket sales this 
weekend. "The pirates! Band of misfits" came in number two while "the lucky one" held the third 
spot. "The avengers" opens on Friday... And is expected to steal the number one spot.  It opened 
internationally this weekend... Grossing nearly 178-million-dollars. The Disney-marvel flick could 
be one of the highest grossing films of the year. 
 

5/2/12  9pm 

If you bought something from the new Cabela's store, you may be entitled to a refund. The store 
*over-charged* some customer’s one-point-two percent for a "special sales tax"... Before it had 
permission from the state to do so. We first told you about the problem in March... Shortly after 
the store opened. The store now says... Refunds are available. What customers need to do to 
make that happen is come into the store show the receipt, and the date of the purchase, and 
Cabela's will make all acclimations to have the purchase refunded." only customers who made a 
purchase between march 11-th and march 23-rd will qualify. Cabela's says... It will do what it can 
to refund customers who don't have a receipt. The state says... The store can start collecting the 
"special tax" July first. 
 

5/3/12  7am 

The wall street journal reports hawker Beechcraft is expected to file for chapter 11 bankruptcy 
today. It's something many have speculated in the aviation watch. By filing for chapter 11, the 
company will be able to avoid any kind of lawsuit from creditors. Some reports say hawker 
Beechcraft is more than three billion dollars in debt. One bankruptcy attorney who's not involved 
in the negotiations... Says this is not necessarily bad news for the company Beechcraft is going to 
know exactly where it's going to go with its creditors and where it's going to go with its assets in 
its company. Usually for companies that file chapter 11...debt is re-organized or re-negotiated and 
sometimes the entire business structure is re-organized. A spokesman from hawker Beechcraft 
declined to comment on the report. 
 

5/4/12  8am 

Ever find a Canadian penny floating in with your change? Well...it's time to say goodbye... 
Today...the Canadian government plans on producing its last penny. About 35-billion pennies 



 

 

have been issued since the first was minted in Canada in 1908 -- more than half of them in the 
last two decades. The ceremonial last coin will be struck at the royal Canadian mint in Winnipeg, 
Manitoba. 
 

5/7/12  8am 

The avengers" makes history at the box office. Disney estimates that the marvel superhero flick 
grossed more than 200 million dollars in its debut weekend in the u-s. That’s the biggest domestic 
opening ever, far surpassing last year's "harry potter" finale, which brought in close to 170-million 
in its first weekend in theaters. Think like a man," based on a best-selling book by Steve Harvey, 
came in second place, with eight million dollars in ticket sales. And "the hunger games" rounded 
out the top three. 
 

5/8/12  4pm 

It's a growing trend in the u-s... More dads are staying home with kids--while their wives  work to 
pay the bills. Poppy Harlow reports on why more professional women are becoming 
breadwinners. Poppy:  "who earns more?" Erin: "I do (laughs)" David: "by a wide margin" (laughs) 
welcome to life with the Wetty's and the laundry’s. Erin: "I’m out the door by 7:45 on my way to 
work and that's when Dave takes over fulltime." professional stay-at-home dads, and their 
working wives -- bringing home the bacon. David: "we have a little star tower. He loves it." poppy: 
"does it also take mental adjustment and deriving your worth from something other than your 
job?" Brett: "Yeah there would be days when I would be at the supermarket amongst all the other 
moms shopping and I’m thinking hmmm. I'm home, they're home, i should be working but I’m 
home with my kid.  What do they think of me?"  nearly 40% of married working women in the U.S. 
Now out-earn their husbands.  A trend that's been steadily increasing since the late 1980s. That-
despite that fact that women working full-time *still* earn a median wage lower than men. Liza" 
"women are on track to become majority bread winners in families where women work and most 
women do work. If we keep going at the same rate, by 2030 a majority of working wives, will out 
earn their husbands." Liza Mundy is the author of "the richer sex".  Liza: "long term structural 
changes in the economy are favoring women." the pill...education...and the man-cession. Today -
- 57% of college students are women -- and more women are getting masters and phd's than 
men.  Which is translating into higher-paying jobs. Poppy: "do you guys think we're seeing a 
societal shift here? Something pretty dramatic?" Brett: "I think so. The recession put a lot of 
people out of work and gave women the opportunity to say look, i’ve gone to college, i can do 
this, I'm going to prove myself and men now have to prove to themselves, to the world that 
anyone can stay home with their kid." Dave: "i think the recession also taught people that your job 
doesn't define you and if you do it'll crush you." Liza: "by no means is it the downfall of men, i 
think it will be a real liberation for men in terms of not being trapped by that job that you hate, that 
you had to take to support a wife and children." Dave: "explaining to my dad that i do have a real 
job was a challenge because he is a very corporate type, but I’m more the "Haha, you have to go 
to work . I don't" (laughs)" in fact, a new pew study found 66% of women age 18-34 rate career 
high on their list of priorities -- compared with 59% of young men. A reversal in trend from the mid 
90s. Stephanie : "I’m really genuinely honored that he has the ability to do this." in Atlanta, poppy 
Harlow, c-n-n money. 
 

5/9/12  9pm 

It has been debated in America. But last week... Marked the end of an area for our neighbors to 
the north. Canada is phasing-out its penny. The last coin was minted Friday... At the "royal 
Canadian mint" in Winnipeg. The mint will stop distributing the coin in the fall. Banks will then 
start taking them "out of circulation.” Cash transactions will be rounded to the nearest nickel. But 
credit-debit transactions will still be calculated to the cent. Canada's finance minister says... It just 
costs more to make the penny, than it's worth. The elimination of the penny will save the 
government of Canada 11 million dollars of your money, tax payers money each year.  The last 
penny will be housed in a currency museum. Several other countries have eliminated the one-
cent coin including... Mexico, Brazil and even u-s military bases.  Fact-finder 12 takes a look at 
the penny debate in the u-s. 
 



 

 

5/11/12  8am 

Harry potter is joining kindle's lending library. Starting on June 19th, e-book editions of j-k 
Rowling's 7 potter novels will be available to amazon prime subscribers on kindle. Once a month, 
members can download a book for free. 
 

5/12/12  9pm 

Tomorrow is all about mothers... But at florists across the nation today is all about preparation for 
mother’s day. Case in point - beards floral in west Wichita... Owner Matthew Dover says 
tomorrow will be one of his top two sales days. Mother’s day and Valentine’s Day in the flower 
industry is traditionally just complete madness.  Dover says they're currently processing hundreds 
of orders for tomorrow. The shop hires extra help and they begin preparations 2 weeks ahead of 
time. But for those who have procrastinated...Dover says it's not too late. We're going to be open 
for the last minute shoppers. Me being a guy I know how it happens. If you are looking to stay on 
trend - Dover says tropical arrangements have been popular this season. 
 

5/13/12  7am 

Today is all about mothers... But at florists across the nation today is all about preparation for 
mother’s day. Case in point - beards floral in west Wichita... Owner Matthew Dover says 
tomorrow will be one of his top two sales days. Mother’s day and Valentine ’s Day in the flower 
industry is traditionally just complete madness. Dover says they're currently processing hundreds 
of orders for tomorrow. The shop hires extra help and they begin preparation’s 2 weeks ahead of 
time. But for those who have procrastinated...Dover says it's not too late. We're going to be open 
for the last minute shoppers. Me being a guy I know how it happens. If you are looking to stay on 
trend - Dover says tropical arraignments have been popular this season. 
 

5/14/12  8am 

"The avengers" is the next big movie to break one-billion-dollars at the box office. Disney 
estimates the film earned one billion dollars in ticket sales worldwide in just 19 days. It becomes 
the twelfth film in history to pass the billion dollar mark. It's also the first film ever to earn more 
than 100-million domestically in its second weekend. Ticket sales for Tim burton's new movie 
"dark shadows brought in nearly 29-million-dollars. And "think like a man" rounded out the top 
three, pulling in six-point-three million dollars. 
 

5/15/12  4pm 

More than 30 million Americans are expected to hit the road for memorial day-- despite high gas 
prices. That's according to estimates from triple-a announced today. During the holiday 
weekend...34 point 8 million people are expected to travel more than 50 miles. That's an increase 
compared to last year's travel estimates. So its pretty clear here that America’s passion for the 
traditional summer vacation and visiting family and friends still remain strong despite seasonally 
high gas prices this spring and continued concerns about the economy. Triple a says the majority 
of travelers will drive rather than flying. But the group says most people will stay closer to home... 
In an effort to save money.  
 

5/16/12  9pm 

The "Kansas star casino" in Mulvane... Could soon have a new manager. Las Vegas-based 
"Boyd gaming" announced today... It's buying "peninsula gaming" for one-point-45 billion dollars. 
The deal still needs approval. We checked with Kansas lottery officials. Boyd needs to pass a 
state background check to operate in Kansas. It would be required to uphold the existing contract 
to run Kansas star.  
 

5/17/12  7am 

Google has rolled out its next generation search engine. The new program is called knowledge 
graph. It provides a summary of key information alongside the main search results. The idea is to 
provide quick .. Concise answers .. So users don't have to scroll through all the web links on the 
main result page. 
 



 

 

5/18/12  4pm 

But first... Wichita transit will ask for a sales tax increase to help pay for operations. Now the 
issue moves to the city council for support. The Wichita transit advisory board held a special 
meeting this morning, to vote on the request. Members are asking for a quarter-cent sales tax 
increase to fund the current system, and expand bus service in the future. But they know voters 
could have the final say. Most of the vocal conversation has been, well i don't ride the bus so why 
should I pay  I think the real support will come when we get more information out there  and listen 
to the silent majority if council members approve, the sales tax question could end up on the 
November ballot - or another public vote in 2013. 
 

5/21/12  8am 

A Chinese corporation is buying one of the largest movie theater chains in the u-s. The 2-point-6 
billion dollar deal to acquire a-m-c is china's largest takeover of a u-s company in history.  The 
deal will allow a-m-c to spend more on upgrading its theaters, and to expand overseas. The 
corporation is not expected to change a-m-c's management or workforce. 
 

5/22/12  4pm 

Governor Sam Brownback signs a bill to cut state income taxes. The signing comes after heated 
debate about the tax cuts. Some lawmakers say the cuts will lead to economic prosperity... 
Others argue it will create more budget problems. The law cuts individual income tax rates for 20-
13 and eliminates income taxes for some business owners. The income tax cuts-- along with a 
sales tax reduction-- total 231 million dollars in tax relief... And that number will grow in the 
coming years. But the cuts could also cause a budget shortfall beginning in 20-14. 
 

5/23/12  9pm 

It seems you can buy just about anything on e-bay. Including Olympic torches. Six torches have 
sold for more than 158-thousand dollars. Ads on the popular auctioning site, claim they are the 
real deal. London olympic officials say the torches cannot be used again. The burner systems are 
disabled. Torch-runners can purchase the torches for about 300-bucks once they finish their 
section of the relay. Organizers say the money helps pay for their production. 
 

5/24/12  7am 

Looking to make a last-minute memorial day trip?  Whether you're looking to hit the road or take 
to the skies, there are still ways to enjoy the long weekend without breaking the bank. Karin caifa 
(prono: kay-fuh) has tips, in today's consumer watch. Reporter pkg-as follows. It's the first long 
weekend of the summer and if you haven't yet planned a memorial day getaway, there's still time 
and there may even be some deals. An orbitz survey of memorial day travel destinations puts las 
vegas in the top spot. As temperatures go up, their hotel rates tend to go down.  Family-friendly 
orlando took second, with average hotel rates coming in under 100 dollars. To save even more, 
look for travel packages.  What lots of consumers don't know is that hotels, airlines -- they will 
discount as part of a package - and you may not get that same rate if you book that hotel, stand-
alone.  If jet-setting isn't an option triple-a shows lower gas prices this memorial day weekend, 
than last year. Money-saving tips for the drive can go beyond the pump. One great way that you 
can save money out on the roadways is your driving behavior. You want to slow down. Driving 
the speed limit will actually increase your fuel efficiency. Military families should keep in mind that 
the national park service is offering free passes to all active duty members and dependents, good 
for free admission to almost 400 parks. For consumer watch, I’m Karin caifa.  
 

5/29/12  4pm 

Facebook could be getting into the smartphone business. The social media company is looking 
for ways to expand... And that could include a phone by next year. According to the new york 
times.. Facebook has already hired engineers who worked on apple's iphone. Tech bloggers are 
mixed on the idea... Some saying the smartphone market is too competitive... And it would be 
tough for facebook to make a profit from the venture. 
 

6/2/12  9pm 



 

 

Like Rodney said... Storms are already rolling into the state. If you want to know if they're headed 
your way try downloading our apps.  Use the K-W-C-H app for weather alerts and streaming 
coverage. The storm team 12 app gives you interactive radar and the forecast for your zip code. 
Both are available free for android, and apple devices.  
  

6/3/12  7am 

Governor Sam Brownback signs a 14-point-1 billion dollar Kansas budget. He vetoed minor 
spending provisions but kept increases for public schools and social services.  He signed the bill 
friday... On the final day of the 2012 session. Brownback says the budget is responsible... And it 
will reduce spending by 465-million dollars. The governor says the state treasury needs flexibility 
in managing cash flow. 
 

6/5/12  4pm 

Amazon is moving into the book publishing business. The online retailer is buying publisher 
avalon books that gives amazon the rights to more than 3 thousand titles... Most of them 
romance... Mystery and western novels. Amazon has been expanding into publishing recently... 
In April, the company acquired the rights to a series of james bond books... And last year it 
bought rights to hundreds of children's books. 
 

6/7/12  7am 

An Oregon woman takes cheating on your taxes to a new extreme. What's even more shocking is 
that the government awarded the woman a two-million-dollar tax refund that investigators say she 
didn't deserve. No one's home, but there are signs of police bashing the door in to arrest 25-year-
old Krystle Marie Reyes at her Salem apartment.  Reyes was released from jail after being 
charged with swindling two-point-one-million dollars on her oregon tax return. Neighbors say she 
didn't seem rich. The state says she already spent a hundred-and-fifty-thousand dollars.  "i'm 
surprised about her two-point-one-million. Oh, my god." "that she got away with it in the first place 
is unbelievable." Unbelievable, because she got the multi-million dollar refund on a visa debit 
card issued by the computer software company, turbo tax, but not until the refund was personally 
reviewed and approved by an employee of the department of revenue.   
"human error resulted in us approving that two-point-one-million dollar refund." In other words, 
somebody at the department of revenue goofed big time. "a two-million-dollar return would have 
been a huge red flag anywhere." Revenue committee co-chair Vicki Berger says an investigation 
is underway to find out how many other fraudulent tax refunds have slipped by the system. "a lot 
of people use turbo tax. Is this being used as a cheap tax fraud system where fifty-thousand-
dollars is going out on a regular basis? These are questions we have to get answered." It just 
seems like red lights would have been going off everywhere. "and they...they...they...ahhhh...that 
large of a refund does trigger a certain amount of review, and it was the review process that didn't 
happen the way it was supposed to."  
 

 

6/9/12  8am 

Unemployment benefits are ending this month for tens of thousands of people who have been out 
of work long term.  Sandra endo introduces us to one of those struggling with no benefits. Home 
improvements are what richard diener does to stay busy, since he's been unemployed for two 
years.  It's frustrating...it's frustrating because i've never had a problem finding a job before. This 
53-year old electrical engineer used to earn around six figures, now he's forced to think outside 
the box.  One of the jobs i saw was a teller at a credit union.  It was a part-time job and twelve 
dollars an hour but still it's some income. Diener is like five million jobless americans, who've 
been out of work for more than six months.   He was collecting unemployment benefits, but they 
expired in december and he's tapping into his savings to make ends meet.  This month, 70-
thousand more jobless americans across two dozen states will share diener's plight when their 
benefits run out.   And all  long term unemployment insurance will  eventually be phased out by 
the end of the year.  The new timeline was set by congress in february when lawmakers  passed 
what they promise will be the last extension of long-term benefits. Congress also cut down the 
maximum  length of time a person can collect unemployment  from  99 weeks to 73 .  It is 



 

 

frightening, to realize that one saftey net is being pulled out from under you.  The political divide 
over another extension is deep, republicans say its too costly and enables people to stay on the 
unemployment rolls longer.   Democrats say it's money that finds its way into  the economy and is 
the best way to help the unemployed..   For now, nothing is on the table to extend benefits past 
this year.  And the presidential rivals are also duking it out over job creation plans.  President 
obama says congress needs to act to help stimulate the economy.  The private sector's doing 
fine.  Where we're seeing weaknesses in our economy have to do with state and local 
government. For the president of the united states to stand up and say the private sector is doing 
fine is going to go down in history. It's an extraordinary miscalculation and misunderstanding by a 
president who is out of touch.  The president later clarified his remarks. The economy is not doing 
fine.  Let me be as clear as i can be.  The economy needs to be strengthened.  That's why i had a 
press conference. The big question is, whether congress will take up the issue before election 
day.  Sandra endo, cnn, washington.  
 
6/11/12  5am 

The Kansas attorney general's office paid-out more than 600-thousand dollars to attorneys 
defending the state's anti-abortion laws last year. The a-g's office says... It paid more than 328-
thousand-dollars to a Wichita firm to defend a budget prevision... That blocks funding for Planned 
Parenthood. Planned Parenthood filed a federal lawsuit against the law. 200-thousand was paid 
to a Lawrence-based firm to defend "health and safety regulations" for abortion providers. That 
law is also facing a challenge in federal court. The same Lawrence firm... Has been paid more 
than 116-thousand to fight a lawsuit from the American civil liberties union.... Over a law that 
restricts private insurance coverage for abortions. 
 

 

6/12/12  7am 

Net-jet orders one of the largest private aviation deals in history...and it involves both cessna and 
bombardier. Factfinder 12 breaks down the numbers... It plans to buy 425 planes from both 
companies. The deal is valued at 9-point-6 billion dollars.net-jets sells partial ownership of 
business jets. Here's how the deal breaks-down... Net-jets wants 275 bombardier challenger jets. 
And 150 "citation latitudes" from cessna. Deliveries will begin in 20-16 and will be spread over ten 
years. 
 

6/13/12  8am 

The head of j-p Morgan chase is headed to capitol hill today. Jamie dimon will answer to 
congress about risky trades that lead to a loss of at least two billion dollars for his bank.  Susan 
mcginnis is in washington with the story. J-p morgan chase c-e-o jamie dimon will apologize to 
members of congress today, for risky trades the bank undertook that led to huge losses. In 
prepared testimony, dimon says..."we have let a lot of people down, and we are sorry for it." the 
bank took part in a trading strategy known as hedging, which is actually designed to - reduce - the 
risk of big losses. Dimon will expalin today that the strategy backfired, -increasing- risk, and 
leading to to at least two billion dollars in losses and possibly as much as 5 billion. "they were 
betting like you would do at the crap table in las vegas and they bet the wrong way." senator tim 
johnson...the head of the senate banking committee...plans to ask dimon: "how can a bank take 
on 'far too much risk' if the point of the trades was to reduce risk in the first place? Or was the 
goal really to make money?" some argue the risky trades would have violated part of the 2010 
financial reform bill called dodd-frank. The 'volcker rule', which is part of the bill...prevents banks 
from trading for their own profit. But dimon was part of a push that exempts some banks from 
being subject to the rule. "mr. Dimon wanted a version of the volcker rule that frankly wouldn't do 
very much. I think we now have a stronger argument for a volcker rule that says no to a bank." 
some argue the regulations will prevent banks from doing business. "it makes it more difficult for 
those firms to function and perform their the shareholder value." the volcker rule is set to go into 
effect next month. Susan mcginnis, cbs news, washington. 
 

6/14/12  4pm 



 

 

The cost of raising a child has reached an all-time high. According to an annual report from the u-
s department of agriculture... It costs 235-thousand dollars to raise a child through age 18. That 
number does not include college. The cost is three and a half percent higher than in 20-10. With 
inflation... It could cost nearly 300-thousand dollars to raise a child. The number includes 
housing... Child care, food, and education costs. 
 

6/26/12  4pm 

Average home prices in the u-s increased for the first time in seven months. The report looked at 
home prices  in 20 major markets... And found prices were up about 1point three percent in 
recent months. But prices were down almost two percent compared to the same time last year. 
Home sales have also been increasing... As mortgage rates hit record lows. 
 

6/28/12  7am 

It is how the city will spend and allocate its money for the upcoming year...  With such an 
expensive plan... People are left with a lot of questions. Today they can get answers today using 
social media.  The city of Wichita is also holding a twitter town hall meeting today. To take part all 
you have to do is tweet you budget questions using the hashtag Wichita budget after hearing 
from residents and city council members....the city manager is scheduled to present the proposed 
budget during July 17th's. The city council will vote on the budget on august 14th. 
 

6/29/12  4pm 

For the third month in a row- hawker Beechcraft announces layoffs. The aircraft company gave 
notice today to 125 workers. A letter to employees says hawker continues to evaluate its 
production rate and will cut the workforce or issue furloughs as it positions the company to remain 
competitive in the future. More than 6-hundred workers have received layoff notices since April. 
 

6/30/12  9pm 

Two days after congress stops student loan interest rates from doubling....other changes will go 
into effect. The government will no longer cover the interest for the first six months after students 
graduate... That means you have to start paying as soon as you get your diploma.  The new rules 
will also require graduate students to pay the interest on their loans while they're still in school.  
These changes will cost students about 20 billion dollars more over ten years. And some students 
say....they hope they'll be able to pay. Sot verbatim: brian ginyard: 9:50:05 it's not cheap but its 
worth it in the long run if you find a good job. 9:52:26 the scary part is finding a job around here to 
fit my degrees. The changes only affect *new* loans taken out after july 1st. 
 

 



 

 

 

EDUCATION 
 

4/9/12  4pm 

Salina school administrators say their cell phone usage policies need an upgrade.  They may 
ease up on students using their smart phones.   Some salina administrators realize students use 
phones for calendars and in place of watches...  So they may allow students to use them at lunch 
breaks and in between classes.  At wichita north-- they allow students to use them during lunch... 
But say it's as lenient as they'll go.   A lot of the phones though.  It's just texting their friends, 
talking to their friends, and making plans for lunch, making plans for after school, making plans 
for after school and those are the things that distract them from class.    The salina school board 
will discuss the proposal at a meeting tomorrow.  The meeting starts at 5 in the district office. 
 

4/10/12  7am 

Many wichita school bond projects placed on hold... Are back on.   A bad economy forced the 
district to change plans to the 2008 bond issue.  Last night's decision takes about a third of the 
schools off the "pause and study" list.   Boundaries are set--and that allows the district to move 
forward with some of these projects.   There are 9 schools being taken off the list---adams, black, 
curtis, hyde, jardine, mclean, okay, park and pleasant valley.  Some of the schools will get new 
classrooms, 18 in all.   They will see new storm shelters, secured entryways, a new library, and 
classroom renovations.   However, superintendent john allison says there are still many questions 
surrounding school funding.  
 

4/12/12  9pm 

A wichita elementary school principal is on leave.   Meanwhile, the district is investigating her 
school's test scores.   The district started an investigation into enterprise elementary... A couple 
of weeks ago.   It's looking into a "concern" regarding scoring on state assessments, currently 
underway.   The district says it caught a "red flag" during its annual "checks and balances."  the 
district says... Principal pam stead is on leave for "personal business."  the district won't say if her 
leave is connected to the investigation.  Factfinder 12 confirmed the school's testing coordinator 
is on leave as well. 
 

4/13/12  8am 

A wichita elementary school principal is on leave.   Meanwhile, the district is investigating her 
school's test scores.  The district started an investigation into enterprise elementary a couple of 
weeks ago.   It's looking into a "concern" regarding scoring on state assessments, which are 
currently underway.   The district says it caught a "red flag" during its annual "checks and 
balances."   the district says... Principal pam stead is on leave for "personal business."   the 
district won't say if her leave is connected to the investigation.   Factfinder 12 confirmed the 
school's testing coordinator is on leave as well. 
 

4/16/12  7am 

There are a few school closures this morning.  Cooper (coo-per) and oaklawn elementary.... Is 
closed today.  "parents as teachers"... Will not meet as well.   Faculty and staff should *not* report 
for work... Unless contacted by the derby school district.   In addition... There will be no bus 
service for middle school students living in the oaklawn neighborhood.   In wichita... Colvin and 
beech elementary schools will not have class monday... Due to power outages.   As always, log-
on to our website, k-w-c-h-dot-com for the latest on closings and delays. 
 

4/17/12  7am 

Wichita schools affected by the storm will re-open. All u-s-d 259 schools are back in session 
today. In the derby school district...cooper elementary and oak lawn elementary remain closed. 
And top early learning center will remain closed through Wednesday... For school bus information 



 

 

check online at k-w-c-h-dot-com.. And look under our story called "storm related closings for 
Tuesday." 
 

4/18/12  8am 

The tornado damaged two oak lawn schools -- both part of the derby school district. Here’s the 
latest....we've learned windows were broken at oak lawn elementary. The school also lost a 20-
by-30 foot section of its roof and several air conditioning units. There is damage to the grounds -- 
including a nearby support building. Repairs are underway -- but the school will be closed again 
today. Cooper elementary *will* reopen today it *was not* damaged... But didn't have power until 
late Tuesday. With power restored... The more than 3-hundred students will head back to class. 
Wichita area technical college's Southside campus will also reopen today with a normal schedule. 
Youth Ville is also back open. 
 

4/25/12  9pm 

One of the great challenges teachers have... Is getting their students to connect with the 
material...especially when it comes to history. But an Andover middle school teacher... Is using 
art to teach about the holocaust. And as eyewitness news reporter Dave Roberts shows us... It's 
working. 
That's new at nine. According to some folklore, the butterfly is the symbol of the soul...and in this 
middle school class...it symbolizes much more... Holocaust class 13 18:25:27 - 18:25:32> it's to 
symbolize one child that died out of the one point five million that died in the holocaust. Students 
in Dyane Smokorwski's class are creating these butterflies as part of their lessons about the 
holocaust...quite often in the books of diary of Anne frank or night by Elie Wiesel there's quite a 
bit of imagery that's dark, and very emotional now they can use this art work to process that 
information and use it to help them think of the good things that happened and some of the heroic 
stories and why we should remember these children. Art is limitless, so you can really express 
your feelings, i think deeper than words can ever say. They start to realize this is a real human. 
On this side it represents the Jewish children's hearts right before the holocaust. And then on the 
back there's like more evil, during the war. It made me realize how much it's like real and all the 
kids had to go through this. Creating these butterflies made me realize, these people were real 
too and it’s not just some story that's told. One and a half million souls of children lost more than 
half a century ago...given new life on the wings of butterflies...in Andover, Dave Roberts, kwch 12 
eyewitness news... 
 

4/26/12  7am 

Andover middle school is using art to teach about a dark period in history... The Holocaust. 
Students are coloring butterflies to represent each of the million and a half children who were 
killed by the Nazis. The students say the project helps them connect with the victims and have a 
better understanding of the horrors of the concentration camps. Sot verbatim: "There were so 
many kids that died and this is only one of them we only have 15 kids in this class represented 
and there's 1.5 million kids and it's just hard to imagine." the butterflies will be donated to the 
holocaust museum in Houston. The students also created a documentary about the project which 
will also be donated to the museum. 
 

4/27/12  8am 

The search is over... Wichita state will name its new university president this morning. The 
Kansas board of regents will hold a press conference about 10-30 to name the new head of the 
school. You can watch that meeting live. We’ll be streaming it online at kwch dot com. Current 
president Donald Beggs announced his plan to retire last year. He has led the university since 
1999. 
 
5/1/12  4pm 

But first-- it's just about done. The new Lewis elementary school enters its final phase of 
construction. In a tour today-- the principal showed off the new library... Group study areas.. 
Storm shelter... And outdoor patio. The new school is more spacious than the current facility. It 
can hold 750 students-- and next year it will serve about 450. Voters approved funding for the 



 

 

new school back in 2008 through a bond issue.. Hannelore Burdette, Lewis elementary principal. 
It's fantastic.  And it's not so much the things I had on the wish list for me, but for my students. 
Crews will tear down the current Lewis elementary building in early June. The new building is 
expected to be done by June 29th. The school wants to invite its newest students and family to 
the new building. Its holding an open house on Thursday night at 5-30. 
 

5/6/12  7am 

Teachers, students, and parents of Irving elementary school celebrated Cinco de mayo and the 
end of it's bond construction project yesterday. Parents and staff worked together to put together 
the Cinco de Mayo annual fiesta activities... Those include food, games and prizes. Not only is it 
to celebrate the end of the school year...but the end of construction and the opening of a new 
addition at the school. A great celebration, bring our families together and celebrate, it's been a 
great school year and today is special because we are having our dedication to our new addition, 
thanks to the voters, add a new addition classrooms, library and Fema shelter in case of severe 
weather. The principal of Irving says it's a great way to end the school year on a positive note. 
 

5/7/12  8am 

He's now a dunkin' doctor. Former n-b-a superstar Shaquille o'neal…earned his p-h-d in 
education Saturday from Barry University in Florida. Shaq wore a size triple-x-l robe. O'neal took 
classes for the past 4-and-a-half years and finished with a three-point-8-1 grade point average. 
O'neal said his mother always encouraged him to continue his education. He added that of all his 
accomplishments in life, getting his doctorate was at the top of the list. O'neal retired last year 
after playing 19 n-b-a seasons. 
 

5/9/12  9pm 

Prom season is in full swing. And for a group of friends, it's a night they will always remember, 
and they have the pictures to prove it. Packed on a wooden pier... Their idea of a "perfect picture" 
turned into a life-long memory. The pier gave-way... Dumping the group into the water below.  
Soaking wet... The girls and guys were pulled from the water. But nothing was going to ruin their 
night. With some barrowed shirts for the guys... And some touch-ups for the gals... The group 
finally made it to prom. 
 

5/11/12  8am 

Structural problems and shifting walls at metro-boulevard alternative high school... Mean the 
Wichita school will move. Next school year, boulevard students will go to the building that 
currently houses northeast magnet high school. The magnet is moving to a new building near Bel 
Aire. You can find these stories and more online at kwch.com. Next on the Kansas-cw...details on 
an expo for decorative painters. Stay tuned...mark is next with your forecast. 
 

5/16/12  9pm 

Contract negotiations are at a stand-still... For the Wichita school district and its teacher's union. 
Teachers in the district haven't seen a pay raise in four years, and it continues to be a point of 
contention. This is the seventh time this year the two side have met to negotiate a new contract. 
The teachers union is asking for a 3-percent salary increase, step increases and back pay. The 
school district has rejected the offer so far. The union is also requesting 4 additional days off 
without a pay reduction. The district has also rejected that request. The 2 sides will meet again in 
2 weeks. 
 

5/17/12  7am 

It is one of the four schools that will close after the end of this school year. And today current and 
former students, staff and parents are invited to tour Mueller to say good bye. The other three 
schools closing are Bryan, Lincoln and Emerson. 
 

5/20/12  7am 

Negotiators reach a deal to make tweaks to Kansas higher education laws. The changes provide 
more tools for students who struggle to earn their degrees. They require state universities to work 



 

 

with students admitted under exceptions to the state's qualified admissions standards. The goal is 
to help those who may have not been prepared for college to develop good study habits. The 
proposal is part of a conference committee report that must be passed by the house and senate 
before becoming law. For more on this year’s session in Topeka log onto kwch dot com and look 
for our legislature latest section. 
 

6/4/12  8am 

A disagreement over the funding of kansas public schools winds up in shawnee county district 
court. Attorneys are scheduled to present opening arguments today before a three-judge panel. 
The trial is scheduled to last up to three weeks. The lawsuit was filed in 2010 by attorneys 
representing 54 school districts. The suit accuses the state of not keeping its promise to maintain 
suitable levels of funding for education. 
 

6/6/12  9pm 

The theory of evolution is stirring-up controversy in Topeka in 2007... The "state board of 
education" voted to remove language from science curriculums that criticizes evolution. Under the 
guidelines adopted in 2007... Evolution is described as a well-established core scientific concept. 
The board is expected to review the science standards... During a meeting next week. A final 
draft could be presented by the end of the year. 
 

6/7/12  7am 

College students in the state of Kansas could soon be paying higher tuitions... The Wichita eagle 
reports that the Kansas board of regents will vote on proposed tuition increases across all six 
state universities. The schools are asking for tuition hikes of three and half ....to... Six and a half 
percent. The vote will take place later this month. 
 

6/12/12  7am 

Mcpherson high school and middle school students will now be participating in random drug 
testing. The hutchinson news reports the school board approved the new rule starting this fall. It 
applies to students involved with school activities. If a student fails a test.. He or she won't be be 
allowed to participate in his or her school activity. Each test would cost about thirty-dollars. 
 

6/13/12  8am 

Actor mark wahlberg going back to school the actor is taking online classes to complete his high 
school degree.  Wahlberg dropped out of school in the ninth grade.  He's also teaming up with 
taco bell to promote the company's "graduate to go" program.  It's aimed at combating the teen 
dropout rate. 
 

6/21/12  7am 

Wichita police tell us that according to the city ordinance...residents can have two dogs without a 
permit. With a permit you can have no more than four dogs the same goes for cats . Here are the 
numbers for other pets such as birds and rabbits. If you fail to comply with these requirements 
you could be charged with a misdemeanor. 
 

6/26/12  4pm 

According to travel web site "orbitz" -- the kind of computer you use may be linked to your 
spending on hotels. Orbitz says its customers using macs spend about 30 percent more per night 
on hotels than other users. Now-- the web site is trying to use that information... By showing 
different search results to users based on what computer they are using. Sot verbatim:  mac 
users are 40 percent more likely to book four or five star hotels than p-c users, and that lines up 
with the fact that mac users are typically more willing to spend money on higher-end computers. 
What we've done with our recommendations algorithm is found ways to go and make sure that 
we're able to show the right hotels to customers and find ways to get them the best > the wall 
street journal says the practice is expected to become more common among online retailers as 
the technology is further developed. Many retail sites already use similar technology based on 
your browsing history... That's how they generate "reccomendations" and customized ads. 



 

 

 



 

 

 

ENVIRONMENT 
 

4/2/12  4pm 

Last month may go down as the warmest march on record.  Major cities-- including atlanta, 
chicago and washington had record high temperatures in march...  Temperatures fell just short of 
records in denver and new york...making it the second warmest march in those cities. 
 

4/3/12  8am 

A small earthquake shakes southeast oklahoma early this morning.   A magnitude-4 quake hit just 
after two-thirty this morning near mcalester.  There have been no immediate reports of injuries or 
damage. 
 

4/4/12  4pm 

We're getting a look at the damage caused by a tornado outbreak in texas yesterday...  
Thousands of residents in the dallas fort worth area are surveying damage...  More than 500 
homes were damaged or destroyed.  The national weather service says as many as a dozen 
tornadoes touched down in north texas.  The small community of forney was hit by one of those 
tornadoes.  The fact that everyone woke up in forney alive today is a blessing. 
 

4/6/12  8am 

If your lawn looks more like a jungle right now, you're not alone.  Lawn and garden services in 
wichita tell us they are really behind because of the warm spring and rain we've had.  While their 
busy season usually starts in april, many have been on the job since mid-march.  And they still 
can't stay ahead of the weather.    That causes problems with scheduling, and more.  "we're also 
concerned with starting to do more landscape jobs...we get some hard freezes and we're going to 
run into problems plutting new nice flowers in for our clients....we'll get a freeze in there and that's 
not going to help the flowers whatsoever."  scott manners says the weeds are growing so fast, it's 
hard to keep up with them.  His crews are about two weeks behind right now, but catching up. 
 

4/8/12  9pm 

Farm land that was dry last year... Is on the verge of producing a *record wheat crop* this year.  
Thanks to moisture and warm temperatures... You could see combines in the fields... In may.  As 
eyewitness news reporter jim grawe shows us... The weather over the next two weeks... Could 
really make or break the harvest. 
 

4/9/12  7am 

The kansas wheat crop is about a month ahead of schedule...and fears of a damaging frost are 
starting to wane.   If it doesn't happen in the next week...statistics show it's probably not going to 
happen.   Unusually warm temps and abundant rain this year helped the wheat flourish.   
Normally you wouldn't see any heads on the wheat this early...but now they are bursting out 
everywhere.   When the wheat's this far along...it's very vulnerable to freezing temps.   But if the 
forecast holds up...it may be a harvest for the record books.  
 

4/10/12  9pm 

During storm season... The kansas turnpike wants drivers to know...  They can find shelter while 
on the road.   Next time you stop to pay a toll... Look around to find one of these storm shelters 
near the toll booths.   They are designed for turnpike employees.    K-dot wants you to know... 
They are open to the public.  We find the hardest thing is to convice our customers to take 
shelter. That they want to keep driving i think they are know for that.   To stay ahead of severe 
weather when you're "on the go"... Download our storm team 12 app for current conditions and 
interactive radar.   And you can also download our kwch app... So you can send us storm shots... 
As weather happens in your area.   The apps are free and available for droid devices, i-phones 
and i-pads. 



 

 

 

4/11/12  9pm 

Thirteen years ago...haysville was blasted by a tornado that killed six people and ripped apart 
hundreds of homes.   Tonight....haysville residents had a chance to bone up on their storm 
survival knowledge as another storm season begins in earnest.  Sedgwick county emergency 
management has been holding severe weather classes in several communities this spring.   
Some of the people at the haysville class say they're worried the memory of the 99 tornado is 
beginning to fade and their fellow townsfolk are starting to take their safety for granted.  I think 
we've kind of slipped back into our old ways of living and i want to be updated.  That's why i'm 
here tonight.   Sedgwick county residents still have two more chances to attend a free class like 
this.   There's one tomorrow night at maize city hall....and another one a week from tomorrow at 
the oaklawn community center in wichita. 
 

4/12/12  7am 

A strong earthquake strikes off the coast of western mexico this morning.  A 7-point-1 magnitude 
quake happened around 2-30.   It comes less than a day after a 6-point-5 quake hit 200 miles 
away from mexico city wednesday.  People evacuated some buildings in the capital, but the city 
said there are no signs of damage.   These tremors are just the latest in a series of strong quakes 
to hit the area in the last three weeks. 
 

4/13/12  8am 

Lightning hit a gas-line in a west wichita neighborhood.  It happened near central and maize 
thursday afternoon.   A couple who lives nearby heard a loud crash... Then saw fire.   They say.... 
Flames were shooting as high as 15 feet in the air.  "it was a big one when it's that close the flash 
and the boom were almost instantaneous it's right on top of you.   The strike was so powerful... It 
knocked pictures off the walls of a neighbor's home.   It also left the neighborhood without power. 
 

4/16/12  7am 

The oak lawn area of south Wichita...was among the hardest hit --  inside this disaster zone..  
Several mobile homes in the Pinaire mobile home park were leveled Saturday night.   More than 
50 homes were practically destroyed here...another hundred were damaged.  Residents were not 
allowed back into the park until Sunday. Emergency crews say... They needed time to clear 
hazards from gas and power lines.   And, they needed to pick-up debris. Residents say... They 
are surprised no one was killed.  It's kind of disbelief...look around my house and it's just like 
every day normal. You look out and nothing's the same, it's all gone or destroyed. 
 

4/17/12  7am 

The majority of the weekend's severe weather touched down in rural farming areas... And this 
week farmers are taking stock of damage to their crops... Hail, rain and strong winds came down 
on fields across the state. Kansas is known for unpredictable and volatile weather... All the more 
reason for farmers to prepare. The price of grain right now.... Been very good the last few years.  
Factfinder 12 shows you that even insured farms could still pay out of pocket... Many blanket 
insurance policies require a "total loss" in order for farmers to collect compensation. Farms with 
minor or partial damage cannot collect any money. An agriculture expert we spoke with 
recommended "field by field coverage plan." this allows farmers to collect on partially damaged 
crops... 
 

 

4/20/12  9pm 

Earth day is just a few days away...and you can help the environment by disposing of old 
electronics, while earning a little cash at the same time. Consumer Reports suggests first trying to 
sell your old electronics online...Using sites like Amazon, E-bay, and Craig's list. Some major 
retailers will actually let you trade in your unwanted products for a gift card for the estimated 
value. If you would rather donate those items for a good cause, be sure to check with the charity 
first...Some only accept certain items. But if your gadgets are no longer working, take them to a 
recycling center where they can be properly disposed. 



 

 

 

4/21/12  9pm 

It's becoming a tradition in the riverside area... Residents help Mother Nature do a bit of spring 
cleaning. Volunteers gather on the Arkansas River... Pitching in at the 11th annual river clean uo. 
They spruced the place up by collecting garbage from the river and its banks. It's a part of the city 
wide earth day effort... And part of the Riverfest preparations. Wichita officials say it's a great way 
to keep festival goers safe. Lot of volunteers...protect your feet, they're going to cover everything 
to the edge of the water the cleanup is registered with 'American rivers' as part of the national 
river cleanup initiative. 
 

4/22/12  7am 

Just to recap how much damage last weekend’s tornado outbreak caused here in Wichita. 
Sedgwick county officials say the twister that hit Oak Lawn and southeast Wichita caused an 
estimated 146 point three million dollars in damage.776 homes were destroyed or damaged and 
86 businesses were as well. The figure does not include the Pinaire mobile home park where 92 
mobile homes suffered more than 50 percent damage.  
 

4/23/12  8am 

At the earth day celebration in Reno, a lot of people where chatting, trying to figure out what they 
heard. "It was enough to shock me into, 'hey what was that?'" "I heard a big boom. It sounded like 
my daughter fell out of bed." "You kind of felt it, didn't you? Almost like felt something." the u-n-r 
planetarium's leader's Dan ruby is pretty sure the sound was a meteorite. "That seems to fit all 
the evidence we've got. They saw a big fireball. They heard a big sonic boom. We don't have any 
seismic data." "He says that big boom probably came from the meteor smacking into earth's 
atmosphere.  Think of it like a fist pounding into water." "It probably was just a big chunk of rock. 
And by big I mean maybe the size of a washing machine." meteorites are safe most of the time, 
and pretty common.  A few similar ones are sitting around in the planetarium's exhibition gallery. 
But back at earth day, the news still worried a few. "Pretty scary. You know the whole Mayan 
prophecy came to mind when i found out there was a meteor shower. Just scared. Wondering if 
it's the end of the world." however most were just happy to have a rock solid explanation for the 
sound.. "I think it was really cool." a large boom heard Sunday morning in Nevada and California 
may have been a meteor. The sound rattled residents out of their beds. Ben Briscoe reports. 
 

4/24/12  4pm 

Check out this view from northern Minnesota today...the northern lights were visible for a brief 
time early in the morning. This video was shot by a company that usually chases tornadoes...but 
today they got this shot instead. 
 

4/25/12  9pm 

Summer isn't here. But the heat is. Wichita saw a record high today. Temperatures hit 95 
Degrees. However... The heat didn't keep everyone indoors. A group of juniors and seniors from 
Augusta high school... Spent the day zip-lining and rappelling. This course at Butler Community 
College is designed to teach leadership, teamwork and build friendships. 
 

4/26/12  7am 

Wednesday's record highs were the peak of the heat this week and we can all expect cooler 
temperatures Thursday and even less heat this weekend. Look for mostly cloudy skies Thursday 
with afternoon highs in the 80s. Scattered storms will develop in western Kansas Thursday 
evening and move east overnight. A few storms Thursday evening could produce hail and wind, 
but widespread severe weather is not likely. Friday will bring afternoon storms to central and 
eastern Kansas and a few could be packing quarter-size hail and wind gusts over 60 mph. The 
marginal severe threat should push eastward, into Missouri, late Friday night. Saturday looks dry 
and Sunday parts of our state will see widely scattered showers or storms. Temperatures this 
weekend will be much cooler than we've seen lately with afternoon highs only in the 60s to near 
70 degrees. 
 



 

 

4/27/12  8am 

Severe thunderstorms early Friday moved northward just west of the Kansas, Colorado border 
but by afternoon the threat of large hail, damaging winds and isolated tornadoes will push 
eastward. Most of Kansas will see some sunshine Friday before a fry line moves into central 
Kansas, clouds build and storms fire-up. Gutsy southerly winds over 40 mph are likely and a wind 
advisory remains in effect for parts of the west. Friday afternoon's storms will roll across central 
and eastern Kansas and a few will be packing up to baseball-size hail and a few tornadoes. The 
severe weather threat should push eastward into Missouri by midnight. Saturday looks dry but 
Sunday parts of our state could see widely scattered showers or storms. Temperatures this 
weekend will be much cooler than we've seen lately with afternoon highs only in the 60s to near 
70 degrees. 
 

4/28/12  9pm 

Thick clouds will be found overnight across the area as showers and storms develop after 
Midnight.  Lows will drop to the 40s out west with 50s east.  On Sunday, the best chance of 
showers and storms will around for the morning hours then mostly cloudy skies.  We can't rule 
out another shower or two in the afternoon as highs rise to the 60s.  A better chance of showers 
and storms will be around for Sunday night. Another chance of showers and storms will be 
possible on Monday with highs back up into the 70s.Temperatures will rise back to the 80s by 
Tuesday. 
 

4/29/12  7am 

Today looks like a good day to sleep in, as periods of rain and rumbles of thunder will be the rule 
through midday. Mostly cloudy to cloudy skies through the early afternoon with another chance of 
storms this evening.  Highs are expected to reach the upper 60s and low 70s. A few storms this 
morning may contain small hail, however this afternoon storms that develop in western Kansas 
have a better chance of being strong to severe with hail the primary threat. Another round of 
showers and storms for much of Kansas tonight with heaviest rainfall across the southern portion 
of the state.  Overnight lows will range from the upper 40s in northwest Kansas, to the low 60s in 
the south. Monday doesn't look like a total washout; however showers and thunderstorms are 
once again possible.  A few peeks of sunshine especially in western Kansas may make the 
atmosphere more unstable, so the risk of strong to severe storms increases for mainly southwest 
and south central Kansas during the afternoon and early evening.  Temperatures will be warmer 
on Monday with highs in the 70s to near 80 statewide. We should begin to dry out on Tuesday 
with the warming trend expected to continue all week into the weekend. 
 

4/30/12  8am 

Today is the last day for April’s burn ban. The ban affects sixteen counties in Kansas, including 
sedgwick. April is when range burning usually happens in the flint hills... But the smoke travels 
into neighboring counties and states... And affects the air quality… you can find these stories and 
more online at kwch.com. Now...here's mark with your weather. 
 

5/1/12  4pm 

Some isolated thunderstorm could develop north of I-70 this evening and move off to the east. 
Elsewhere, mostly clear to partly cloudy skies will be the rule. Looks for plenty of sunshine and 
plenty of wind on Wednesday. Temperatures Wednesday afternoon should reach the mid-80s in 
the east to low 90s in the west. Thursday will be much like Wednesday but with a bit less wind 
and a few more afternoon clouds. Summerlike temperatures will continue through the weekend.  
 

5/2/12  9pm 

Isolated thunderstorms will be possible this evening in extreme northern and western sections of 
Kansas. Otherwise mostly clear to partly cloudy skies will be found overnight. Thursday will be 
mostly sunny in the west and partly cloudy in the east. High temperatures will mostly be in the 
80s but we could see a few low 90s in central and southwest Kansas. There will again be a 
chance for some isolated late day storms in the north and west. Temperatures topping out in the 



 

 

85-92 degree range will be found Friday and Saturday. There will be another chance for storms 
late Sunday into Monday. 
 

5/3/12  7am 

Early Thursday some storms could clip the northeast corner of Kansas as the slide 
southeastward from Nebraska but they should push into central Missouri by midday. We can 
expect a mix of sun and clouds and gusty southerly winds Thursday. A few isolated storms could 
develop in the heat of the day as a weak front slides into our area but most of the state will be dry 
and warm. Look for a few 90s over central and southern Kansas with afternoon highs in the mid 
and upper-80s elsewhere. Our May heat wave will continue through the weekend with more 
upper 80s to lower 90s along with fair skies. Temperatures will finally moderate a bit early next 
week when highs fall back into the 70s. Friday and Saturday will be dry followed by chances for 
scattered storms arriving late Sunday night into Monday. 
 

5/4/12  8am 

Continuing our coverage of last month's tornado outbreak. Residents in the Oak Lawn 
neighborhood attend a severe weather safety class Thursday night. The classes are developed 
by the national weather service and presented by sedgwick county emergency management. 
More than three thousand homes were affected by last month’s tornado. 
 

5/5/12  9pm  

Heavy rains in Michigan make it hard for drivers to get to work. How this driver got out of the rain. 
And...it seems like every hour is rush hour in los Angeles. The city's multi-million dollar plan to 
reduce congestion. That's coming up on eyewitness news at 9 -- plus your storm team 12 
forecast at nine-oh-nine. The only newscast in high definition...one hour earlier 
 

5/6/12  7am 

A cold front moving through the state will trigger showers and storms this afternoon.  Some 
severe weather is possible for locations along and southeast of the Kansas Turnpike.  Large hail 
and damaging wind gusts will be the primary threat.  This cold front be the key for two weather 
related features: 1) it will mark the leading edge of cooler "more spring-like" temperatures and 2) 
it will signal, decreasing chances of severe weather as winds shift from the southeast to the north 
during the afternoon.  Highs will range rom the mid-80s across southeast Kansas to the mid-60s 
in the west.  A wind advisory has also been posted for much of western Kansas as wind gusts to 
45 m.p.h. Are possible behind the cold front. A relatively cooler night tonight across Kansas with 
mostly cloudy skies and lows dropping into the 40s and 50s.  A few sprinkles or showers are 
possible in the southwest portion of the state. Temperatures will return to normal this week, with 
highs in the 70s.  Most of the week looks dry until a slight chance of showers and storms enters 
the forecast by late in the work week. 
 

5/7/12  8am 

A cold front sagged though southeastern Kansas early Monday morning bringing a different 
weather world to our area; heat relief and lower humidity. An area of scattered showers and 
storms behind the front early Monday pushed eastward and into Missouri leaving behind welcome 
moisture but no reports of large hail or wicked winds. Thick clouds Monday morning should break 
for some afternoon sun but gusty northerly winds will continue to usher in much cooler air across 
Kansas. We can say good bye to last week's June-like heat and humidity as Monday afternoon 
highs will only struggle into the the lower-60s and 70s; 20 degrees cooler than we've seen lately! 
We can expect lighter winds and some sunshine Tuesday with afternoon highs around 70 
degrees. Most of the rest of our week looks dry until Friday night and afternoon highs will warm to 
near 80 by Thursday. 
 

5/8/12  4pm 

Another cool night is ahead for the Sunflower State as mostly clear to clear skies prevail.  Expect 
overnight lows to fall into the 40s.  Far northwest Kansas though will likely see upper 30s, and 
perhaps a little patchy frost too. We'll enjoy another pleasant day on Wednesday with plenty of 



 

 

sunshine, light winds and low humidity!  Yet another round of 70-degree weather will prevail by 
the afternoon. By Thursday, expect more wind and warmth as Wichita tops out in the upper 70s.  
Meanwhile, western Kansas will reach the lower to middle 80s. Clouds and chances of rain will 
creep back into the forecast late Friday and especially into Saturday. Highs will cool back to the 
60s, a little bit below normal. 
 

5/9/12  9pm 

Your overnight forecast looks cool for the Sunflower State but not as chilly as Wednesday 
morning.  Expect lows in the middle to upper 40s to the lower 50s under clear to mostly clear 
skies. South winds will be on the increase Thursday along with the temperatures too.  While 
much of south-central Kansas will climb to the upper 70s, central and western Kansas will top out 
in the lower to middle 80s!  We'll see sunshine and a few high clouds for the region too. A cold 
front will work into northern and western Kansas on Friday, with increasing clouds and precip 
chances too.  The rain will likely hold off in Wichita until Friday night. The weekend temperatures 
will be slow to climb thanks to the clouds and rain chances.  Highs will only reach the 50s and 
60s! 
 

5/10/12  7am 

The city contractor in charge of mowing the drainage ditches... Is now a week behind schedule. 
The city says it's behind for a couple of reasons. Spring started three weeks earlier.  The mowing 
contract started at its normal time... April 15th. And, the city hired a new contractor... Since the 
previous contractor no longer had the lowest mowing bid. "We have a new contractor that is 
learning the new locations and all the difficulties that go along with them."  like steep slopes and 
poison ivy. The contract calls for the 150 city drainage ditches to be mowed about once a 
month... Or six times a year. The city says the contractor should be caught-up by next 
Wednesday. 
 

5/11/12  8am 

Thursday's brief burst of heat and gusty winds will be in our weather rear view mirror Friday as a 
cold front works its way into our weather picture. The front will slide into northern and western 
Kansas Friday afternoon. Look for increasing clouds, shifting winds and cooler temperatures 
along with a few widely scattered showers or storms out west while the eastern half of our state 
remains dry during the day. Ahead of the front temps will climb to near 80 degrees but northwest 
Kansas will only see afternoon highs in the 60s. Rain chances will overspread the rest of the state 
Friday night. We can expect hit and miss through the Mother's Day weekend, not a wash out but 
we'll be dodging some raindrops from time to time. A light jacket might be a good idea though as 
afternoon highs behind Friday's front fall back into the 50s, 60s to near 70 degrees for some! 
Most of next week will be dry with a slow warming trend as afternoon highs climb back into the 
lower 80s by Thursday. 
 

5/12/12  9pm 

In the health watch… Council grove residents can now drink the city's tap water. Early this 
morning the water superintendent lifted a stage four water restriction. The restrictions were 
placed late Thursday after the discovery of zebra muscles clogging the intake from council Grove 
City Lake to the town's water tower. Water department crews worked continuously until 1:30 a-m- 
Saturday successfully installing a temporary bypass around the restricted area. 
 

5/13/12  7am 

In the health watch... Council grove residents can now drink the city's tap water. Early Saturday 
morning the water superintendent lifted a stage four water restriction. The restrictions were 
placed late Thursday after the discovery of zebra muscles clogging the intake from council grove 
city lake to the town's water tower. Water department crews worked continuously until 1:30 a-m- 
Saturday successfully installing a temporary bypass around the restricted area. 
 

5/14/12  8am 



 

 

Quiet weather is expected for the start of our work and school week as high pressure remains 
parked over central US. Light winds and sunshine are expected Monday as afternoon high 
temperatures climb into the upper 70s. Temperatures warm a bit Tuesday with a light south wind 
and afternoon highs reaching the lower 80s under sunny skies. The warming trend will continue 
through this weekend as highs climb into the mid 80s by Wednesday and stay there through 
Sunday. Right now there's a slight chance of showers/storms late Thursday but for the most part, 
this week looks dry. 
 

5/15/12  4pm 

Expect clear to mostly clear skies overnight as our very pleasant weather continues.  We'll see 
lows dip back to the 40s and 50s. The thermometer will tick upward a bit on Wednesday.  Once 
again, you'll see highs in the mid-upper 80s. A gusty wind will also pick up across the western 
half of the state where gusts over 30 mph will be common by day's end.  Combine that with low 
relative humidity and the fire danger will be extreme.  A Red Flag Warning is out for northwest 
Kansas tomorrow afternoon. No huge change is forecast in the weather pattern for the rest of the 
work week, so the warm weather will continue.  Thunderstorm chances will hold off until late 
Saturday, as a cold front and storm system affects the area. 
 

5/16/12  9pm 

Heat, strong winds, and low humidity are fueling wildfires in Arizona. Fire crews are working to 
contain the fires, with little success. At least five fires are burning across the state. One of the 
biggest has burned more than two-thousand acres since Sunday. Fire officials believe that blaze 
started as a house fire. 
 

5/17/12  7am 

Look for another toasty warm day Thursday under a mostly sunny to partly cloudy sky. Afternoon 
highs will once again soar into the upper-80s and lower-90s. Gusty southerly winds will be 
common statewide with gusts over 30 mph at times. Afternoon highs will stay in mid to upper-80s 
Friday and Saturday with gusty winds and dry weather expected. Our best bet to get wet in quite 
a while will likely arrive late Saturday when a storm system plows into western Kansas sparking 
showers and storms. The approaching storm system and cold front will push into the eastern half 
of our state Sunday along with its rain and storms. After the weekend weather-maker passes, 
afternoon highs will drop back into the more seasonal 70s Sunday and Monday. 
 

5/19/12  9pm 

Get the K-W-C-H app for weather alerts and to send us your storm-shots. The storm team 12 app 
gives you interactive radar and now you can watch live streaming of 12-dot-2 always on storm 
team 12. Both are available free for android, iphone and ipad. 
 

5/20/12  7am 

Get the K-W-C-H app for weather alerts and to send us your storm-shots. The storm team 12 app 
gives you interactive radar and now you can watch live streaming of 12-dot-2 always on storm 
team 12. Both are available free for android, iphone and ipad. 
 

5/21/12  8am 

Carla Pence sent this storm shot to us while her son was getting married Saturday night. 
 

5/22/12  4pm 

Continued high winds and dry heat are fueling an out of control wildfire in Arizona… that has 
already consumed more than 14-thousand acres. The gladiator wildfire remains only 15-percent 
contained... With air quality the biggest concern for nearby residents. Fire crews are also worried 
about the flames spreading toward nearby communication towers. 
 

5/24/12  7am 

Welcome back...it's (time) it is full of priceless artifacts but it sits on one of the most unstable 
patches of earth.  How museum owners are protecting their exhibits. 



 

 

 

5/27/12  7am 

We got a tornado south of russell." storm team 12 chaser mikey gribble captured this video friday 
night. It was one of several reported tornadoes in parts of Kansas. 
 
5/28/12  8am 

Some Kansans are spending the memorial day weekend...cleaning up - the town of la crosse was 
one of many areas struck by severe weather this weekend - about four blocks of the town were 
damaged. Two businesses were destroyed. No injuries were reported in the town, but a woman in 
nearby Russell did suffer minor injuries. The rush county emergency manager says there may 
have been more injuries if it wasn't for early warnings and a slow-moving storm. 
 

5/29/12  4pm 

And covering the world... People in cavezzo-- an italian town near the epicenter of an earthquake-
- say the town is at least 70 percent destroyed. You can see the damage in another town-- 
mirandola... Which is also near the quake's epicenter. At least 13 people were killed in the 
earthquake. Aftershocks have continue to shake northern italy throughout the day. It's the second 
large earthquake to hit the region in nine days. 
 

5/30/12  9pm 

Westar Energy is reporting some outages tonight. Nearly 24-hundred people are without power in 
Sedgwick County.  Reno County is reporting nearly 43-hundred outages... And in Harvey County 
12-hundred 54 people are in the dark. 
 

5/31/12  7am 

Many Kansans experienced severe weather yesterday... And our inbox has been flooded with 
storm shots from across the state... This is what howard malone's backyard looked like in wichita. 
Severeal areas were pounded by hail as a part of this storm system. And lighting lit up the night 
sky... Heather ackerman sent us this photo from spearville. And damage reports continue to 
come in.. A viewer sent us this photo from salina... Where strong winds and downed tree limbs 
obstructed traffic lights there.  We're going to hear from eyewitness news reproter dave roberts is 
touring the damage first hand this morning.. We'll hear from him... But first a look at today's 
forecast. 
 

6/1/12  8am 

Repair work to Wichita’s sewage treatment plant is expect to be finished today  the leak has 
caused high levels of bacteria in the Arkansas river. Crews have built a concrete plug in the 
chamber that leads to the leaking valve. None of this will affect today's Wichita river festival. 
 

6/5/12  4pm 

A more than 30 year old plant is almost ready to bloom. The agave americana-- known also as a 
"century plant" blooms only once-- then dies. A man in chase has owned this one since 1976... 
And it's only now getting ready to bloom.  Ed ward says the plant was 12 inches tall when he 
bought it. Now it's more than 37 feet tall. Go to k-w-c-h dot com to see more photos of the plant... 
And watch our previous stories about it. 
 

6/6/12  9pm 

When you think of car shops... Grease and oil come to mind. But the owner of one repair shop in 
newton wants you to think... Clean and green... When you walk in. Eyewitness news reporter 
melody pettit explains how this car shop runs off of *used oil.* that's also... New at nine. 
According to "kansas auto repair" owner gary carpenter...not a drop of hazerdous waste leaves 
his newton shop... You got a lot of stuff to think about but it's about a habit for more than a 
decade--he's made the environment a priority while working on cars. I can take pride in my facility 
know we're not dumping that my kids grandkids have to live through instead of harsh solvents 
and cleaners...he uses this giant dishwasher to clean everything hot water and he recycles oil, 
antifreeze, batteries, tires,  everything waste, oil filters in house including all the used oil that rolls 



 

 

into his shop.... From cars... From oil bottles... And even the oil spilled on the ground. (nats this 
special mop soaks it up then we drain it) he drains the used oil into storage tanks... Carpenter 
uses some of it to heat his shop in the winter...and the rest goes to wichita where it's locally *re-
refined* it takes less energy bc it's not crude oil it has base oil... Comes out as base oil that 
everyone uses...extra additives added carpenter then buys the oil back in bulk... In these 55- 
gallon drums... 
And uses it for oil changes. You'll pay about a dollar more per quart for the re-refind oil...but 
people here say it's worth it. Better for env. Creates jobs...meets upi standards...no losing 
point...win win all the way around customers still have a choice weather they want to use it... Most 
agree...after talking with carpenter. I thought it was well worth giving it a try... And that's all 
carpenter wants his customers to do. In newton, mp, kwch 12 eyewitness news. 
. 
6/9/12  8am 

Health officials have given the all clear for the Arkansas River. The k-d-h-e says the water is now 
safe. You'll recall a broken valve at a Wichita wastewater treatment plant leaked contaminated 
water into the river. The leak has been fixed. State health experts say waste-water is once again 
being treated and disinfected to safe levels.  
 

6/10/12  5am 

Parts of Kansas are seeing some rain tonight...  But it's nothing compared to the down-pour in 
Florida... We just have a lot of rain, we're just inundated with rain right now. Check-out this video.  
It rained so much early Saturday morning... These police officers have water up to their thighs.  
And it looked like that across much of the panhandle...Streets flooded... Cars stalled-out... And 
houses partially under-water. They're like oh you can make it through it and i was like oh i don't 
know about that and they're like just go just go and it was like blllblblblb but we get out the water 
isn't expected to fully recede for days.  The area has been declared a state of emergency 
 

 

6/11/12  5am 

Colorado firefighters are trying to stop a fire in northern Colorado. But so far... Efforts have fallen 
short. The fire has grown to over 36,000 acres overnight. We are still at zero percent 
containment, so significant growth over night. More than 250 firefighters are battling the "high 
park fire"... West of Fort Collins. Hundreds of homes and businesses have been evacuated. At 
least one person is missing. The fire has grown so large... Smoke can be seen from Wyoming. 
 

 

6/12/12  7am 

At least one person has now died as a result of the wildfire in colorado.  The victim was a 62-
year-old woman.   The Colorado fired doubled in size and has damaged more than a hundred 
buildings.  Hundreds of people near fort collins are still out of their homes.  Meantime, things are 
improving in new mexico where lighter winds allowed firefighters to get better control of that 
wildfire.  That fire is now 30-percent contained.    
 

6/13/12  8am 

Look for decreasing clouds Wednesday, gusty southerly winds and warm temperatures. 
Afternoon highs will climb into the mid-80s to around 90 degrees along with some isolated late-
day and evening storms out west. More isolated storms will be possible Thursday as highs once 
again soar into the upper 80s and lower 90s with partly cloudy skies.   We can all expect some 
summer sizzle as heading into Friday and our weekend with afternoon highs topping out in the 
mid-90s for most of Kansas under mostly sunny skies and gusty winds. Our region will be locked 
in a dry weather pattern through Sunday then early next week a slow moving weather maker will 
arrive from the west bringing better chances for showers/storms. 
 

6/14/12  4pm 

A Severe T-Storm Watch is out for parts of northern and western Kansas until 11 p.m.  Some 
cities included in the watch are Goodland, Hill City, Tribune, Garden City and Dodge City.  Large 



 

 

hail, damaging winds and heavy rain will all be concerns.  These storms will roll east and then 
southeast tonight toward the Wichita area.  The most likely time frame for the Air Capital will be 
after 10 p.m.  Lows overnight will be in the 60s and lower 70s. Skies will turn partly cloudy 
tomorrow as highs warm into the 80s and lower 90s.  A few late-day storms are again possible in 
the west. The weekend will warm back to the 90s, with more isolated storm chances, especially in 
the west.   
 

6/15/12  9pm 

Thunderstorms in western Kansas and spread eastward. Some large hail, high winds and locally 
heavy rainfall will be possible.  The chance for storms in Wichita will wait until after Midnight.  
Lows will drop to the 60s for most. On Saturday, a cold front will slip southward into central and 
western Kansas.  Highs north of the front will be in the mid to upper 80s, while 90s will be found 
south.  Some late-day storms are possible near the front, with hail, wind and heavy rain the main 
concerns again. Storms into Saturday night will end by Sunday morning.  Your Father's Day 
afternoon looks warm and mostly sunny with highs in the 90s. 
 

6/16/12  9pm 

A few storms have developed over the far southern and southwestern part of the viewing areas  
Some severe weather is possible, with large hail, damaging winds and some locally heavy 
rainfall.  After the storms move out, partly to mostly cloudy skies will prevail with lows in the 60s 
and 70s. A much hotter day is in the works for Father's Day.  There will be plenty of wind and 
humidity too, as high temperatures climb to the 90s.  The warmest readings will be out west. 
Monday will be even hotter, with highs in western Kansas to the triple digits!  Central and eastern 
Kansas will see middle to upper 90s with plenty of sun and wind too. Thunderstorm chances will 
pick back up by mid-week. 
 

6/17/12  7am 

Much hotter day is in the works for Father's Day.  There will be plenty of sunshine, however the 
wind and humidity will be on the increase too, as high temperatures climb into the 90s.  The 
hottest readings will be out west where near record highs are possible in Goodland (record is 
102) and Colby. Tonight should remain fairly quiet in respect to weather conditions, however the 
wind will stay on the strong side with gusts near 30 m.p.h.  Overnight lows will only drop into the 
upper 60s and low 70s.  Monday should be even hotter! Highs in western Kansas will bust 
through the century mark, while central and eastern Kansas will see middle to upper 90s with 
plenty of sun and that good old Kansas wind too. Thunderstorm chances will pick back up by mid-
week. 
 

6/19/12  4pm 

Heat and wind are making matters worse for emergency crews fighting a wildfire in Colorado. 
Officials say in two weeks, the fire has destroyed 189 homes and spread over more than 59 
thousand acres. So far... It's only about 50 percent contained after a 49 mile containment line was 
constructed. We’re going to be aggressive  when we can vbe...we're going to be patient when we 
can't be aggressive  and we're going to be consistant to take this to a successful conclusion over 
time. This is the third largest fire in Colorado’s history. Damage is estimated at more than 12 
million dollars. 
 

6/20/12  9pm 

We'll see mostly clear to partly cloudy skies overnight as lows will drop to the 70s for a number of 
folks in the state.  The exception will be the far northwest, where a cold front will invade by late 
tonight, bringing lows into the 60s. The cold front will slowly slip southeastward and by late 
Wednesday afternoon will touch off scattered showers and thunderstorms.  It will be a warm first 
day of Summer with highs in the 80s and 90s.  Breezy winds will be found on either side of the 
front. Any morning rain will move out of the state early Thursday with highs in the 80s forecast.  
The heat relief won't last long as the mercury will quickly climb back to the 90s and then triple 
digits by the weekend. 
 



 

 

6/22/12  8am 

The summer has some local vegetable growers smiling over what's sprouting up... Much of that is 
thanks to mother nature... Who's been kind to gardens so far.  It's quite a contrast to last year, 
when extreme heat and drought took a toll..  I went out and spoke to one gardener who calls 20-
12 one of his best years ever... "oh it's very peaceful i love it out here". Don wells of mulvane is 
nearing 80-years old but nothing stops him from his daily routine."oh absolutely it's one of my 
passions"((nats of water coming out of the hose) "usually out here by myself, sometimes i have 
my little dog with me". Which involves coming out to his garden every morning at 8 a.m. To check 
on all of the different vegetables he has growing."well it's a lot different this year then it was last 
year". Wells says that's because last year he could not get anything to grow, it was just too hot 
out. But this summer has brought more ideal conditions and the life-long gardner says this is one 
of the best years he can remember. ((stand-up))"as opposed to last year wells says there is going 
to be too much to bring in come harvest time. So he has come up with a game plan of sorts. He 
says he and his wife will keep some of the vegetables that they grow, they will give some to 
friends and the rest will go to a local food bank". ((end stand up))"they have a real nice flavor". He 
does not want to jinx it...but wells is crossing his fingers the rest of the summer only continues to 
help his already healthy crop. 
 

6/23/12  9pm 

Turning to tonight’s coverage of news from around the nation... Fire crews in Colorado continue 
to lose ground against a massive wildfire. So far it has burned more than 118 square miles...and 
destroyed almost 200 homes. Residents in nearly one thousand homes have been evacuated 
from that area at last check, the Colorado wildfire was 45 percent contained. 
 

6/24/12  7am 

Unpredictable winds and high temps are posing some serious problems for crews battling a wild-
fire in utah. More than 23-hundred people have been evacuated from their homes the fire is 
located about 40 miles south of salt lake city. Fire officials believe the blaze started thursday by 
target shooters. So far that wild fire is only 30 percent contained. 
 

6/25/12  8am 

Residents in the Florida panhandle are preparing for tropical storm Debby. Debby has been 
dumping heavy rain in parts of the state and has spawned several tornadoes. At least one death 
is being blamed on the storm from one of the tornadoes. Forecasters say one of the biggest 
concerns is flooding. Some parts of northern florida could see as much as 25 inches of rain. 
 

6/26/12  4pm 

Florida is under a state of emergency declaration after days of destructive weather.... And the 
storm is still at least a day away from making landfall. Jacksonville streets are flooded... Cars 
have broken down and been abandoned.  In Tampa-- the bay has overrun its banks... And is 
causing street flooding...waterfront home owners are hoping the flooding doesn't reach their 
doorsteps. Sot verbatim: "i'm a little concerned right now, high tide is coming in. We're keeping a 
close eye on it, but time will tell." one woman was killed in the storm... When a tornado hit 
highland's county. She was holding her infant--who survived. 
 

6/27/12  9pm 

Kansas health officials issue a health alert in the air capital. The city of wichita is under an air 
quality health advisory because of poor air quality.  It’s partly due to extreme heat and agricultural 
burning. Officials say o-zone levels in the city have been above normal since monday officials are 
asking for your help in reducing emissions.  They say drive as little as possible and refuel at night. 
 

6/28/12  7am 

It is our next door neighbor... And many Kansans head to Colorado for summer get aways. 
Including the Denver and Colorado springs areas. And many Kansas kids head west for summer 
camp. More than a dozen Kansas kids are currently at camp Colorado, which is about 40 miles of 
from the worst of the Colorado Springs fire. Their parents tell us the camp has not been 



 

 

evacuated, but the kids are being readied in case the order comes down. They've been running 
drills to know exactly what to do. One of the things as a parent, is you always want to be there 
you know the hard part is me not being there to give him that hug that he, he needs i'm sure and 
to just kind of help him through that if the evacuation order is given, the children will be sent to a 
red cross station in castle rock. 
 

6/29/12  4pm 

Sedgwick county is under a temporary burn ban. County officials say it will be lifted when ozone 
levels change. It bans only "open burns"  some examples of what's considered an open burn... 
Burning brush or tree trimmings on commercial or residential property. Exceptions are on a case-
by-case basis. Bonfires or other "recreational burning" agricultural burning will still be permitted...  
More details on the kinds of burns that are permitted or banned are at k-w-c-h dot com. 
 

6/30/12  9pm 

Evening storms in northern and western Kansas will eventually simmer down later tonight.  Under 
partly cloudy to mostly clear skies, we expect lows mostly in the 70s.  Another hot one is in the 
works for Sunday across the state, although it shouldn't be as hot as earlier in the work week.  
Highs in the Wichita area will be close to the 100 degree mark, with more of the triple digits for 
the areas west.  Plenty of sunshine will prevail! Temperatures will be just shy of the century mark 
again Monday in Wichita but then for the rest of the holiday week, expect it to be 100 or hotter. 
 

 



 

 

 

HEALTH & SAFETY 
 

4/1/12  9pm 

Five people are dead... Following an accident in north-east kansas.   And... At least 18 others 
were hurt.  It happened in osage county... Between emporia and lawrence.  A truck pulling a 
trailer... Hit a guard-rail... And went down a ravine on interstate 35.  The north-bound lanes of the 
interstate were closed.  They are now back open. 
 

4/2/12  4pm 

A teacher from the renwick school district is killed in a car crash near goddard this morning.   The 
district superintendent says barbara hunt was a p-e teacher at garden plain elementary.  The 
school will have grief counselors on site to talk with students and staff.   The accident happened 
at around 6-30 this morning near 21st and 199th street west.   Four people were taken to area 
hospitals with minor injuries. 
 

4/3/12  8am 

A small plane has crashed into a grocery store in the orlando, florida area.   Police say multiple 
people were hurt -- including two people who were being treated at the scene for third-degree 
burns.    The store's management says all customers were safely evacuated and all of its workers 
are accounted for.   Police say the roof was damaged.   The shopping center is about a mile from 
a nearby airport.   There's no word yet on what caused the crash.  
 

4/4/12  4pm 

The man hurt in an early-morning rollover accident in butler county has died.   The accident 
happened just after 1 this morning on highway 54 near river road.   That's east of el dorado.   9-1-
1 dispatchers say the driver was exiting the highway when the car rolled over.  The butler county 
sheriff's department is investigating the accident. 
 

4/5/12  8am 

Officials release the final autopsy report on whitney houston.    Investigators say houston's 
assistant found her lying face down in a bathtub filled with water in her beverly hills hotel room.    
The report also details the prescription drugs found in houston's possession and the levels of 
cocaine and other drugs found in her system.    A toxicology report released last month found the 
48-year old died of an accidental drowning and the effects of heart disease and cocaine use.  
 

4/6/12  4pm 

A somber opening day in arlington...  As the texas rangers remember a fan who died after an 
accident at their stadium last season.   A statue honoring 39 year old shannon stone was 
unveiled at the ball park.   Stone was a firefighter...attending the game with his son when he fell 
over a railing while reaching for a ball thrown by a player.   Rangers president nolan ryan 
dedicated the statue...which sits at the home plate gate at the ballpark.   The rangers take on the 
white sox in tonight's season opener. 
 

4/7/12  9pm 

Three people are hurt after an s-u-v collides with an ambulance.  It happened in salina around 12-
30 this afternoon.  Officials say the ambulance from miltonville was going through an intersection 
that had a stop light when it was hit by an s-u-v.  The ambulance was flipped onto its side.   Inside 
the vehicle were 2 e-m-t's and one patient.   Its lights were on but the siren was *not.*   three 
people in the ambulance had minor injuries.    No on in the s-u-v was hurt. 
 

4/8/12  8am 

Three people are hurt after an s-u-v collides with an ambulance.  It happened in salina around 12-
30 saturday afternoon.  Officials say the ambulance from miltonville was going through an 



 

 

intersection that had a stop light when it was hit by an s-u-v.  It was flipped onto it's side.  The 
ambulance lights were on but the siren was not.  Three people in the ambulance had minor 
injuries.  No on in the s-u-v was hurt.  That picture and news tip was sent to us using our kwch 
app.   It's free to download for the i-pad, i-phone and android devices. 
  
 

4/9/12  4pm 

Now the latest on a story that was breaking news at noon...  The kansas highway patrol is 
investigating a crash near lakin in southwest kansas.   The plane went down along highway 50 
west of garden city before 9:30 this morning.  The garden city telegram reports the plane was a 
crop duster.  The pilot was hurt in the crash and taken to a kearny (kern) county hospital. 
 

4/10/12  9pm 

She tried stepping on the break.  But.. She hit the gas pedal instead.   Police say.... That's what 
caused a woman in her 70's to crash into a building.   It happened in the 93-hundred block of 
west central this evening.   Police say.... The woman was driving through the dairy queen... When 
she lost control... Crashing into a neighboring business.   No one was hurt in the accident. 
 

4/11/12  4am 

"Tornado alley" is expanding.  Recent studies show tornadoes are striking more parts of the u-
s...more often.  The traditional boundaries of tornado alley includes the plains-- kansas, texas, 
oklahoma.. Nebraska and south dakota.  But now researchers think that should be expanded to 
include more of the midwest and deep south.  Kansas was the only state within the traditional 
boundaries of "tornado alley" to make the top five of states with the most tornadoes in a 29 year 
period. 
 

4/12/12  7am 

Salina police are investigating the death of an 18-month-old girl.   The child was found 
unresponsive at her home monday afternoon.   She died tuesday night in wichita.  Police say 
bre'elle jefferson had injuries but are not saying if they contributed to her death.  An autopsy will 
be conducted in he next couple of days. 
 

4/13/12  4pm 

Severe weather is in the forecast...  But an upgrade to sedgwick county's tornado sirens is not yet 
complete.   We've told you before about the upgrade...   It will allow the sirens to sound only in 
the parts of town where serious weather is anticipated.  Because the upgrades are still 
ongoing...if the sirens are sounded, they will be set-off throughout the county, instead of sounding 
only in threatened neighborhoods.   With a look at what kind of severe weather we might be 
expecting...  We go now to storm team 12 meteoroligist ross janssen. 
 

4/16/12  7am 

Several major streets and intersections remain closed in southeast wichita.  Pawnee between 
woodlawn and webb.  Part of harry and webb.   And rock road... Between harry and pawnee.   47-
th street south and k-15 *is* open. 
 

4/17/12  7am 

Traffic is now moving south on rock road this morning. It was closed this morning because of 
storm damage. One lane in the south bound between Harry and Pawnee is still closed, though. 
Both northbound lanes are open. All of Pawnee from Woodlawn to cherry creek is still closed, 
though. Sedgwick county emergency management is asking people to avoid storm damaged 
areas. If you want to volunteer call the united way hotline at 2-1-1. 
 

4/18/12  8am 

A driver undergoes surgery overnight after being injured in a car accident in maize. Two vehicles 
crashed just after nine o'clock at 37th and maize. Both drivers were taken to the hospital... One in 
critical condition the second in serious condition police say a driver was waiting at a red light and 



 

 

was rear ended by the second vehicle. Investigators are looking into whether alcohol played a 
factor into the crash. 
 

4/19/12  4pm 

Two Kansas health agencies outline a program...to dispose of unwanted or expired medications. 
The agencies will set up a series of collection centers. They say letting pharmacies, law 
enforcement and household hazardous waste centers dispose of pills will reduce the number of 
accidental poisonings. 
 

4/20/12  9pm 

The driver who hit and killed a Wichita doctor has turned themselves into police. Doctor William 
Whiteside was jogging late Thursday when he was hit by car near 61st street north and Oliver in 
Kechi. Whiteside left his home shortly after 10 Thursday night...His wife reported him missing a 
few hours later. His body was found along 61st street a short time after that. Investigators say it's 
too early to know if any charges will be filed against the driver. 
 

4/21/12  9pm 

A multi vehicle-crash leaves one person dead... And 10-others hurt. That happened in Ohio last 
night. Eyewitnesses say a charter bus hit a car that was quote, "perpendicular" across the road. 
The bus driver was knocked unconscious... And passengers rushed to help. Sot verbatim: our 
bus driver, came and was talking to us and he would go out and they were asking questions, how 
to turn off the bus and how to turn the emergency lights on. He did the best he could. He was 
awesome. The Ohio interstate was shut down for several hours after the accident. 
 

4/22/12  7am 

The escape of four inmates this past week from the Ottawa county jail has Kansas lawmakers 
taking a fresh look at policies and funding for public safety. The four were among 22 inmates from 
the Ellsworth correctional facility who were being housed in the county jail because of 
overcrowding in the state prison. The final escapee was captured last night. A state 
representative says the state prison population has grown.... As budget cuts have reduced 
programs to prevent inmates from committing more crimes. She expects the recent escapes will 
renew the debate over funding for prisons and what resources are needed. Governor Brownback 
says he has proposed more money for prisons in the next state budget. 
 

4/23/12  8am 

Two former child stars are backing a bill to protect young actors against sexual predators. Todd 
bridges and Corey Feldman both say men in the entertainment industry molested them when they 
were young stars. They’re supporting a new bill that would require finger-printing and background 
checks for those with unsupervised access to child actors. California lawmakers plan another 
hearing on the measure this week. 
 

4/24/12  4pm 

And in the health watch...several teens in southern California have been hospitalized in recent 
months-- over hand sanitizer. Public health officials say the teens have been treated for alcohol 
poisoning after drinking the liquid. Liquid hand sanitizer is 62 percent ethyl alcohol...that's the 
same as a 120 proof drink. The sanitizer is also widely available...so experts recommend parents 
buy foam sanitizer instead...and monitor the product like they would a medicine. 
 

4/25/12  9pm 

Covering the nation tonight....the f-b-i has brought in specially-trained profilers to help in the 
search of a missing six-year-old Tucson, Arizona girl. The littler girl disappeared from her home 
several days ago. The move comes as police are scaling-back their search. More than 200 
officers were out looking for the girl at one time. As of late Tuesday night... About 50 officers 
continued the search. The first grader was last seen in her room Friday night. 
 

4/26/12  7am 



 

 

A driver remains in critical condition after she crashes into a gas line near a distribution station in 
Topeka. It happened just after eight o'clock last night in the southeast part of town. Turnpike 
drivers were not being allowed to exit at east Topeka. The gas never caught fire. Crews 
contained the gas leak on an old line. Gas service was never interrupted to homes in the area.   
 

4/27/12  8am 

Law enforcement agencies across the nation are on alert with the anniversary of Osama bin 
Laden's death less than a week away. Counterterrorism officials say there is no specific threat, 
but there is an increase in chatter from al-qaida. Officers are monitoring a jihadist website and the 
f-b-i is urging state and local police to be on the lookout. A conservative watchdog group appeals 
a federal judge's denial to release photos and video of Osama bin laden during the raid that led to 
his death. The records are classified and being withheld from the public to avoid violence on 
Americans overseas.  
 

4/28/12  9pm 

A Philadelphia man finds a missing child poster and says it was like looking in the mirror.34 years 
later a missing boy is found... Now a man. Steve carter was adopted as a baby... He says he had 
a happy childhood but always had questions about his past. A quick Google search for pulled up 
this composite photo. The boy looking back at him had been reported missing by his father more 
than 3 decades before. After a d-n-a test carter contacted his biological father... And it turned out 
both had questions. He was convinced that my mother had taken me. And you know, taken me 
and raised me somewhere else. And I think one of his first questions to me was, where's your 
mother? And I said that's a fantastic question. I have the same one for you. And I think he was a 
bit dumbfounded by that response. The father and son plan an reuniting soon. Carter says he still 
wants to know what happened in the three-week period between his reported disappearance and 
his arrival at a Hawaiian orphanage. His mother's whereabouts are unknown. 
 

4/29/12  7am 

Investigators are working to determine the cause of a Saturday afternoon fire in Colwich. Flames 
were coming from the attic by the time crews arrived to the 16-thousand block of 53rd street 
north. Firefighters say the fire spread from the porch up to the attic. There was one person 
working in the nearby garage at the time, they were not hurt. 
 

5/1/12  4pm 

"The annex" building at Scott community high school will be out of commission for the rest of the 
school year, that's after a fire caused damage in the building… Scott city's volunteer fire 
department responded to the call before noon Monday. Superintendent bill Wilson says the 
building is sealed and the district is waiting for the insurance company to take a look. The building 
houses industrial arts, traditional arts, vocational agriculture and aerobics classes. Those classes 
will be moved to other room on campus for the time being.  
 

5/2/12  9pm 

Three people suffered minor injuries when a helicopter crashed in northeast Kansas. It happened 
this morning in Jefferson county about 30 miles northeast of Topeka. The sheriff says the 
helicopter missed several trees before landing on its side. No one on the ground was hurt. 
Witnesses say the chopper was spinning before it crashed. 
 

5/3/12  7am 

Also new this morning... Kellogg is back open west of Woodlawn after a one vehicle crash late 
last night. 
Eyewitnesses tell police a man in his early twenties was speeding on Kellogg and weaving 
through traffic... Before he lost control of his car. He then hit a barrier wall and rolled his car 
before it landed upside down. The man was taken to the hospital with serious injuries. Kellogg 
was shut down for about two hours last night while crews cleaned up the road. No one else was 
hurt. 
 



 

 

5/4/12  8am 

A fire breaks out at the VFW in Ellsworth. A person called on the fire around 5 this morning. This 
picture was taken by a viewer at the scene. The Ellsworth County Sheriff's office confirmed the 
fire is out. Authorities say the building is a total loss and will be demolished. The cause is under 
investigation. 
 

5/5/12  9pm 

Also new at nine… A 3-year-old child is in critical condition tonight. After catching her hand in 
garbage disposal "like" device at the great wall restaurant on north rock road. She was 
transported to a Wichita hospital.  
 

5/6/12  7am 

Emergency crews are called to Wichita’s south side for an accident Saturday. Sedgwick county 
dispatchers say a 74 year old woman was trying to get into her car when it began to move 
backwards... Rolling over her. Our news partners at k-f-d-i say the woman died at the scene. 
 

5/7/12  8am 

There's a nationwide dog food recall this morning -- after 14 *people* got sick with salmonella. 
The centers for disease control and prevention says it's investigating the salmonella outbreak that 
may be related to products from diamond pet foods. C-d-c officials say the affected dog food was 
manufactured at a facility in South Carolina...but the illness has been detected in nine states. 
Investigators say it's possible the people got sick after contact with dogs that ate the food.  The 
recall affects several brands of food manufactured by diamond pet foods.  Consumers can visit 
diamond-pet-recall dot com for a complete list. 
 

5/8/12  4pm 

One man is hurt in a house fire in southeast Wichita. Emergency crews responded to the 2 
thousand block of south Brentwood before 3 this afternoon. That's near hillside and Mt. Vernon. 
One man had burns to his legs...and was transported in serious condition to via Christie St. 
Francis. 
 

5/10/12  7am 

The f-d-a is taking another look at an experimental obesity drug. An advisory panel meets today 
and will consider the approval of lorcaserin (lore-cass-uh-rin) - which blocks appetite signals to 
the brain. The f-d-a rejected the drug in 2010 because of its potential cancer and heart risk. But 
today...the drug company is presenting new data that it believes shows the drug is safe. 
 

5/12/12  9pm 

The latest tonight on a deadly plane crash near Chanute. A fourth person has died following 
yesterday's crash. Three recent graduates of oral Roberts University and a former business 
instructor are dead. Another oral Roberts’s grad was badly injured when the twin-engine Cessna 
crashed on Friday afternoon. A spokesman for the national transportation safety board says the 
eight-seat plane left from Tulsa and was headed to Iowa. Air traffic control lost contact with the 
plane shortly after the pilot requested permission to descend to a lower altitude. 
 

5/13/12  7am 

Good morning and thanks for joining us this morning. I'm Susan Gager. New details this morning 
in a hit and run accident... It happened in Hutchinson in the 1900 block of north main at around 9 
o'clock last night. Police say a man on a motorcycle struck a pedestrian. The motorcyclist then 
fled the scene... Police say the impact nearly amputated the lower right leg of 26 year old hutch 
resident Jeffrey Nusser.  He was airlifted to a Wichita area hospital in critical condition. Police are 
still searching for the motorcyclist. He was last seen driving a Harley Davidson style bike. Anyone 
with information is asked to call crime stoppers at 267-21-11.  
 

5/14/12  8am 



 

 

Ryan O’Neal back home and recovering this morning after undergoing treatment for his stage two 
prostate cancer. His personal physician says the actor's surgery went off without a hitch. O'neal is 
said to be in great spirits and very upbeat. Doctors will continue to monitor him through blood 
tests. This isn't the actor's first battle with cancer. He's been in remission from a chronic form of 
leukemia for the last 11 years. 
 

5/15/12  4pm 

Researchers at Yale University say a new drug could help prevent people from getting drunk. 
They say the pill could reduce the number of deadly drunk driving accidents. The so-called "sober 
pill" would block the effects of alcohol on the central nervous system. The pill is still in preliminary 
stages of development, but researchers say it shows promise. 
 

5/17/12  7am 

We are covering the nation this morning... Where tragedy strikes the Kennedy family again. The 
former wife of Robert f. Kennedy was found in her New York mansion yesterday. Today the 
Kennedy family remembers a friend and loved one. Photo of Mary with Robert f. Kennedy's is 
provided by ap's photo service. You may not excerpt these photos unless you have an individual 
contract with ap's photo service. Mug shot photo of Mary from May 2010 provided by Bedford 
police. Family and friends of Mary Richardson Kennedy quietly paid their respects at her stately 
brick mansion in Bedford, NY. Just after 1:30 Wednesday afternoon, police discovered the 52 
year's old body in an outbuilding on the property. Investigators say she committed suicide. Her 
family released a statement saying: we deeply regret the death of our beloved sister Mary, whose 
radiant and creative spirit will be sorely missed by those who loved her. Our heart goes out to her 
children who she loved without reservation. “Kennedy had four children during her 16 year 
marriage to Robert f Kennedy jr. Shortly after her husband filed for divorce in july 2010... Kennedy 
had a very public struggle with drugs and alcohol. She was arrested for dui when police spotted 
her driving over a curb outside a Bedford school. Weeks later, Kennedy was busted again for 
driving under the influence of drugs. A judge later dismissed those charges saying the evidence 
showed she didn't know the medications she had taken would impair her ability to drive. 
Police were tightly guarding Kennedy’s home tonight as Robert f. Kennedy's family asked for 
privacy in honor of Mary’s memory saying... "Mary inspired our family with her kindness, her love, 
her gentle soul and generous spirit. Mary was a genius at friendship..." 
 

5/18/12  4pm 

A 4-year old is at a Wichita hospital after nearly drowning last night. It happened at the pool of an 
apartment complex on north governor... The boy was in the pool area with several other adults 
and children... The adults lost sight of the 4 year old then found him in the pool. He was taken to 
a hospital in extremely critical condition. 
 

5/21/12  8am 

Crews find a back porch on fire in west Wichita...that began to spread to the rest of the house. 
The fire broke out just before five o'clock this morning in the 1900 block of north Holland. Officials 
tell our news partners at KFDI the damage is extensive, but have no final dollar amounts. No one 
was hurt in the fire and no other homes were damaged. 
 

5/22/12  4pm 

The body of a Kansas native missing from Massachusetts has been found. Divers searched for 
Nathan bihlmaire in the Portland harbor in Maine for two days-- his body was discovered at about 
noon today. The Harvard student was originally from Osborne... And a graduate of the university 
of Kansas. The 31 year old was living in Massachusetts while attending Harvard business school. 
Bihlmaier was last seen at a bar with friends Saturday...they say he left early, then was reported 
missing when no one had heard from him by Sunday.  He was scheduled to graduate from 
Harvard business school Thursday. 
 

5/23/12  9pm 



 

 

Reno county fire crews battled a grass fire this afternoon. At least five departments worked to put 
the blaze out. It burned about 60-acres west of Buhler. No injuries were reported. A month ago... 
A farmer burned some straw bales.  Last week... The fire re-ignited and 20 acres of the wheat 
field caught fire. Officials say... The same thing happened this afternoon. 
 

5/24/12  7am 

And an accident between a train and a car is tying up traffic at the intersection clifton and k-15. A 
car was stuck by a train their. The driver suffered minor injuries. Crews ask drivers to avoid both 
areas while they clean up. 
 

5/25/12  8am 

Early Friday, widely scattered storms slowly drifted east-northeastward along a warm front that 
will rise northward and lift into Nebraska by afternoon. Behind the warm front temperatures will 
once again soar with afternoon highs climbing back into the low to mid-90s along with gusty 
southerly winds. A series of weak weather-makers will traverse the Plains and Kansas Saturday 
through Monday sparking hit or miss storms from time to time but widespread soaking rains are 
not likely. We can expect more heat, stiff south winds and afternoon highs in the 90s through our 
holiday weekend. 
 

5/26/12  9pm 

Authorites at Lake Afton say a say a woman is critically injured in a diving accident. It's not clear 
exactly what happened. But we're told she dove in the shallow end...  It happened just after 7:30 
on the east side of the lake. The 20-year old woman was air-lifted to a wichita hospital. For more 
information on this story... Or any other, head to our website, k-w-c-h dot com. 
 

5/27/12  7am 

Two teens are seriously injured after an accident on El Dorado Lake. It happened saturday 
morning north east of the shady creek marina. Emergency crews say the two, ages 13 and 15 
were riding jet skis that collided. One had to be air lifted to a wichita hospital. 
 

5/29/12  4pm 

Scientists plan to re-test some blue-fin tuna found to have low levels of radioactivity... The fish 
were caught off the california coast last year.. And appear to have been exposed to radiation from 
a nuclear meltdown in japan last year. The bluefin spawn off the coast of japan... And migrate 
across the pacific ocean. That's why experts believe the radiation levels are related to the 
meltdown at the fukushima nuclear plant. The levels of contamination in the fish are 3 percent 
higher than generally seen from natural sources ...those levels are still well below what is 
dangerous for human consumption. 
 

5/30/12  9pm 

A man and woman were found dead in their Topeka home. Shawnee County authorities say... 
They were were separating after 30 years of marriage. No one else was in the house. The cause 
of death is unknown and the case is still under investigation. The couple had three adult children. 
 

5/31/12  7am 

Tornado sirens wake residents in south Wichita as sirens sounded unexpectedly Thursday 
morning. They have gone off once an hour since 12-30 this morning. Emergency dispatchers tell 
us a piece of equipment has malfunctioned and they are working to fix the problem. 
 

6/1/12  8am 

A rattlesnake bites a man in his driveway it happened near winfield. Steve witte is still recovering 
after spending four nights in a Wichita hospital.  At first he didn't know what bit him....because it 
was after dark. But within seconds he says the intensity of pain tipped him off. It was a very 
intense sting initially. Then the pain went all the way up my leg in less than a minute. Witte says 
he grabbed a flashlight and found two rattle snakes nearby.  He killed them... And took them with 
him in the ambulance... So doctors would know exactly what they were dealing with.  No agency 



 

 

keeps track of rattlesnake bites...but the great plains nature center says... They are extremely 
rare in Kansas.  And... The snakes typically only bite when provoked. Witte says... He thinks the 
snake bit him because he accidentally stepped on it. 
 

6/2/12  9pm 

We have some breaking news out of southwest Wichita tonight. That's where one person is 
critically hurt and another is seriously hurt after a car accident. It happened at macarthur and 
135th street west right around eight thirty this evening. Eyewitness news has a crew headed to 
the scene. Keep checking kwch dot com for the latest. 
  

6/3/12  7am 

It was breaking news on eyewitness news at nine. Tonight we now know that two people are 
critically injured and another is seriously hurt after an accident in southwest Wichita It happened 
right around eight thirty this evening at macarthur and 135th street. Witnesses say the driver of a 
pickup truck possibly went through a stop light and hit the ford explorer. The crash is still under 
investigation. 
 

6/4/12  8am 

Two people died in separate accidents in western Kansas over the weekend. According to the 
Kansas highway patrol...the first involved was j-d brewer of garden city it happened just before 
noon on saturday. The 73 year old was riding his motorcycle on k-156 just east of garden city 
when he swerved to avoid debris. His motorcycle left the roadway. Brewer died. He was wearing 
a helmet. 
 

6/5/12  4pm 

Five t-s-a workers are recommended for termination and 38 others could be suspended at a 
Florida airport. An internal investigation of southwest Florida international airport in fort Meyers 
found t-s-a workers did not perform random screenings of air passengers. Previously-- mass 
firings of t-s-a employees have taken place in Hawaii and north Carolina.. But this is one of the 
largest disciplinary actions taken by the t-s-a. 
 

6/6/12  9pm 

A crash-landing in north-east Kansas... Injures one person. It happened near "gardner municipal 
airport." johnson county sheriff's deputies say... They found a single-engine plane in a field south 
of the airport's runway this afternoon. Two people were on-board the plane at the time. The f-a-a 
is looking into what may have caused the crash. 
 

6/7/12  7am 

Emergency workers have recovered 5 of the six junction city family members on board a plane 
that crashed in Florida. They continue the search for the Bramlage's 13-year-old son. Ron 
Bramlage was a prominent businessman and has family ties to Kansas State University. 
 

6/8/12  9pm 

Authories are looking into a death at Kanopolis lake...where a body was found floating near the 
shoreline. The Ellsworth county sheriff says a 40 year old man was camping at the lake when he 
went out for a swim.  Later his body was seen floating in the water.  Other campers brought the 
man to shore and tried c-p-r, but it was too late.  The man was from Lyons...he was pronounced 
dead at the scene. 
 

6/9/12  8am 

A firefighter is rushed to hospital...while fighting a large grass fire in lincoln county several fire 
departments were called to put out the fire...just south of sylvan grove.  One fire fighter was hurt - 
and rushed to a nearby hospital  we don't have an update on the firefighter's injuries or condition. 
Authorities tell us the fire is under control.  But crews stayed on the scene throughout the 
night...to make sure the fire didn't flare up again.  
 



 

 

6/10/12  5am 

Also in the crime watch...  Mulvane police are looking for two men they say robbed a Dillon’s 
grocery store. Our news partners at k-f-d-i say a Dillon’s employee opened the door for a man 
who he thought worked there...  The two suspects forced their way in... Assaulted workers... And 
made them open a safe.  Police say the 2 got away with cash.  They think a third person was 
involved... And was already inside Dillon’s at the time of the robbery.  That person was taken into 
custody. 
 

6/11/12  4pm 

Covering the world... Former Egyptian president... Hosni (hoz-knee) Mubarak (moo-bar-ick)... Is 
in a coma. A spokesman for Egypt’s interior ministry says... His heart stopped twice early 
Monday. He was revived... Then he was in and out of consciousness. 
 

 

6/12/12  7am 

Last week, a Massachusetts jury convicted an 18-year old man of vehicular homicide. It came 
after a deadly car accident that happened while he was text messaging.   Texting while driving is 
hardly a rare occurrence.   Sometimes it's just a split-second spent looking at a cell phone -- 
sometime it's a lot longer.   But in that moment, everything can change.  George foreman shows 
us how.  
 
6/13/12  8am 

An actress known for her work with mickey rooney passes away Monday. But ann rutherford is 
best known as scarlett o'hara's little sister, carreen, in the 1939 classic "gone with the wind." she 
also starred alongside mickey rooney as polly benedict in the andy hardy movies.  In recent 
years, she had been plagued by heart problems. Ann rutherford was 94 years old. 
 

6/14/12  4pm 

One woman was hurt in a house fire this morning. Investigators say careless smoking is to blame.  
The fire started after 7:30 in the 47-hundred block of south glenn. That's near 47-th and seneca. 
Emergency dispatchers say... The woman had burns on ten-percent of her body... And suffered 
smoke inhalation. The fire started in the living room. Fire investigators say.... The woman was 
smoking while using an oxygen tank. The home has more than 20-thousand dollars in damages... 
And two dogs were killed. 
 

6/15/12  9pm 

It just opened this year... Now fire forces a Sumner county town's new community center to close. 
Crews were called to the "belle plaine community center" around 1-30 this morning. While they 
don't know the cause, investigators believe the fire started in the kitchen area. The damage is 
estimated at around 130-thousand dollars. We talked with the police chief. He says... The building 
was also full of donated items for a community garage sale this weekend. All of those items were 
damaged in the fire. 
 

6/16/12  9pm 

They had smelled something off and maybe it was just a dead animal in the back yard but 
obviously it was a lot more severe than that. What started as a welfare check ended with visits 
from the bomb squad and haz-mat crews. The scene they found inside... Knee deep trash and 31 
dead cats. Authorities were called to the 2-hundred block of north green this morning. Law 
enforcement officials call it one of the worst scenes of neglect they've ever seen. There's just an 
overwhelming amount of trash and liqour bottles inside and dead cats everywhere. I’ve seen 
some horrific foul smelled houses but this probably ranks up in the top five i’ve seen in my over 
30 year career. Two dogs were found inside alive. We're told they were feeding off the remains of 
the cats. The 69-year-old homeowner has been staying with friends and says she has been 
checking on the animals daily.  
 

6/17/12  7am 



 

 

If you live near 8th and cleveland in Wichita -- you may have heard a tornado siren Saturday 
afternoon we're told the siren malfunctioned. Workers were dispatched to repair it. Just a 
reminder... "siren calibrations" will going on throughout sedgwick county in the next few weeks. 
The sirens will sound for 30 seconds or less. Crews will not calibrate the sirens when there's a 
threat of severe weather. 
 

6/18/12  8am 

A Wichita woman could face charges for animal cruelty this week... This after authorities found 31 
dead cats and 2 dogs feeding on their carcasses in her home on north green.  Police say they 
made the discovery while conducting a "welfare check." authorities will also determine if her 
home will have to be condemned due to trash and infestation. 
 

6/19/12  4pm 

A two year old is killed after a t-v and dresser tip over-- falling on her.  The Herington police chief 
tells our news partners at the salina journal-- the toddler's mother found her under the dresser 
Monday afternoon. Investigators say the girl climbed onto a stool to reach the television...that's 
when it tipped over. 
 

6/20/12  9pm 

Fire destroys a barn in rural Stafford county... Terry spradley with the saint john news sent us 
these photos from near seward… Spradley says the fire destroyed the barn, two vehicles and 
some acres of land investigators are still looking for the cause. No one was hurt. 
 

6/21/12  7am 

More than 30 dead cats found inside a Wichita home. Now authorities are considering criminal 
charges against a woman who was living in the house. Police say the 69-year-old lived at the 
residence and claimed ownership of the cats. She told police she was staying at a friend's house 
but was checking on the animals. Authorities are considering state animal cruelty charges. 
 

6/24/12  7am 

Two kayakers find a dead body in the little Arkansas river saturday morning. Police say the victim 
was a 54-year old man, but they have not yet released his name investigators are still trying to 
determine the cause of death. The man's body was found near central and nims - just across 
from riverside park. 
 

6/26/12  4pm 

And in the health watch... The 2009 h-1-n-1 outbreak may have been worse than initially 
thought... With 15 times as many people killed as initially reported. Researchers now say more 
than 284 thousand people died from the virus the first year it was spread... The world health 
organization's data have a smaller number of deaths in the first 16 months after the disease was 
detected. Now...more deaths are believed to have occurred in africa and southwest asia-- where 
vaccines and medical care were not widely available. 
 

6/27/12  9pm 

First know what fireworks are legal. Fire officials say anything with a stick... Like bottle rockets are 
not only illegal in Wichita, they are illegal all over the state. Second... Be smart. Use them in an 
appropriate area.  Stay away from buildings and dry grass. Have plenty of water available. And 
make sure they are age appropriate. If kids are using fireworks... Make sure they are supervised  
fire officials say a rule of thumb... Shoot them where you buy them. For a complete list of safety 
tips from the fire department and when you can shoot them off... Log onto our website... K-w-c-h 
dot com.    
 

6/28/12  4pm 

The Supreme Court has made its decision on the affordable care act-- but that may not be the 
final word on health care. Opponents of the law are still looking for avenues to overturn the law. 
House republicans have already scheduled a vote on a repeal. Specifically-- republican 



 

 

lawmakers are targeting the fine for refusing to buy health insurance under the mandate-- which 
the court calls a "tax" sot verbatim: "there were promises made throughout the process, by this 
president, nancy pelosi and others… saying 'oh no we're not going to tax people' well the court 
said this is a tax." mitt romney has used the decision to rally support from people and groups 
opposing the law.  Romney has vowed to overturn it if elected. His campaign has raised more 
than 4 million dollars since the decision was announced yesterday. 
 

6/30/12  9pm 

And the heat was on for Wichita fire fighters today... This house in south Wichita caught on fire...  
Firefighters say they saw flames coming from a detached garage... And they were getting 
dangerously close to the house.  Crews were able to keep the house from being severely 
damaged... And then put out the fire in the garage.  Battalion chief tom karney says today's triple 
digits didn't make it easy. Sot verbatim: 51:40 we take great precaution, we have a great rehab 
van out here, make sure everyone gets plenty of fluids and get them back to the station where 
they can cool down even more. A typical structure fire can burn at more than one thousand 
degrees. 
 

 

 



 

 

 

POLITICS 
 

4/2/12  8am 

United nations security council will get an update this morning about a peace plan syria's 
president accepted a week ago.    The plan calls for an immediate cease fire after more than a 
year of violence.    During meetings in istanbul this weekend... About 70 countries pledged 
millions of dollars to help opposition forces including supplying communications equipment. 
 

4/3/12  8am 

Mitt romney is looking to pull off a sweep in today's primaries in wisconsin, maryland and 
washington, d-c.   In the campaign 2012 this morning..   The g-o-p frontrunner is ahead in the 
polls in all three states and is looking to extend his delegate lead.   Rick santorum says it's 
possible he could pull off an upset in wisconsin but insists no matter what - he's *not* dropping 
out of the race for the republican nomination. 
 

4/4/12  4pm 

A bill to limit congressional insider trading is now law...  President obama signed the "stock act" 
today.   The full name of the bill is the "stop trading on congressional knowledge" act...   And it is 
intended to keep members of congress from buying and selling stock based on information they 
gather from committees they serve on or other information not available to the public.  If we 
expect that to apply to our biggest corps and most successful... It certainly should apply to our 
elected officials.    President obama calls the legislation important...at a time when most 
americans distrust elected officials. 
 

4/5/12  8am 

The justice department is preparing to sue arizona sheriff joe arpaio (ahr-py'-oh), saying talks 
between the two sides have fallen through.    They were in the middle of settlement talks over 
accusations arpaio's office discriminated against latinos.   The department wanted arpaio to allow 
an independent monitor to oversee reforms, but says arpaio refuses.    Officials in the justice 
department say arpaio cancelled a meeting scheduled for wednesday at the last minute.  Arpaio 
has said the accusations are a politically-driven "witch hunt."  
 

4/6/12  4pm 

The marine corps board recommends a sergeant be dismissed from service.   After he posts 
some negative comments about the president on facebook.   The board says sergeant gary stein 
should receive an "other than honorable" discharge.   Stein got in trouble with the marines 
because of facebook posts about the president's policies.   The president is the commander in 
chief... So military officials say stein's actions are the same as disrespecting his direct 
commander.  
 

4/9/12  7am 

New in the campaign 2012 this morning...  Republican presidential candidate rick santorum will 
not be campaigning today.   Instead, the g-o-p hopeful and his wife will be in the hospital caring 
for their sick daughter, isabella.  The three-year-old was admitted back in the hospital friday for a 
rare genetic condition.  Campaign spokesman says the santorums are grateful for the many 
prayers and support from people across the nation. 
 

4/10/12  9pm 

So what happens to the 33 delegates santorum earned in kansas?   Right now, those delegates 
still belong to santorum.   The kansas republican party is waiting to see if he will release the 
delegates.   If he does, they'll be free to vote for the candidate of their choice at the republican 
national convention.   The vice chair of the state republican party says... They will try to unite 
behind one candidate. 



 

 

 

4/12/12  7am 

Jury selection is expected to start today in the trial of john edwards.   It's new in the nation this 
morning...  The former democratic presidential candidate is charged with violating campaign 
finance laws.   Edwards is accused of improperly using money to hide his pregnant mistress 
during his bid for the white house in 2008.   He faces 30 years in prison if convicted. 
4/16/12  7am 

Governor sam brownback declared several counties disaster areas.  On sunday he toured the 
path of destruction... Going through rice county, stafford county... And stopping at mcconnell air-
force base... To tour wichita.  At mcconnell... Governor brownback met with local officials and 
toured the damage at the base.   He also surveyed the sedgwick county emergency operations 
center, the unified command post at 47th and clifton, pinaire mobile home park, and spirit aero-
systems. 
 

4/17/12  7am 

Congressional committees are examining wasteful spending at the general services 
administration, which acts as the real estate agency for the federal government.  The hearings 
kicked off Monday and continue today.  As Mary Ellen Hopkins reports, committee members from 
both parties are outraged over a lavish Las Vegas conference. And this... Videos from an 
extravagant g-s-a conference in Las Vegas. G-s-a official Jeff Neely organized the conference. I 
would like to introduce to you the host of the show, from region nine, please welcome Mr. Jeff 
Neely!!! I am thrilled to be doing this. Neely was before a different audience Monday - a 
congressional committee investigating the conference, which cost taxpayers more than 800-
thousand dollars.  Neely was not as thrilled to answer questions, time after time after time saying 
this: Mr. Chairman on the advice of counsel I respectfully decline to answer based on my 5th 
amendment constitutional privilege. A South Carolina congressman wants heads to roll.  
I want indictments, mr. Inspector general. That's a great way to get people's attention. An 
indictment. Not a memo, not corrective measure. An indictment. Martha Johnson resigned as g-s-
a administrator earlier this month. I personally apologize to the American people. As the head of 
the agency i am responsible. I deeply regret this. I will mourn for the rest of my life the loss of my 
appointment.  
I'm Mary Ellen Hopkins reporting. 
 

4/18/12  8am 

More details are coming out about the growing secret service sex scandal. Officials now say at 
least 20 prostitutes may be involved. Susan mcginnis has the latest on the investigation from 
Washington. The secret service prostitution scandal widened further - a senator briefed about the 
investigation was told at least --20-- women were paid to go to hotel rooms  in  Cartagena (carta-
hay-nah)  with U.S. agents and military personnel ("guests had to be signed in by the person 
renting the room . And thus we have the names of the women involved and were able to 
determine a count." sources tell cbs news members of the secret service and the military partied 
at a strip club in Colombia before president Obama’s arrival. Eleven secret service members 
including two supervisors are on administrative leave pending its investigation. The pentagon is 
questioning 10 members of the military -- about - their - involvement. Senator Collins wants to 
know if last week's alleged misconduct is an isolated incident. It's also very hard for me to believe 
that this is the only time that this has ever happened; I am worried that this is the only time that 
they were caught. A white house spokesman says president won't speculate about whether there 
is a pattern of inappropriate behavior.  The administration says there are no plans to fire the 
director of the secret service. The president has confidence in director Sullivan, the director acted 
swiftly in response to this incident. The agents involved were sent home after reports of an 
argument between one agent and a prostitute about payment. Law enforcement officials say 
sensitive information about the president's schedule was never compromised. Susan mcginnis, 
cbs news, Washington.  
 

4/22/12  7am 



 

 

The Kansas Supreme Court will meet tomorrow to consider whether planned furloughs for court 
employees are necessary. The furloughs were ordered earlier this month for five days. The first 
took place on April 13

th
. The second is scheduled for next Friday. They were ordered to close a 

one point four million dollar shortfall in court operating funds. They will be reconsidered now after 
key legislators promised the judicial branch would receive enough money to cover the shortfall. 
 

4/23/12  8am 

Court employees across the state get five days off this year because of furloughs. Today; the 
Kansas Supreme Court will meet to consider whether the furloughs are really necessary. The 
move was designed to save 1-point-4 million dollars in court operating funds. The chief justice 
says he is reconsidering the furloughs after key lawmakers promised the courts will receive 
enough money to cover the shortfall.  
 

4/25/12  9pm 

The u-s department of justice is looking into claims of civil rights violations. The accusations stem 
from waiting lists... For physically disabled Kansans seeking state services.at issue... Is whether 
the state is doing enough to provide services to disabled residents.in some cases... Residents 
have been on the waiting list for three years. Cindi Unruh represents people living with physical 
and mental disabilities in this region. She says... A campaign started a year ago to get the 
attention of the u-s department of justice. "They’re entitled to this.  This is their right.  And it has 
been blocked because we've been told the state has no money." representatives with the u-s 
attorney’s office in Kansas are meeting with the department of justice to discuss what the next 
step will be. It could be a federal lawsuit against the state.  
 

4/26/12  7am 

Hundreds protest outside the capitol Wednesday in support of Kansans with developmental 
disabilities. Hours later -- Governor Sam Brownback says he'll support a legislative proposal to 
change *his* changes to Medicaid. It would exclude long-term service for the developmentally 
disabled from the reforms until 2014. Brownback plans to turn the management of Medicaid over 
to three private companies. The state will provide oversight. Medicaid covers services for the 
poor, needy and disabled.  
 

4/27/12  8am 

The Kansas house and senate agree on cuts in sales and income taxes. The proposal would cut 
the state's individual income tax rates and phase out income taxes over five years for more than 
190-thousand businesses. The sales tax would drop to five point seven percent in July of next 
year. The plan is expected to provide at least 119 million dollars in tax relief in the next fiscal year 
and 500 million the year after that. A full vote could come next week. 
 

4/28/12  9pm 

Kansas women...and men...gathered at the statehouse today....to protest legislation they call anti-
woman similar events were held across the country. Organizers estimated the Kansas crowd at 
about 400. The demonstrators say laws that restrict abortion and cut programs for families are 
part of a conservative war on the women. They’re hoping to impact the fall elections. The large 
number of people who came to this rally is indicative of the number of women you will see maybe 
volunteering and becoming involved in the election process that maybe have not in the past. 
Tonight on eyewitness news at ten....find out more about the protest and why some Kansas 
women say....this group doesn't speak for them. 
 

4/29/12  7am 

Kansas party officials say they are having problems recruiting candidates to run for house and 
senate offices. The reason? Delays in state lawmakers re-drawing voting district boundaries. 
Legislators began the re-districting process in 2011 after they received new census figures... But 
have yet to finalize it. Party officials say they are reluctant to put candidate's names on the ballot 
until they know where the district lines are. 
 



 

 

4/30/12  8am 

It's all laughs this weekend in the nation's capital... As the president hosts the white house 
correspondents dinner. The entertainers...president Obama and Jimmy Kimmel...provided jokes 
to keep some high profile guest entertained. George Clooney and Steven Spielberg were among 
other celebrity guests for the dinner. The dinner was held to honor journalists in Washington, d-c.  
 

5/1/12  4pm 

President Obama is in Afghanistan today. He's signing a 10 year partnership with afghan 
president Hamad Karzai.... The trip was not announced in advance for security reasons... 
President Obama will address the nation--from Afghanistan-- at 6-30 tonight. We'll have that 
speech live on k-w-c-h 12...and we'll be streaming it on our web site...kwch dot com. 
 

5/2/12  9pm 

Now the latest from the legislature.... A compromise plan for cutting taxes in Kansas... Could 
leave the state deeper in debt than originally thought. Earlier this week... It was said the plan 
would create a budget shortfall of 161-million dollars by 20-18.now... New figures show... That 
shortfall would exceed 700-million dollars by that year. Lawmakers from both parties say... They 
need a plan that wouldn't create future budget problems.  
 

5/3/12  7am 

During the raid that killed Osama Bin Laden one year ago...more than 6-thousand pages were 
seized from the hideout. Today, the public gets their first look at them. A selection of those pages 
will be available on the website of the combating terrorism center at west point. Seventeen 
documents from al Qaeda will be released in English translations and in their original Arabic. 
Federal intelligence officials won't say what portion of the original documents that is. Some will 
remain classified, officials say, for security and operational reasons. There are no plans to 
release any of the videos. 
 

5/4/12  8am 

Kansas house and senate negotiators revise a tax-cutting plan after concerns of possible future 
budget problems. Covering the Kansas legislature... On Thursday, lawmakers agreed to reduce 
individual income tax rates less aggressively than earlier planned. The measure also phases out 
income taxes for 191-thousand businesses and... Reduces the state sales tax in July of next 
year. Negotiators revised the plan after legislative analysts said an earlier version could create a 
budget shortfall of more than 700 million dollars by 2018. 
 

5/6/12  7am 

State law-makers and Governor Sam Brownback agree they need to wrap up the redistricting 
process... But can't agree how to do it. On top of that, time is running out in the 90 day legislative 
session. The house and senate are needing to approve new maps... On top of that; someone 
filed a federal lawsuit to approve maps that would favor conservatives. Legislative districts are re-
drawn every 10 years to reflect population changes. 
 

5/7/12  8am 

Al-Qaida releases a new internet video Sunday showing a captured American aid worker. In the 
video... Warren Weinstein tells his wife he's ok and then pleads with president Obama to agree to 
the demands so he can be released. Al-qaida leader Ayman al-zawahri (ay'-muhn ahl-zwah'-
ree)...Has demanded the end to airstrikes in Afghanistan and Pakistan he also wants al-Qaida 
and Taliban suspects around the world to be released. Weinstein was kidnapped last august from 
his home in Pakistan. 
 

5/8/12  4pm 

The Kansas attorney general's office has spent more than 600 thousand dollars so far this year 
defending anti-abortion laws. The office says it paid out more than 327 thousand to a Wichita firm 
to defend a budget provision that denies funds for non-abortion services offered by planned 
parenthood. Most of the money went toward fighting a lawsuit brought by planned parenthood. 



 

 

Another firm based in Lawrence was paid 193 thousand dollars to defend health and safety 
regulations for abortion providers. A group of Kansas-city area doctors are fighting that measure. 
The firm was also paid 107 thousand dollars to defend the state in a lawsuit filed by the American 
civil liberties union over private insurance coverage for abortions.  
 

5/9/12  9pm 

He's the first sitting u-s president to do so. And... It's getting strong reaction from both sides of the 
issue. The president's announcement comes just one day after North Carolina approved a 
constitutional amendment defining marriage solely as a union between a man and a woman. 
While gay rights activists are praising the move, and calling it a huge victory, opponents believe 
the declaration could get Mr. Obama voted out of office. I figured this was part of his liberal 
agenda was to do this, but it surprised me that he would do it before November and frankly I’m 
just thrilled that he made that decision. Whatever happens in November, this issue is not going 
away and it won't go away until we have full marriage equality in all 50 states. Meanwhile, mitt 
Romney stands by his opposition to gay marriage. He says marriage should be restricted to one 
man and one woman.  
 

5/10/12  7am 

And now there's an online petition by same-sex marriage activists urging the democratic national 
committee not to hold its national convention in charlotte, North Carolina. It's in reaction to North 
Carolina voters passing a state constitutional amendment banning same-sex marriage on 
Tuesday. The petition had more than 25-thousand signatures as of Wednesday night. President 
Obama will accept the party's nomination for a second term in September’s event. The d-n-c says 
the party will not change its plans. 
 

5/11/12  8am 

New Kansas voters won't have to show proof of citizenship until January. Secretary of state Kris 
Kobach says an effort to get lawmakers to change the start date is dead. It comes after the 
proposal was sent to a committee for consideration instead of to the senate for a vote. Kansas 
already has a proof of citizenship rule for first time voters. But Kobach wanted the rule in place in 
time for the presidential election, instead of waiting for it to take effect in January. 
 

5/13/12  7am 

A Wichita man says being gay is not a sin for Christians....and says he's done the research to 
prove it. This video of 21-year-old Matthew vines speaking at a local church has gone viral with 
nearly 125 thousand views on youtube. Vines is on leave from Harvard university and back in 
Kansas to share his theological discoveries. He says many gays feel ostracized from 
church....because Christians have been misreading the bible. Vines says the passages on 
homosexuality have been traditionally taken out of context.  The levitical laws do not apply to 
Christians in light of Christ’s fulfillment of the law the other very few references to same sex 
behavior are in a context very far removed from loving relationships. Vines says he's received 
messages from Christians around the world who've seen the video and are now re-thinking the 
traditional teachings on homosexuality. You'll find a link to the video on kwch.com.  
 

5/14/12  8am 

President Obama is heading to New York for a full day of events. The president will give the 
commencement address at Barnard college...attend a fundraiser being hosted by singer Ricky 
Martin...and tape an appearance on "the view". The president is sure to address same sex 
marriage again. The issue has dominated the presidential election news since the president 
announced his support for the issue last week. 
 

5/16/12  9pm 

Sedgwick county commissioners are looking to cut nearly 10-million-dollars from next year's 
budget. Commissioners say... The cuts are needed to avoid a deficit next year. If no reductions 
are made, commissioners say... 160 county jobs will be lost. Budget talks are expected to begin 
next week. 



 

 

 

5/17/12  7am 

We are covering the world this morning... Where leaders from around the globe will join President 
Barack Obama for a weekend of back-to-back summits. The issues at hand...Europe's economic 
crisis and the decade-long war in Afghanistan. Members of the g-8 will meet at Camp David 
tomorrow to discuss worries that Greece will pull out of the European Union. And what is next for 
the relationship between Afghanistan and United States. 
 

5/18/12  4pm 

A protestor interrupts health and human services secretary Kathleen Sebelius during a speech at 
Georgetown university. "Having spent my entire life in public service. (Protestor screaming in the 
background. Boos) students booed the protestor when he started shouting during the speech. 
Sebelius smiled while security guards ejected the man. The Washington catholic diocese 
objected to the former Kansas governor speaking at the event because of her stance on 
contraceptives. Sebelius continued her speech...saying she has become used to criticism during 
her career in public service. 
 

5/19/12  9pm 

Supporters say it will protect American courts...but opponents say it's racism both the house and 
the senate passed "house substitute for senate bill 79" last week.. It says all court proceedings 
must follow the constitutions of the state of Kansas and the United States...and no foreign body of 
law even though the bill does not specifically name any foreign body of law...legislatures 
continually brought up Shari’ah law during the debate... Shari'ah is the law used in the religion of 
Islam... Many Muslims say this bill will make it harder for them to follow their faith it is really based 
on, i don't want to say bigotry, but it based towards a certain group. Governor Sam Brownback 
still has not signed the bill into law.  
 

5/20/12  7am 

Continuing our covering the state legislature. Governor Brownback says he may try to get 
involved in a federal lawsuit over the Kansas legislature's failure to redraw the state's political 
boundaries. Brownback says he's still deciding whether he'll file a request for permission to 
intervene. Interested parties have until Monday to do so. Nine others have filed a request 
including the house minority leader. Three federal judges plan to begin a hearing on the lawsuit at 
the end of the month. 
 

5/21/12  8am 

Governor Sam Brownback will travel to a national conference next month in Atlanta. He will talk 
about what wind power has meant to Kansas during the American wind energy association 
conference. The group says Kansas ranks 14th nationally in overall wind power installation. 
 

5/22/12  4pm 

Members of congress give speeches all the time... But a new analysis shows many of them are 
speaking at a 10th grade level. A study by the group "sunlight foundation" looked at 
congressional transcripts from 19-96 through last month. They analyzed the transcripts using a 
software that evaluates the length of words and sentences. Those data were used to rank 
members of congress based on their speaking level... South Carolina representative mick 
mulvaney came in last place... But he says lawmakers speak at a level everyone can 
understand... And it has nothing to do with intelligence. 
 

5/24/12  7am 

We're covering the nation this morning.. Secretary of state Hillary Clinton says the u-s has pulled 
off a cyber attack on terrorists.  State department cyber experts were able to hack into Yemeni 
tribal websites and replace al qaeda propoganda bragging about killing Americans with ads that 
show how many Yemenis have been killed in al qaeda attacks. Most recently...an al Qaeda 
bombing killed 90 people at a military parade. 
 



 

 

5/25/12  8am 

The deadline is almost here for governor Sam Brownback. He has until the end of the day to 
approve or veto a bill that would ban courts and government agencies from recognizing foreign 
and religious law. Critics say the measure is a veiled attempt at discriminating against muslim 
citizens. 
 

5/29/12  4pm 

Mitt Romney is expected to lock down the republican nomination after today's texas primary. 
Now-- president obama's campaign is targeting romney.. For his association with donald trump. 
Trump will be at a fundraiser for romney in las vegas tonight.. The reality t-v star and 
businessman is stirring up controversy by continuing to question president obama's citizenship. 
Romney says he does not fully agree with trump, but is grateful for his support. He falls short of 
correcting people like trump-- who question the president's background... As john mccain 
famously did during his presidential campaign. Mccain supporter: "i have read about him. He's an 
arab." mccain: "no ma'am. No ma'am. He's a decent american citizen, who i just happen to 
disagree with"   that exchange is highlighted in a new internet ad from the obama campaign.  Last 
year.. Hawaii released an extended version of the president's birth certificate-- showing honolulu 
as his birthplace. 
 

5/30/12  9pm 

There are ordinances against leaving junk cars on city lawns in newton. Mainly because of safety 
concerns. But a man says his lawn is being targeted for the wrong reasons. He has two cars on 
his property and says the city should take a second look at the "inoperable vehicle" ordinance. 
Eyewitness news reporter melody pettit has the story. That's new at nine. Kyle smyth thought he 
was thinking ahead when he got a good deal on these cars he bought for his soon to be driving 
teens. Set these aside...when they get their license these will become there's. Instead...they've 
turned into a head-ache. The city of newton cited smyth because of them...the city says the cars 
violate the cities "inoperable vehicle" code..."any vehicle maintained in a junked, wrecked, 
dismantled condition, or the absence of a current, displayed registration plate." certain danger 
issues...you don't want inoperable cars there... These cars aren't registered...so the newton city 
prosecutor says the case is clear cut... But it's pretty clear that it's a vehicle nuisance no tags and 
out in the public. The city says smyth has to cover them up or pay to tag them... But smyth says 
his cars are not a nuicence and they run just fine...he doesn't think he should have to pay 
insurance on cars until his kids start driving them these operate...no intention of putting them on 
the streets...no reason for them to be tagged and pay insurance on them//39:24 it's not like 
they're rusted on blocks...just jump start battery and you're good to go he contested the 
citation...but the judge disagreed with smyth... Now...smyth plans to appeal... It's a matter of 
participle this is my property...not in the way of anybody...not harming anybody. Smyth says the 
ordinance is poorly worded ..and according to his interpretation he is *not* in violation. Nothing in 
the state statute says it has to be a year...a  month...in my opinion a very shoddily written 
statute//or//34:50 any motor vehicle before it operates must have valid license...doesn't say 
operable but no intention of driving. In newton, mp, kwch 12 eyewitness news. 
 

5/31/12  7am 

There are ordinances against leaving junk cars on city lawns in newton mainly because of safety 
concerns. But a man says his lawn is being targeted for the wrong reasons. And he's determined 
to get his day in court.. Eyewitness news reporter melody pettit has the story... Kyle smyth 
thought he was thinking ahead when he got a good deal on these cars he bought for his soon to 
be driving teens. Set these aside...when they get their license these will become there's 
Instead...they've turned into a head-ache. The city of newton cited smyth because of them...the 
city says the cars violate the cities "inoperable vehicle" code..."any vehicle maintained in a 
junked, wrecked, dismantled condition, or the absence of a current, displayed registration plate." 
certain danger issues...you don't want inoperable cars there...these cars aren't registered...so the 
newton city prosecutor says the case is clear cut... But it's pretty clear that it's a vehicle nuisance 
no tags and out in the public the city says smyth has to cover them up or pay to tag them... But 
smyth says his cars are not a nuicence and they run just fine...he doesn't think he should have to 



 

 

pay insurance on cars until his kids start driving them. These operate...no intention of putting 
them on the streets...no reason for them to be tagged and pay insurance on them//39:24 it's not 
like they're rusted on blocks...just jump start battery and you're good to go he contested the 
citation...but the judge disagreed with smyth... Now...smyth plans to appeal... It's a matter of 
participle this is my property...not in the way of anybody...not harming anybody smyth says the 
ordinance is poorly worded ..and according to his interpretation he is *not* in violation. Nothing in 
the state statute says it has to be a year...a  month...in my opinion a very shoddily written 
statute//or//34:50 any motor vehicle before it operates must have valid license...doesn't say 
operable but no intention of driving in newton, mp, kwch 12 eyewitness news. 
 

6/1/12  8am 

Secretary of state kris kobach talks with wichitans about the new voting law. It's just one of 
several meetings this month and next to explain the law. Beginning in january, voters must show 
an i-d at the polls and proof of citizenship. Not everyone at thursday's meeting is in favor of the 
new law. Some argue it will suppress voter registration. Kobach says the bill is necessary to show 
Kansans that the state is serious about fighting election fraud. 
 

6/5/12  4pm 

New York’s governor says changing the penalty for marijuana possession would reduce the 
number of arrests in the city-- taking a burden off law enforcement. Governor Andrew Cuomo’s 
proposal would lower the penalty for public possession of a small amount of marijuana. In 19-77... 
Possession of less than 25 grams was reduced to a violation-- meaning police can write a ticket 
and impose a fine. If the pot is burning or in public view-- it's a misdemeanor and can lead to 
arrest. There is a blatant inconsistency. If you possess marijuana privately it's a violation, if you 
show it in public it's a crime. It's incongruous. It's inconsistent the way it's been enforced."  
Cuomo says that puts the punishment in line with private possession laws in the state.  New York 
City police arrest more than 50-thousand people each year for misdemeanor marijuana charges. 
Cuomo says this would allow law enforcement to focus on more serious crimes. 
 

6/7/12  7am 

Next time Kansas voters head to the polls they could be a part of a different district.. Three 
federal judges draw new political boundaries for the state. They finished the order late last night 
after the state legislature failed to do so last month. The map now moves Manhattan to the 1st 
district.. Which covers western and central Kansas. Many republicans wanted it to stay in the 2nd 
district. 
 

6/8/12  9pm 

Covering the world tonight...  Syrian activists say more fighting spread across the country... 
Leaving more than 40-people dead.  The capital of Damascus saw some of the most intense 
violence since the uprising began last march.  Burned out busses and shattered windows can 
been seen around the city.  Activists say Syrian troops shelled another town. A farmer says he 
watched as men in uniform executed 78-people there, including women and children. Meantime, 
Russia is expressing more concern about the violence, but says it's still not ready to support the 
use of outside force. 
 

6/9/12  8am 

Governor Sam Brownback calls for lower taxes and smaller government. He spoke Friday night at 
a meeting of political conservatives in Chicago -- known as c-pac. Brownback said lowering of 
taxes...increases opportunity... Opportunity is something he thinks the country is lacking right 
now. He said a lot more can be accomplished without government interference. "we're just gonna 
have to get back to the basics, we're gonna have to get back to the old paths. We're gonna have 
to get back to the ways we know: of common sense, hard work, of diligence, of living within your 
means. And we can do all these things."  Brownback also talked about abortion...and said he has 
signed five anti-abortion bills into law as governor. 
 

6/10/12  4pm 



 

 

Dozens of candidates running for the state legislature... Rushed to file paper-work in Topeka. 
Noon today... Was the deadline to file paper-work to run. That's just four days after the new 
legislative boundaries were announced. The changes create open seats in some districts... And 
pair incumbents in others. 
 

6/12/12  7am 

Eric holder is in the hot seat today. The nation's top law enforcer is set to give answers to 
congress about classified information being leaked to the press.   The attorney general has 
appointed two u-s attorney's to investigate the leaks. However, some in congress are calling for 
an independent counsel to lead the investigation. 
 

6/13/12  8am 

New this morning... Arizona voter elect a new congressman. I'm going to promise you this. I will 
work very hard to stand up for southern arizona. Democrat ron barber wins a special house 
election tuesday night barber will finish the term of former representative gabrielle giffords. She 
resigned after she was shot in the head at a tucson shopping center. 
 

6/14/12  4pm 

Same-sex couples in north carolina... Are challenging that state's adoption laws. The a-c-l-u is 
representing six couples in the lawsuit.  The suit alleges.... The state's laws discriminate against 
unmarried couples. The group is pushing for adoption reform. Under current laws... Only one 
parent in a same-sex couple can be the "legal guardian" to an adopted child. We went into our 
adoption process thinking we were both going to be able to be his legal parents. And when the 
adoption was finalized, it turns out only megan was allowed, well, only one was allowed to be a 
legal parent. And so, i don't really have any legal protections or rights to my own son.   > the north 
carolina supreme court heard a similar case in 20-10.. It upheld the law--which excludes 
unmarried couples from joint adoption. 
 

6/22/12  8am 

State lawmakers couldn't get it done... So three judges had to. And now kansas could face 
hundreds of thousands of dollars in legal fees in a lawsuit over re-districting. Attorneys 
representing the people suing the secretary of state over the issues... Want the state to cover 
600-thousand dollars in fees and expenses. Secretary of state kris kobach calls the requests 
excessive. 
 

6/29/12  4pm 

The supreme court announces a ruling on indecency fines after janet jackson's notorious 
"wardrobe malfunction" at the 2004 super bowl. The court tossed out the fines imposed against 
cbs after the incident.      The network called the 550 thousand dollar fine an unfair punishment 
for "isolated profanity" or "brief sexual content" during prime-time hours. The justice department 
argued there was no exception to bans on indecency on the air...  And the superbowl broadcast 
had been marketed as a family- friendly program. 
 

 

 


